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Zusammenfassung
Die vorliegende Arbeit stellt einen neuartigen Ansatz zur Generierung abstraktiver
Zusammenfassungen von Gruppenbesprechungen vor. Während automatische Text-
zusammenfassungen bereits seit einigen Jahrzehnten erforscht werden, liegt die
Neuheit dieser Arbeit vor allem in der Anwendungsdomäne (Gruppenbesprechun-
gen statt Textdokumenten), sowie der Verwendung eines lexikalisierten Repräsenta-
tionsformulism auf der Basis von Frame-Semantiken, der es erlaubt, Zusammenfas-
sungen abstraktiv (statt extraktiv) zu generieren. Wir argumentieren, dass abstrak-
tive Ansätze für die Zusammenfassung spontansprachlicher Interaktionen besser
geeignet sind als extraktive.
Die Arbeit beginnt mit einer Motivation des Forschungsgegenstands und der
Beschreibung der zentralen Forschungsfragen. Anschliessend wird der Begriff der
„Zusammenfassung” generell diskutiert und verschiedene Dimensionen von Zusam-
menfassungen verglichen. Es folgt eine Übersicht über verwandte Arbeiten zum
Thema „Generierung von Zusammenfassungen”. Die für den vorgestellten Ansatz
notwendigen Theorien und Datensätze werden anschließend eingeführt. Danach
wird die Architektur des für diese Arbeit implementierten MEESU-Systems erläutert,
und die Theorie und Umsetzung der einzelnen Komponenten vorgestellt. Das Sys-
tem wurde mittels eines neu entwickelten Verfahrens evaluiert, welches im Anschluss
diskutiert wird. Die Arbeit schließt mit einer Zusammenfassung und einer Diskus-
sion möglicher Ansatzpunkte für zukünftige Forschungsarbeiten.
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Abstract
The thesis at hand introduces a novel approach for the generation of abstractive
summaries of meetings. While the automatic generation of document summaries
has been studied for some decades now, the novelty of this thesis is mainly the ap-
plication to the meeting domain (instead of text documents) as well as the use of a
lexicalized representation formalism on the basis of Frame Semantics. This allows
us to generate summaries abstractively (instead of extractively).
The thesis begins with an overall motivation of the research domain, and a de-
scription of the central research questions. After that, the notion of a “summary” is
discussed in general, and different dimensions of summaries are compared, before
we give a broad overview over related work in the field of automatic summarization.
Then, we introduce the necessary theories for this approach and the data sets used.
Following that, we discuss the architecture of the MEESU system which has been
developed in the course of this work, as well as the theory and implementation of
the contained components. The system has been evaluated using a novel extrinsic
evaluation approach which is detailed next. The thesis concludes with a summary
and a discussion of possible points for future work.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
A good part of our everyday life we spent together with other people, from casual
gatherings among friends to quality time in the family to business meetings. While
private activities may primarily serve recreation and fun, meetings in the work life
are as crucial an instrument for coordination in collaborative work environments
as they are for business-to-business communication. Modern technology, such as
telephone- or video conferences, email threads, instant messaging etc. have be-
come valuable additions in these field, but have yet to reach the naturalness and
efficiency of face-to-face meetings.
One reason that remote meetings by phone or video connection are used as an
alternative to face-to-face meetings is the effort in cost and time required to bring
people from different places to one location. Consequently, one can argue that
meetings “in person” thus become an even more valuable resource and it is espe-
cially important that the outcome of such meetings are of high quality. This notion
is two-fold. It refers to concrete results achieved during a meeting on the one hand,
such as, decisions, action items assigned, problems identified, etc., but, on the other
hand, also to methods that ensure that these results are recorded appropriately for
later access. A number of different strategies exist to support the latter goal.
Where the technological and financial means are available, meetings can be
recorded audio-visually in full length and stored in a multimedia database. This
way, the exact contents can be retrieved at any point in time after the meeting was
recorded. However, such an approach brings about an enormous technical and fi-
nancial burden and is and not yet general practice in the business world. Further-
more, even if recording and storing every meeting will become feasible in the future,
the question arises how to access a steadily growing archive of recorded meetings
efficiently. Given a specific information need this may imply finding the relevant
meetings in the database as a first step. A second step would then be to consult the
audio-visual recordings to extract the relevant parts that satisfy the user interest.
Depending on the length of the returned meetings, this can become a very timely
procedure and, where the information need is complex and further technological
support lacking, impractical altogether.
Summaries are a proven tool to quickly assess the gist of a document. We find
different forms of summaries at various occasions in our everyday lives. For in-
stance, newspaper articles often feature a small abstract above the full article. But
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summaries are not restricted to documents, summaries of other media (e.g., movie
plots in a television guide) or live events (e.g., a review of a concert, a report of a
sports match, etc.) are equally ubiquitous. For meetings, summaries typically come
in the form of hand-written meeting minutes.
Given the benefits of summaries, it seems they are not utilized as frequently as
one would expect. For instance, while important meetings such as business within
a company may be documented with official minutes, less formal meetings often
times are not. Would it not be more useful if simply every meeting were recorded
with at least a short summary document that could later on be used as a collective
memory and as the basis for information retrieval? A likely answer to that question
is the inherent time and effort required to create high quality summaries. In meet-
ings, the task of writing minutes is sometimes delegated to a secretary, if available,
or one of the meeting participants themselves takes on the task. As high quality
note taking requires substantial concentration, the latter variant substantially lim-
its the chosen participant’s ability to partake in the actual discussion. In addition,
it is usually not sufficient that a person takes notes during a meeting, additional
time an effort is required after the meeting to transform the notes into a coherent
summary text.
It is thus desirable to support the summarization process by automated means
in order to reduce the necessary work-load for the creation of a summary. This is
not such a new idea: Chapter 3 shows how research on automatic summarization
has developed since the late 1950’s. The fact that automatic summarization is still
a topic of research half a century later indicates that it is a difficult problem. This
is hardly surprising if we consider the complexity of the different tasks people per-
form when creating a summary: the process involves understanding the original
contents, deciding what is and what is not important, and then finally putting the
important parts into the shape of a coherent text. In the literature, these three tasks
are typically referred to as the interpretation, transformation, and generation phase
[Endres-Niggemeyer, 1998; Sparck Jones, 1999]. Each of these tasks is difficult for
computers to achieve, yet the quality of the final outcome is directly dependent on
their respective performance. This is why traditionally a slightly different kind of
summary has been favored for document summarization by the research commu-
nity, so-called extractive summaries. In this kind of summaries, parts of the original
documents – typically sentences or paragraphs – are extracted and concatenated to
constitute the final summary (see Figure 1.1), often leveraging statistical or machine
learning techniques to classify the extract-worthiness of the chosen text units.
This approach has been applied to meetings, too [Zechner, 2001; Murray, 2008].
As a source document, they retract to the transcript of a meeting. However, extrac-
tive approaches work best when the source document is of a high linguistic quality,
as all the material in the final summary originates more or less verbatim from the
source. Conversely, if the quality of the source document is already rather poor,
e.g., contains typographical errors etc., this will directly influence the quality of the
19
Source Document Extractive Summary
“To summarize is to reduce in complexity, and hence in length, while retaining some of the essential qualities of the original.This paper focuses on document extracts,a particular kind of computed document 
summary. Document extracts consisting of
roughly 20% of the original can be as
 
Figure 1.1: Extractive summarization concatenates portions of the source docu-
ment to create a summary text (text from Kupiec et al. [1995]).
generated summary. Meeting transcripts, which record word by word what each
of the participants said during the meeting, can in general not be expected to dis-
play a high linguistic quality. They differ substantially from carefully drafted docu-
ments in that their contents are produced spontaneously. They typically contain
ungrammatical and elliptical utterances, speech disfluencies, such as, stuttering
and filled pauses, colloquialisms, first-person wording, and other effects that are
undesirable for high-quality summary texts. When the transcript is created auto-
matically by an automatic speech recognition system, erroneously detected words
are another problem that decrease the overall quality if they end up in the produced
summary. Some of these issues can addressed by pre-processing the source and/or
post-processing the summary text. But a thorough treatment of these factors re-
quires a deep level of analysis and representation that extractive approaches typi-
cally don’t pursue. We argue that for this reason the classic extractive approach is
not as well-suited for speech-based summarization as it may be for document sum-
marization.
An alternative summarization approach is sometimes referred to as abstractive
summarization. Unlike extractive summarization, abstractive approaches attempt
to mimic the way people write summaries. It uses a symbolic representation for the
contents of the source and the summary, and the final summary text is generated
from the summary representations rather than extracted directly from the source
text. Using Natural Language Generation (NLG) to create the text of the summary
makes the generation phase of the abstractive approach more complex, but car-
ries the potential to overcome some of the weaknesses of extractive summarization
outlined above. In particular, issues of text cohesion and coherence in the created
summary (e.g., inter-sentence relations, dangling anaphors, etc.) can be treated in-
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Table 1.1: Comparison of the interpretation (I), transformation (T), and generation
(G) phases for abstractive and extractive summarization
Abstractive Summarization Extractive Summarization
I Use NLU to create symbolic repre-
senation of contents.
Extract features for every unit of
text.
T Transform source representation
into summary representation.
Evaluate units based on features.
G Use NLG to create text from sum-
mary representation.
Extract best units from source text
and concatenate them.
dependently of the source document. Also, in contexts where the source consists
of spontaneously spoken language, typical speech artifacts, such as ellipses or dis-
fluencies, that are problematic for extractive summaries can be avoided when the
summary text is generated.
Table 1.1 shows a comparison of extractive and abstractive summarization with
respect to the three abstract phases of summarization. Abstractive summarization
approaches use Natural Language Understanding (NLU) methods to arrive at a sym-
bolic representation of the source contents, for instance, using a domain ontology.
Such a model allows for automated reasoning methods to transform the source rep-
resentation into a symbolic representation of the summary contents. Finally, an
NLG component transfers this representation into a textual or, less often, multi-
modal form. Table 1.2 contrasts excerpts of two automatically generated meeting
summaries. The summary on the left is an abstractive summary generated by the
MEESU system which was developed as part of this thesis. The summary on the
right is an extractive summary from [Murray, 2008] which consists of utterances
taken from the meeting transcript.
For extractive summarization, the source text is typically represented as a fea-
ture vector, at least for approaches based on statistical classification or machine
learning, which make up the majority of the published approaches (see Chapter 3).
In these methods, a model is derived from a training corpus which is used in the
transformation phase to find the most relevant parts of the source. The final gener-
ation phase is then quite trivial: the text units that are considered best with respect
to the used model are copied and concatenated, usually in their original order.
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Table 1.2: Automatically generated meeting summaries for AMI meeting ES2008a:
abstractive [MEESU ] and extractive [Murray, 2008] (excerpt).
MEESU :
The project manager introduces the
project to the team. The project
manager, the industrial designer and
the user-interface designer introduce
themselves to the team. The project
manager discusses project finances.
Extractive:
PM: My name is Rose Lindgren.
PM: Um our agenda today is we are
gonna do a little opening
PM: then we’ll move into acquaintance
such as getting to know each other a
little bit, including a tool training exer-
cise.
1.1 Abstracting a Meeting Excerpt
Endres-Niggemeyer [1998] provides an elaborate overview of the summarization
process both for documents and in everyday communication. In this section we
exemplify the summarization of a part of a meeting. We start our analysis with an
excerpt of a transcript of a meeting from the AMI Meeting Corpus. This corpus con-
sists of recorded business meetings in which four members of a company collab-
oratively design a television remote control (see Chapter 4.4). The objective of this
analysis is to point out sub-tasks and challenges in summarizing meeting discourse,
and to link to the chapters and sections of this thesis that address these points.
Analysis of a Meeting Discourse
The excerpt (Fig. 1.2) begins with two utterances that are of little interest for the
overall discourse, Okay and Right. In this particular case, a summarizer can simply
ignore them because it can be assumed that speaker B says them to control the floor
and to gain attention for the following utterances. However, in other contexts, the
two words may well be important. For instance okay could be the answer to an
important yes-no question, while right could be the confirmation of a significant
decision. Such cases should then be recorded in a summary. But in our case, the
first real information is uttered in line 3.
The group learns about two points: There is a project and the meeting they are
currently attending is a kick-off meeting. There area number of implications that
can be deduced from these two points, for instance that the group can expect fur-
ther meetings for the same project. But besides the pure propositional content, we
can also conjecture that speaker B has a special role in that project, since she takes
the liberty to start the meeting by addressing the group. And in fact, this assumption
is confirmed further down in line 8.
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1 B: Okay
2 B: Right
3 B: Um well this is the kick-off meeting for our our project .
4 B: Um and um
5 B: this is just what we’re gonna be doing over the next twenty five
minutes .
6 D: Mm-hmm .
7 B: Um so first of all , just to kind of make sure that we all know
each other ,
8 B: I’m Laura and I’m the project manager .
9 D: Great .
10 B: Do you want to introduce yourself again ?
11 A: Hi , I’m David and I’m supposed to be an industrial designer .
12 B: Okay .
13 D: And I’m Andrew and I’m uh our marketing
14 C: Um I’m Craig and I’m User Interface .
15 D: expert .
16 B: Great .
17 B: Okay . Um
18 B: so we’re designing a new remote control and um
19 B: Oh I have to record who’s here actually .
20 B: So that’s David , Andrew and Craig , isn’t it ?
21 B: And you all arrived on time .
22 B: Um yeah so des uh design a new remote control .
23 B: Um , as you can see it’s supposed to be original , trendy and user
friendly .
24 B: Um so that’s kind of our our brief , as it were .
Figure 1.2: Excerpt of a manual transcript of meeting ES2002a from the AMI Corpus.
Line 4 shows a typical effect of spontaneous speech: two um sounds embrace
the word and. These sounds are not real words, but speech disfluencies, yet they
may serve a function in the discourse, e.g., floor control.
The following line contains a number of different effects. Without further knowl-
edge, it might be difficult to understand because it is not clear what the word it
refers to. Also, the next twenty five minutes is a metaphor for the ongoing meeting
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which the speaker expects to last 25 minutes. The sentence could be an introduc-
tory sentence for a list of things planned during the meeting, but no such list follows.
It could also be a sentence that summarizes such a list had it been uttered before-
hand, but that is not the case either. Here we witness a fundamental problem in
discourse processing, that of resolving anaphora. In this particular case, the video
recording of the meeting reveals that B’s utterance coincides with the display of an
electronic slide showing the meeting’s agenda (Figure 1.3). This cannot necessar-
ily be inferred from the transcript and thus an ideal summarizer would be able to
resolve multimodal cross-references too.
Figure 1.3: The agenda slide from the project manager’s presentation in the kickoff-
meeting in the AMI corpus
From a summarization point of view, the first five lines of the meeting together
with the information from line 8 that B is the manager of the project could be sum-
marized as follows: The project manager showed the agenda of this project kick-off
meeting. This is of course not the only possible way to summarize that part of the
discourse. For instance, often times the roles of the participants will be known to
the consumers of the summary and so using the participants’ names instead of their
role may read more naturally.
We observe some typical strategies that are applied when summarizing a dis-
course such as a meeting transcript, for instance, the deletion of less relevant infor-
mation (Okay, Right, the next twenty five minutes, etc.), or the construction of a new
proposition that does not appear in the original source, but can be inferred from the
propositions that do.
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Line 6 shows another non-verbal sound. This time, it does not function as a floor
control mechanism, but D’s Mm-hmm sound signals to the main speaker B that D
is following along what B is presenting. We call such a signal a backchannel (see
Section 4.4). Further examples of backchannels can be seen in lines 9, 12, 16, 17.
For a summary of this part of the discourse, these particular backchannels are of no
consequence.
In line 7 another typical effect of spontaneous speech can be observed, elliptical
expressions. The utterance is not a full grammatical sentence because it only con-
sists of an adverbial phrase and a sub-ordinate clause, but lacks a main clause. But
we can still gain valuable information from the utterance. The speaker talks about
the purpose of something and even though it is not revealed what that something
really is, we can with some certainty infer it from the purpose of that sentence: since
the result is “knowing each other” it is quite safe to assume that the act itself is that
of introducing themselves to each other.
This rhetorical device, making the listeners infer the intended meaning instead
of saying it outright, is not uncommon, but it may fail, e.g., if the expected inference
is too complex or unexpected under the current circumstances. In fact, when we
look at line 10, we see that B encourages the other group members again to intro-
duce themselves, this time more directly, even after she already set a good example
and introduced herself in line 8. This could be read as an indication that B’s attempt
to establish an round robin introduction was not successful. At the same time, it
could also be understood as a confirmation that the interpretation of the ellipsis in
line 7 was to the point.
The participants introduce themselves in lines 8, 11, 13, and 14 respectively. The
patterns happen to be quite similar, they all say their first name and their profession.
The fact that A says in line 11 that he is supposed to be an industrial designer is an
artifact from the way the AMI Corpus was created. The participants of each meeting
do not really work together in a company that produces remote controls. Rather,
they reenact this scenario which they have been briefed about before the meeting.
By saying “supposed to”, participant A falls out of role in line 11, a fact which we
ignore for the purpose of this exercise.
Up to line 17, we could thus extend our textual summary of the meeting with the
sentence The participants introduced themselves to each other by name and role in
the project.. We arrive at such a sentence through a third summarization strategy by
which we abstract a sequence of similar utterances and only verbalize the common
features, here the fact that all participants perform an introduction of themselves to
the group.
Line 18 contains a topic shift. So far we have seen two topics in the discourse
(besides the opening remark of line 3), presentation of the meeting agenda and intro-
duction of the meeting participants. These topics occurred in a linear order, i.e., the
meeting started with one topic and finished it before moving to the next topic which
was again finished before a new topic comes up now: an overview of the project task.
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B declares in line 18 that this task consists of designing a new remote control.
Topic shifts are interesting in so far as they provide a structuring of the meet-
ing. The topic segments could be used as the basic units of summarization as we
have exercised above by generating one sentence for each of the topics so far. But
the following line, 19, marks a departure from the linear execution of meeting top-
ics. Before the discourse topic that started in line 18 has been finished, a new topic
barges in, formal recording of meeting participation. Lines 19–21 are concerned with
that topic which overlays the previous, unfinished topic. The new topic itself gets
finished correctly with line 21, and we see that in line 22 the previous topic gets
restored. 1 The overlapping topic could be summarized as The project manager
recorded the attendance of the participants but we argue that such formalities are
typically not relevant enough for inclusion on a summary and should probably be
left out in most cases. That does not mean that a list of participants should not be
included in a summary, in fact, such information could well be found e.g. in a for-
mal header together with other data such as the date and time of the meeting. But
the fact that the project manager wrote down a list of participants and their arrival
times does not necessarily have to be included.
Line 22 picks up the task of the project again, the used speech material is very
similar to that of line 18. The following line references the slide presentation again
when B says as you can see. We learn that certain attributes are expected of the new
remote control the group is to design. Line 24 closes the overview of the upcoming
project that B gives to the group. That part of the discuss could thus be summarized
as: The project objective is the design of an original, trendy and user-friendly remote
control.
A complete summary of the example excerpt, retaining the original order of the
discourse, could thus be written as follows:
The project manager showed the agenda of this project kick-off
meeting. Then the participants introduced themselves to each other
by name and role in the project. The project objective is the design
of an original, trendy and user-friendly remote control.
However, in the abstract that is part of the official corpus annotation, the annotator
decided to leave out the parts about the meeting agenda and about the introduc-
tion of the meeting participants. The abstract begins instead with the briefing that
participant B starts giving to the group toward the bottom of our excerpt:
The project manager introduced the upcoming project to the team
members.
1This is reminiscent of a stack data-structure where beginning a new topic corresponds to a
push and finishing a topic corresponds to a pop, but in general a stack is not an apt model of topic
shifts because the focus of discourse can move more freely than can be modeled by push and pop
operations.
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This exemplifies that summaries can be written at varying levels of detail. The
official abstract in the corpus is less detailed than our own analysis in that it leaves
out more information. For instance, while we re-iterate in our summary what the
project is about, the official summary only mentions that the project manager talks
about that topic, but not what she actually says.
The most compelling reason to choose less detail for a summary is to reduce the
size of the summary. This is not surprising as the main rationale for summarization
is to condense the source to a smaller version. It is up to the summarizer to decide
on the level of detail. The level of detail in the summary does not necessarily have
to be distributed evenly over the underlying discourse. If a specific user need is
known, a summarizer might decide to summarize one part of the source in a rather
abstract way while incorporating more detail in the part that is known to be the
most valuable to the reader.
The informational content of a summary is typically dependent on the sum-
mary’s length. The shorter a summary, the more difficult it becomes to make it in-
formative. Ideally, a summary is as short as possible and as informative as possible
(see Figure 1.4), but because of the interdependence of length and informativeness
this is not easily achievable.
Figure 1.4: Informativeness and length of a summary.
Discussion
The analysis of the excerpt has provided us with a number of interesting insights
about the process of summarizing a meeting. In particular we are able to identify
some challenges for automatic interpretation of a transcript, its transformation into
summary contents and even for the generation of these contents into English text.
This section reprises and discusses the findings from the analysis in the previous
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section and derives from it guidelines for automatic summarizers. We also refer to
the chapters and sections of this thesis in which the discussed points are addressed
in greater detail.
Context Dependency
Utterances can take different meanings depending on the state of discourse at which
they are uttered. For instance, we note that the word “okay” can serve as a confir-
mation or a backchannel or have even further meanings. It is thus important for an
automatic summarizer not to interpret utterances in isolation but take the current
state of discourse into account.
Propositional Content
An abstractive summarizer should have the means to understand propositions ex-
pressed in speaker utterances. Content abstraction means to reason about what is
being said in a meeting discourse, infer implications and combine statements made
at different points into a coherent representation.
Such operations cannot be done without representing the propositional content
of the meeting discourse.
World Knowledge
In order to understand the discourse between the meeting participants, a certain
knowledge about the world must be available to the summarizer. For instance, to
understand line 3 of the above excerpt, a summarizer must know what is meant by
kick-off meeting which refers to the first meeting in a project that marks the begin-
ning of that project. This involves many different kinds of knowledge, among them:
Ontological knowledge
The concepts project, meeting, etc. must mean something to the summarizer if he
or she (or it, in case of an automatic summarizer) is to understand what is being
talked about. An ontological model should make clear what the properties of these
concepts are, e.g., that they are perdurants [Masolo et al., 2003] that have some fun-
damental categorical differences in comparison to such concepts as remote control,
agenda, or meeting participant. It should also model what relations can hold be-
tween instances of such concepts, e.g., that a meeting can be a part of a project (cf.
4.4).
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Script knowledge
To understand how the kick-off meeting relates to the project, the summarizer must
have an understanding of the way business projects are typically executed, i.e., that
the work in a project contains of individual and/or group work of the members, that
there are occasional or regular meetings, that communication happens also out-
side the meetings, that reports get written, etc. Such procedural knowledge is called
script knowledge by Schank and Abelson [1977]. It is that kind of knowledge that lets
us infer that the ellipsis just to [...] make sure that we all know each other refers to
an introduction of the speakers to each other, as the proposition the members know
each other is an outcome of a proposed Getting_acquainted script.
Behavioral content
A special kind of world knowledge is that about typical or expected behaviors of
people from which certain conclusions about their roles and status can be drawn.
For instance, the fact that B is the project manager is stated explicitly in line 8, how-
ever, even without that particular utterance, we could have hypothesized that she
might be from the fact she took initiative and started the meeting. By convention, in
business meetings of this size it is usual that the participant with the highest status
takes the lead.
Such behavioral knowledge can thus be used to infer certain properties that are
never made explicit in the discourse. It is, however, often subject to cultural, habit-
ual and situational constraints.
Inference
Knowing which further propositions can be inferred from a given set of propositions
can be practical for a summarizer in a number of different ways.
As mentioned before, inferring further propositional knowledge in addition to
the propositions that can be extracted directly from the discourse can help to fill
an otherwise sketchy account of the meeting contents. This can be paramount for
an abstractive summary that has to take into account the full picture of the things
discussed. We have already seen that human communication tends to utilize a tech-
nique in which propositions are expressed indirectly through logic entailment.
At the same time, a summarizer can make use of a similar technique if it has
as its command a model of what certain propositions entail. For instance if two
propositions are considered relevant by a summarizer, but one entails the other one,
it could suffice to only add the first one to the summary model. In turn, if a set of
propositions entails another proposition, it might be sufficient to only include the
entailed proposition in the summary. This kind of reasoning build the basis for two
of the macro-rules described below.
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Linguistic knowledge
Since the basis for our analysis of a meeting excerpt has been the transcript of that
excerpt, it is clear that some linguistic knowledge is required to extract the afore-
mentioned propositions. It is necessary for an automatic summarizer to have means
to map the tokens of a transcripts, i.e. the words and transcribed sounds, to the
knowledge structures used for the representations of propositions.
This requires a method to represent the meaning of words in the context they
appear in, which amounts to the classic field of linguistic semantics. Again, seman-
tics is only a building block in understanding human discourse. A complete model
of human communication would also have to encompass fields such as pragmatics,
the study of metaphors, metonymy, to name a few.
Reference resolution
One particular sub-field in the process of interpreting the linguistic material found
in a meeting transcript is reference resolution. Classically, this means the resolution
of linguistic co-references, anaphoric or cataphoric, i.e. figuring out which words
refer to the same entity. As we have seen above, in a meeting setting not all infor-
mation is found within the transcript, and so multimodal cross-references would
ideally have to be resolved, too.
In addition to finding out which words mean the same entity, a summarizer
must also have a means to find out which entities these are. Assuming that our
model of world knowledge (see above) has a representation of real-world entities,
the task thus is to map between words and the model of concrete entities.
Speech irregularities
One stepping stone on our way to interpret the discourse of a meeting is the fact that
the meeting participants speak spontaneously and therefore include in their speech
artifacts typically not known in, say, written language. The utterances in a conver-
sation are more often than not ungrammatical and an automatic summarization
system has to be able to deal with this fact.
The above excerpt already exemplified typical such effects. Disfluent speech
could be observed in form of non-word sounds (um, mm-hmm), repetitions of words
(our our), stuttering (des design) and fill-phrases (just to kind of make sure).
Likewise, ellipses i.e. omissions of clauses or one or more words, that are not
only produced involuntarily as a specific kind of speech disfluency, but also used
deliberately as a rhetorical device, result in ungrammatical utterances.
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Topic shifts
Unless in very short and focused meetings, we can expect the discourse to cover
multiple topics. A summary of such a meeting should thus be capable of distin-
guish between the different foci of discussions. Topic boundaries provide a natural
structuring of a meeting. If these boundaries are ignored, different topics may get
mixed up in the analysis of the discourse which may lead to wrong inferences and
may affect the subsequent relevance assessment in a negative way.
Relevance
Detecting what is relevant and what is not in a discourse is arguably at the heart of
any summarization process. The point of summarizing is to concentrate on what
is relevant in the source, and only include these parts in the summary, leaving out
less important parts. Relevance assessment is not an absolute task, it is dependent,
among other things, on the source, the summary producer, the summary consumer,
a potential specific information need, etc. For instance, the official abstractive sum-
mary of the above meeting excerpt available in the AMI corpus does not rule the
presentation of the meeting agenda nor the introductory round relevant enough for
inclusion.
Traditional measures for relevance in summarization look at the distribution of
content over the discourse: concepts that appear often are assumed to be impor-
tant. In written documents, certain locations in the document have been shown
to correlate with more important contents, but for meetings that develop sponta-
neously and collaboratively, it is not clear whether such findings translate. The same
is true for a third hint, the use of typical key phrases that in documents serve as a
good indication for important material.
A summarizer may decide to include in the summary certain structures inde-
pendent of the above clues, using domain knowledge. For instance, in business
meetings a summarization strategy could be to include all recognized decisions,
even if other measures deem them not relevant enough.
Macro-rules
Once a discourse has been fully understood, the question is how to abstract it into a
summary. We have seen above three basic techniques: the deletion of irrelevant
parts (recording of the participant’s names and arrival times), the abstraction of
similar parts to a more general proposition entailed by these parts (they introduced
themselves instead of B introduced herself, A introduced himself, C introduced him-
self, D introduced himself, and the construction of a new proposition that is conven-
tionally known to consist of the propositions for which actual evidence is found in
the meeting discourse (they introduced themselves instead of they said their name
and their roles in the project).
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We call such operators macro-rules (see Section 3.2). They are different to the
general inferences outlined above in that they are not part of the discourse under-
standing phase, but come conceptually later. Macro-rules are applied on top of the
results of discourse understanding, making use of the propositions and representa-
tions that have already been extracted or inferred. They perform the actual content
reduction which results in a representation of the contents for the final summary.
Non-linearity
In general a discourse such as a meeting is not a linear sequence of topics, espe-
cially when discussions are involved. Previous discussions get revisited, perhaps
multiple times, which poses a difficulty for discourse understanding. If a topic shift
is detected, the next question is whether this is the start of a completely new topic
or whether it is a reprise of a previous topic.
Depending on whether the focus of summarization is on results or on the chrono-
logical progression, a relevant topic that reappears multiple times in the course of
a meeting could be included in the abstract once in its entirety, or multiple times
similar to the source.
Order of summary content
Summarizing may involve re-ordering and re-structuring information found in the
source. One such case is topic shifts, discussed above. The question in which or-
der overlapping topics should be presented in a summary is in fact a question that
could be asked for all meeting topics, not just overlapping ones. Different strate-
gies are conceivable, such as, the original order from the meeting, or by decreasing
relevance so that the most important appear toward the beginning of a summary.
Reusing the order in which different topics were discussed in the meeting has the
advantage that it is straight-forward for the participants themselves to find infor-
mation in the summary.
1.2 Meeting-related Research Projects
A number of international research projects have concerned themselves in the past
with meetings and the role of computer-mediated support in group interactions.
The “ICSI Meeting Project”2 [Morgan et al., 2001] was one of the first large-scale
projects dedicated to research in that area. In the years 2000–2002, 75 informal, nat-
ural meetings were recorded at the International Computer Science Institute (ICSI),
Berkeley, CA. [Janin et al., 2004] using different variations of microphone setups si-
multaneously. As one of the main interests of the involved researchers was in auto-
2alternatively called “ICSI Meeting Recorder Project” at times
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matic speech recognition, only the audio tracks but no videos of the meetings were
recorded. The project also worked on other automatic means for analyzing group
interactions, such as segmentation of the discourse, detection of hot spots [Wrede
and Shriberg, 2003], and the classification of dialog acts [Shriberg et al., 2004] (see
also chapter 5.3. The records of the meetings together with manual transcripts
and some annotations have been released as the “ICSI Meeting Corpus” which is
available through the Linguistic Data Consortium [Janin et al., 2003; Shriberg et al.,
2004].
The “M4” project (Multimodal Meeting Manager) was a European research project,
funded by the EU under its IST Programme, in the years 2002–2005. The project per-
formed research on structuring, browsing, and querying meetings that were previ-
ously recorded in an instrumented meeting room and analyzed automatically. A
key difference in comparison to the ICSI Meeting Project was the inclusion of video
channels in the meeting recordings, which allowed for multimodal analyses of the
recordings.
A third, more recent project was the AMI project with it successor AMIDA. We are
going to describe this project in greater detail in Section 4.4, especially the corpus
it produced, since this corpus provides the basis for the research presented in this
thesis.
1.3 Research Questions
This thesis argues that for the reasons outlined above, an abstractive approach is
better suited for meeting summarization than an extractive approach. This claim
will be substantiated by an operational model for abstractive meeting summariza-
tion, developed in subsequent chapters, and its implementation in form of a com-
puter program called MEESU. In doing so, this thesis addresses and provides an-
swers to the following research questions:
1. What is a viable design for an abstractive meeting summarization system?
The overall question that this thesis addresses is how an abstractive meet-
ing summary can be generated automatically that approaches the quality of
hand-written summaries. More specifically, we aim to identify the sub-steps
that allow a machine to produce such a summary, i.e., the required steps that
start with a given meeting and ends with the final textual document. We also
study how and in which ways the components implementing these steps in-
teract with each other, and what kind of encoded knowledge they draw upon.
2. Can such a design be implemented using readily available knowledge sources
for language processing?
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Previous abstractive approaches have made use of manually crafted knowl-
edge representations, such as ontologies. Creating and maintaining such rep-
resentations can be tedious work, and yet they are limited to specific appli-
cation domains. Existing extractive approaches on the other hand tend not
to use semantic representations at all, but favor directly observable features.
This allows for relative domain independence, but comes at the cost of a re-
duced textual quality of the produced summary text. An extractive summary
depends directly on the quality of the meeting transcript, which is often low
due to the spontaneous nature of the conversation. In addition, extracting
sentences from different part of the meeting can result in coherence prob-
lems. We argue that Frame Semantics can be used as the basis of a suitable
representation formalism for abstractive meeting summarization.
3. How can a meeting transcript be mapped onto such a representation?
A summarization system that uses a symbolic representation for the contents
of a meeting must be able to automatically create such a representation for a
given meeting recording. This involves recording a meeting digitally so that
it becomes accessible to a computer, as well as different levels of processing,
from low-level signal processing via the extraction of lexical information, to
higher level semantic interpretation.
4. Can insights from cognitive science be leveraged as constraints for deriving
the contents of the meeting abstract?
An ideal summarization system would produce abstracts en par with hand-
written summaries. Such an outcome cannot be expected given the current
state of the art of component technologies. It is fair to ask though whether the
same processes that people use in summarization can be implemented in an
abstractive system too. For that we study findings from cognitive science that
have concerned themselves with human summarization and propose an al-
gorithm to implement them on top of the employed meeting representation.
5. How can a content representation based on Frame Semantics be verbalized
as text?
Many previous publications on summarization do not concern themselves
with the production of an actual textual presentation of the generated sum-
mary. However, for a complete system, the generation of the final summary
text has to be taken seriously. Natural language generation is a distinct re-
search field in its own right. However, to our knowledge there is no existing
method to generate text directly from a Frame Semantic representation.
6. How can the usefulness of a meeting summary be measured?
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The evaluation of automatically generated summaries has been a challenge
to the research community since the field was first established. A number
of different intrinsic methods have been proposed in the past, for some of
which varying correlation with human judgment has been observed. Eventu-
ally, however, what we are really interested in is the usefulness of generated
summaries for realistic, every-day tasks. This calls for a reusable framework
for an extrinsic summary evaluation in which the performance during a se-
lection of such tasks can be measured and compared across different sum-
marization systems.
1.4 Thesis Overview
This thesis makes contributions to subfields of information extraction, artificial in-
telligence and computational linguistics. Its objective is to address the challenges
listed in the previous section and develop approaches to meet each of them in the
context of automatic abstractive summarization of meetings. Because of the com-
plexity of this task, it would be somewhat unrealistic to expect a perfect outcome,
thus we are interested in studying which factors influence the quality of the gen-
erated summaries. It should also be noted though that measuring summarization
quality is a difficult research question in its own right.
In order to address these questions, we first introduce the necessary terminology
in the next chapter where we also present the European research projects AMI and
AMIDA. A particular focus is put on the AMI Meeting Corpus which has been the
basis for the experiments that were carried out for this thesis.
In Chapter 3 we then study previous research related to our task. We will find
that abstractive meeting summarization is a niche task in multiple respects. For
one, the number of publications dedicated to an extractive approach far outweighs
the available literature on abstractive approaches, but we will examine extraction
ideas to see whether and how they could be adapted to abstractive summarization.
On a similar note, the literature in the field is clearly dominated by work on docu-
ment summarization, although speech and multimodal summarization has slowly
been gaining ground in the last twenty years.
Chapter 5 describes our own approach to abstractive meeting summarization
which follows the Interpretation, Transformation, Generation model. Chapters 5.4–
5.6 detail out each of these steps separately.
We evaluate our model in chapter 6. Here, we argue that traditional metrics
for the evaluation of generated summaries are less well-suited for the meeting do-
main. As an alternative, we describe a novel framework for the extrinsic evaluation
of meeting summaries.
Finally, chapter 7 discusses critically what we have achieved in this thesis. It
readdresses the research questions and reiterates our contributions. Abstractive
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meeting summarization is a relatively young field of research the approach pre-
sented here is novel. As such, it provides the opportunity for quite a few future
directions. A discussion of theses closes this thesis.

Chapter 2
Terminology and Classification
2.1 Introduction
This chapter introduces and discusses some of the terminology used throughout
this thesis. We motivate the usage of specific terms through discussion of alterna-
tives or by juxtaposition to related terms. To start off, we show that although we
possess a strong intuition about the meaning of the word “summary”, it is not trivial
to give an exact definition for the term. This is exemplified by a discussion of defini-
tions suggested by the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) in Section 2.2
where we detail a number of shortcomings.
After that, we give our own definitions of an abstractive summary and related
terms in Sections 2.3 and 2.4.
Independent of a distinction of form, e.g. extractive vs. abstractive, summaries
can be further categorized according to a number of different dimensions, which
this chapter presents in Sections 2.5–2.9. In particular, Spärck Jones’ classification
scheme is discussed (Section 2.10). The chapter closes with an application of the
scheme to the task at hand. Here, we suggest a categorization of abstractive meeting
summarization in terms of input, purpose and output factors.
2.2 Existing Definitions
If our ultimate goal is the automatic generation of meeting summaries, the first
question we have to ask ourselves is: “what is a summary?”. What looks like a sim-
ple question is in fact more difficult than it seems. In the early days of research on
automatic summarization, the terms “summary” and “abstract” were used synony-
mously (cf. e.g. [Luhn, 1958])–not so in the ANSI1 Guidelines for Abstracts [ANSI-96]
where the following distinctions are made:
Summary A brief restatement within a document (usually at the end) of its salient
findings and conclusions intended to complete the orientation of a reader
who has studied the preceding text.
1American National Standards Institute
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Abstract A brief and objective representation of a document or an oral representa-
tion.
Extract One or more portions of a document selected to represent the whole.
All three of these definitions rely on a fourth, that of a document which ANSI
defines as well. The definition includes printed and non-printed material as well
as three-dimensional objects or realia such as museum objects and specimen. Un-
fortunately, this must be considered a vague definition with the only unity criterion
for these different items being that they are “amenable to abstracting” which makes
the definition circular. Also, it is questionable whether a meeting would fall under
the ANSI definition of a document at all. A recording of a meeting would classify
as a document according to the definition, but summarization of life events do not
seem to be covered by the ANSI definition.
Even if we assume for the moment that a meeting could be taken for a document
in the ANSI sense then the notion of “summary” still only refers to in-meeting sum-
maries, i.e., summaries that the meeting participants themselves create as part of
the meeting discourse, e.g., in the form of a wrap-up at the end of meeting. For our
purpose, this notion is too narrow as we aim for external summary generation after
the meeting is over. The term “abstract” in the ANSI sense is closer to this idea, but
again we face vague descriptions, namely for the terms “brief” and “objective”. In
contrast, the definition of “extract” seems to be straight-forward and clear, although
it is tied to a particular purpose which is questionable. A summary may well serve
many different purposes (cf. section 2.6).
Brevity is of course one of the key aspects of a summary. It is probably the main
motivation for summaries to begin with: a summary’s main purpose is to free the
user from having to access the full length of the source document. This does not
mean, however, that a summary is generally intended to replace the source docu-
ment (s. discussion of “informative” and “indicative” below), a summary may in fact
be incentive for the reader to also read the full document.
To have a measure of brevity, the term compression is often used as the ratio
between the length of summary and that of the source [Mani, 2001]. Alternatively,
some authors use compression to stand for 1 minus that ratio. However, the length
of a (text) document is difficult to measure: is it the number of pages? The number
of lines or words? The time required to read it? Other but similar questions could be
asked for dynamic media documents: is the length of a video recording the num-
ber of seconds it lasts? Think of a recorded meeting: when is the exact start of it?
When is the exact ending? Does a playback at 1.5 of the original speed already con-
stitute a summary [Tucker and Whittaker, 2008, cf.]? And how can we measure the
compression for cross-media summaries, such as a textual summary of a meeting?
Answers to questions like these are not given by the definitions of ANSI. All in
all, the relative vagueness and unnatural restrictions they display are motivation
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enough to look for alternative definitions that bare the potential of being more suit-
able for the task. One reason for the drawbacks of the ANSI definitions could be that
they are tailored toward human abstractors in the first place. We shall therefore turn
toward the literature in the field of automatic summarization research and examine
the notions of summary etc. used therein.
Sparck Jones [1999] specifies the term summary en passant in her definition
of summarization as “a reductive transformation of source text to summary text
through content reduction by selection and/or generalisation on what is impor-
tant in the source.” This definition is obviously targeted at textual summariza-
tion, Spärck Jones assumes that both the source and the summary will be of tex-
tual form. This is not necessarily so, for instance, Maybury [1995] generates sum-
maries of event data, VITRA-SOCCER [Herzog and Wazinski, 1994] summaries of
video scenes. The limitation to the text modality seems unnecessary, at least for the
source. For the result of the summarization process it is perhaps less clear whether
it has to be of textual form to be considered a “summary”. The question is appar-
ently more difficult: on the one hand, non-textual summaries are certainly widely
used – for example, news broadcasts extract the most important scenes of a record-
ing when reporting on a soccer game (goal scenes, red cards, etc.). On the other
hand, an extract of the most important data from a long series of event data would
in general not be considered a summary–although a textual version of the same data
extract might be. Yet we cannot conclude that low-level event data are inapt as a
medium for summaries per se, as we can see by what perhaps is the most compact
summary of a soccer game: the names of the teams plus the number of goals each
team scored, e.g., “England 3 : 2 Germany”. These very basic data, when printed
in a newspaper, are vital summaries for millions of soccer fans. All in all, we con-
clude that a restriction to a particular medium should not be a requirement for a
summary.
According to Spärck Jones’ definition, what sets summaries apart from other
documents derived from a source, such as, e.g., an index or a list of keywords, is
the focus on “what is important in the source”. This notion is not unproblematic
as “importance” is not clearly defined itself. One could define the importance of a
document with respect to a specific information need – in such a setting it is often
synonymously referred to as “relevance”. Such an approach was taken, for instance,
by the document understanding conference (DUC) in 2005 when they introduced a
track on query-based summarization in which a user query represents a specific in-
formation need. This interpretation makes “importance” a context-dependent fea-
ture and consequently what is important in a document in one situation might be
considered unimportant in another situation. Still, summaries are typically pro-
duced for future use and thus the situation or context in which they will be con-
sulted is unknown at the time of production. In that light, if importance is con-
sidered be a key factor for a summary, how could the authors of a summary claim
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that they are creating a summary, unless they know with certainty that the “right”
context for her summary will become reality and some point in the future?
For summaries that are not generated “on demand” given a specific query, one
way to deal with the notion of importance is to somehow average over all expected
queries that this document could be relevant for thereby relaxing the creator’s dilemma
which we sketched above. Of course, such an approach must be an approximation
because the set of all queries cannot be known in advance. It is up to the sum-
marizer, man or machine, to develop an idea of a “most typical” query that ideally
would not possess too much of a bias into any particular direction and to which a
summary should provide an answer. We take it that an idea similar to this one is
what is meant by the term “objective” in the ANSI definition of “abstract”. Again,
we have to deal with a vague notion which is why a good and general definition of
“summary” should avoid such a notion altogether.
Spärck Jones’ definition also contains some hints of how we may arrive at a
briefer, reduced version of the source. She names two possibilities, selection and
generalization which might be combined or used independently. However, Endres-
Niggemeyer [1998, 54f] describes at least one more possible strategy to information
reduction, called construction: “Given a sequence of propositions, replace it by a
proposition that is entailed by the joint set of propositions of the sequence.” (cf.
Section 1.1). Construction was not anticipated by Spärck Jones. This shows that in-
cluding the means by which to achieve a result (the summary) into the definition of
the process can result in undesired limitations. We therefore propose to leave out
any allusion to means from the definition.
To this point, we have shown a number of difficulties that arise when trying to
define precisely the seemingly intuitive terms “summary”, “abstract”, and “extract”.
But we have still not arrived at a useful definition of the above terms.
Therefore we will propose our own definitions below. One lesson learned from
the above excursion should be that we cannot expect that our own definitions are
more useful or contain less problematic aspects than any of the notions above. Nev-
ertheless we introduce the following terms as a basis for subsequent usage in the
following chapters.
2.3 Content, Documents and Summaries
Summaries are necessarily summaries some contents which we call source. For this
work, the contents we are mostly interested in are meetings. However, we do not
work directly on the meeting itself, but on a transcript of what the meeting partic-
ipants discuss. A transcript takes the role of textual documents in text summariza-
tion. In fact, we can consider the transcript to be a particular kind of document.
Since the document is the starting point for all summarization, we introduce the
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following definition.
Definition 1:
A document is a physical serialization of some contents.
This is a quite general definition. It is clear that any document is realized in at
least one medium, e.g., text or video. Meeting transcripts are typically textual, but
with the availability of video and audio recording facilities, we could also imagine a
multimedia transcript of a meeting. For now, this is beyond the scope of this thesis,
though, where we deal exclusively with textual transcripts.
A summary is typically also encoded as a textual document. However, the con-
crete medium is not crucial for this, as a summary could also be reported orally, for
example. Rather, we have to understand a summary in terms of contents. A sum-
mary should be seen as a subset of the source contents.
Not all such fractions of some given contents would be considered a good sum-
mary thereof. Ideally, only the most relevant parts of the source contents should
be incorporated into a summary. But if the important aspect was only relevance,
the original source would have to be considered the ideal summary of itself since
it contains all contents and thus implicitly all relevant contents too. The defining
characteristic of a summary is that it also does not contain many irrelevant con-
tents, and thus allowing faster access to the relevant ones.
However, this thought presupposes the existence of a single valid relevance mea-
sure which does not exist, a measure of relevance only makes sense in the context
of specific information needs. In other words, the same subset of some given con-
tents may in one situation be considered a good summary–namely when it helps in
fulfilling a particular information need–while in others it won’t.
Definition 2:
Given two contents S and s, we call s a summary of S if there is a set of informa-
tion needs I so that all i ∈ I that can be met by S can also be met by s, and in
considerably less time.
Note that the contents to summarize may be present in the form of a document.
A summary itself may be serialized as a summary document. When clear from con-
text which one we refer to, we may call both the summary and the summary docu-
ment “summary”.
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2.4 Extractive and Abstractive Summaries
Since summary are derived work that draw contents from a source document, it
seems straight-forward to have a summary document actually consist of original
material from the source. For instance, if the source is a newspaper article, a sum-
mary may consist of sentences taken verbatim from that article. As a matter of fact,
one could argue that the title, extracted from the article, could serve as a minimal
summary for an article. In fact, some news sites on the World Wide Web present
their articles as lists of titles with links to the full content.
To create longer and more verbose summaries in this style however, one would
rather take the most representative sentences from the article and a concatenation
of them as the summary. We call such a kind of summary document an “extractive”
summary document, or short “extract”.
Definition 3:
Given some source contents S, a summary s of S, a document D that serializes
S and a document d that serializes s, we call d an extractive summary document
if d ∈D .
Extractive summaries have a number of desirable properties. First, they are very
close to the source in their wording, literally re-using the original content. They
thus circumvent the creation of new text which would otherwise be subject to a po-
tentially biased interpretation by the summarizer. The contents in the summary
are quotations from the source. Extracts are also quite easy to create in a technical
sense - “writing” a summary becomes a mere selection process. For textual repre-
sentations, this could be as simple as copy and paste within a word processor, or,
in a specialized extraction system, become a matter of a single mouse click for each
sentence to be selected. Given a suitable segmentation and easy access to the seg-
ments, the latter process is not limited to textual summaries but could be conceiv-
able even for dynamic media such as audio and video. Even if the segments have to
be determined, too, by the summarizer, the overall process of creating an extractive
summary is still relatively simple.
In contrast to extractive summaries, we speak of abstractive summaries when
the contents of the summaries are generated anew by the summarizer instead of
copied over from the source. This notion is perhaps more in line with the traditional
idea of crafting a summary: the summarizer first “understands” the source and then
writes down (in case of a textual summary) in their own words what the source is
about. Of course, since the summary and the source document are both about the
same contents, there may be some overlap in the linguistic realization.
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Definition 4:
A summary document of a summary s of S is called abstractive when it con-
sists in large parts of material not taken of any serializations D of S, but created
independently.
Abstractive summarization allows for a higher degree of freedom and control
of what will end up in the summary, as the summarizer is not limited to quoting
material from the source. In principal, this allows for higher degrees of abstraction
(hence the name) and compression. This may on the other hand call for more skills
on the summarizer’s side.
While extractive summaries obviously have to be authored in at least some of
the modalities that the source uses, abstractive summaries are less dependent on
the source modalities. If the source document is, e.g., a video recording it is fairly
difficult to create a textual extractive summary from that. In order to be able to do
that at all, an addition transfer to a textual representation of the source is neces-
sary. This is, of course, not the case for abstractive summarization since here, the
summary is always created from scratch in any case.
In everyday life, summarization might be of a hybrid form between extractive
and abstractive. For instance, Endres-Niggemeyer [1998] reports of professional
summarizers who combine in their work parts of the original document with own
contents when summarizing scientific articles.
2.5 Progress- and Result-oriented Summaries
Depending on their indented use, summaries often fall into one of two categories:
progress-oriented or result-oriented.
Progress-oriented summaries summarize the structure of the source. For dy-
namic sources, such as, audio/video documents, this means that such summaries
reproduce the temporal structure of the source by describing the sequence of rele-
vant events. For static sources, such as text documents, a progress-oriented sum-
mary is one that adheres to the logical structure of the source and summarizes the
contents of the document in the same order in which they are present in the source.
In contrast, result-oriented summaries do not report the order of events of a
source but list their outcomes. The order of the outcomes could be inspired by the
order of occurrence in the source, but that is not a requirement. The order could
also be determined by their absolute importance or by a natural ordering inherent
in a given domain. For instance, result-oriented summaries for dialogs about plan-
ning a meeting might follow a fix structure: (1) date, (2) time, (3) location,. . . of the
actual times at which these points were actually decided during the dialog.
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It should be noted that a summary must not necessarily be considered strictly
either progress- or result-oriented. Often times, a progress-oriented summary will
still name some results and a result-oriented summary may reflect the order of the
results as they occurred in the source. As we will see below (see chapter 4.4), the
manual summaries in the AMI meeting corpus follow a pre-defined structure that
contains both, a progress-oriented section of the course of a meeting as well as the
major results of the meeting, with the latter section further divided into three sub-
sections.
2.6 Informative and Indicative Summaries
The difference between indicative and informative summaries [Borko and Bernier,
1975] is that of the relation of the summary to its source. What role does the sum-
mary take, what is it aiming to achieve in comparison with the source: should it be
a full replacement of the source, freeing the reader from ever having to consult the
original source, or should it just give enough hints to the readers for them to make
a well-founded decision whether it would be worth consulting the (longer) source.
The first of the two cases is called an informative summary and the second an in-
dicative summary. While at a first glance, an indicative summary may seem the eas-
ier one to produce, as it “only” needs to give a rough overview of the source, this type
of summary can nevertheless be very useful. In what is perhaps the most widely
used application of automatic summarization in everyday life—web search—results
to a query are typically presented as links to the source documents together with
a short indicative extract. This extract often times is the sole basis for the user on
which to judge relevance to their information need and thus illustrates impressively
the benefit of indicative summaries even as short as two or three lines.
In practical application, the distinction of whether a summary is indicative or
informative is likely to be less clear: an informative summary might still have the
reader consult the source document if more detail is required than the summary
can provide–thus rendering it effectively indicative–while an originally indicative
summary may sometimes already contain just the information the reader was look-
ing for and a retrieval of the summary’s source is unnecessary.
As mentioned above, whether a summary is considered indicative or informa-
tive lies in the eye of the consumers and the particular situation in which they are
using the summary, rather than in the summary authors’ hand.
2.7 Generic and Query-Specific Summaries
Another point that we alluded to in the discussion at the beginning of this chapter
is whether a summary is created to meet a specific information need or whether it
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should present a more general view of the source contents.
We understand such a specific information need as formulated through a kind
of query. Again, web search could serve as an example familiar to the reader where
the so-called “snippets” that are returned together with the title of a web page when
thought to be relevant to a query the user typed before. These snippets are a few
lines extracted from the web page in question that should show to the user of the
search engine in which way the returned page is relevant for her query. Snippets are
not pre-stored, but generated on-the-fly as query-specific summaries.
In contrast, summaries may be created without a particular information need
in mind. In such a case, the summary creator typically tries to present what is con-
sidered the most important content as unbiased as possible. We call this a generic
summary.
2.8 Single and Multi-Source Summaries
So far, we were able to use the terms document and contents almost synonymously,
but it is conceivable that the contents to summarize are actually spread out over
multiple documents. In that case we speak of a multi-source summary.
Special attention has to be paid to potential overlap of contents realized in the
different sources. The identification of such overlap can prove to be a difficult talk
for automatic systems, as can the detection of contradictory information. A follow-
up question than is how to deal with contradiction in case they are detected.
A special case of multi-source documentation could be seen in situations where
input to a summarizer is presented in different modalities. This is of particular in-
terest for meeting summaries, as the available information could be distributed over
different channels (video and audio recordings, external sensor data, etc.)
The traditional case for summarization, however, is that of summarizing a single
document.
2.9 Further Dimensions
Some researches have postulated further distinctions and although not all of them
are applicable to meeting summarization, we briefly list some of them here.
Critical and aggregative Some researchers (e.g. Lancaster [1998]; Mani [2001]) add
further values to the indicative/informative dimension. A summary that not
only reproduces contents from the source but adds own comments is referred
to as critical or critical evaluative. A fourth kind of summary is called aggrega-
tive when it is based on multiple sources which it deliberately sets out in rela-
tion to each other.
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Background and What-is-new? summaries Depending on the familiarity of the sum-
mary consumer with the topic at hand, it may or may not be necessary to
provide background information. A frequent consumer may prefer to only be
presented with an update on a otherwise known background.
Modalities of summaries A summary may combine different source modalities which
could be present in a single source document or in multiple different sources.
The summary itself could use the same modality as the source or transfer one
modality to another one, e.g. text to audio (cross-modal summary).
2.10 Classification of Meeting Summarization
To organize such dimensions with which we can classify different types of sum-
maries in a common framework, Sparck Jones [1999] introduces a model of so-
called “context factors”. Context factors can be used to tailor a summarization sys-
tem to a specific area of application as they describe the desired target summary for
this application and thus help choosing a development strategy for the summariza-
tion system.
Three kinds of top-level context factors are distinguished, each of which is fur-
ther divided into sub-factors as shown in Figure 2.1. The idea behind this schematic
is that it describes the function of a summary: “given Input Factor data, to satisfy
Purpose Factor requirements, via Output Factor devices”. It is important to note,
that the key element in this framework is to provide structural guidance for strate-
gic decisions to be made in the development of a summarization system, and not so
much to provide a complete “check list” of factors that will determine a single best
choice for a summarization system. For instance, the set of factors shown in Fig-
ure 2.1 are not concerned with the distinction between extractive and abstractive
methods which could be an example for a further factor to add to the schema.
It is interesting to see how our own task of automatic meeting summaries can be
analyzed according to context factors.
Input Factors
Form The input to a meeting summarizer naturally are meetings. The structure of
meetings vary, from fairly loose (e.g., brainstorming sessions) to strictly for-
malized (e.g., parliamentary debates). A predetermined agenda is a typical
way for people to structure their meetings, but even in cases where an agenda
is used, there are differences in how much room the participants allow for di-
vergence from the agenda.
The scale factor describes the size of the content to summarize and how it
affects the way a summary has to be conceived. Summarizing a monograph
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Context Factor
Output Factor
Style
Aggregative
Critical
Indicative
Informative
Format
Headed
Running
Material
Partial
Covering
Purpose Factor
Use
Prompt
Reminder
Substitute
Preview
Retrieval
Audience
Untargetted
Targetted
Situation
Floating
Tied
Input Factor
Unit
Multiple
Single
Subject Type
Restricted
Specialized
Ordinary
Form
Genre
Medium
Scale
Structure
Figure 2.1: Context factors according to Sparck Jones [1999]
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may call raise different constraints on compression as well as the extent of
content transformation than summarizing a single paragraph.
The original intention for Sparck Jones medium factor was that of describing
the language and potential sub-language(s) used in the source. However, we
can extend this notion to modalities and distinguish between categories such
as text, audio, audio/video.
Genre is a factor that describes different literary forms, such as, narratives,
technical reports, news stories. It is clear that the difference between these
forms can have a wide-ranging influence on the way how to summarize a doc-
ument.
Subject Type The distinction Sparck Jones gives for the two cases specialized and
restricted is surprising, as it depends on the physical location of the consumers.
In both cases, the subject matter of a source is not expected to be generally
known, but limited to a smaller group of people. If this limitation is due to a
regional constraint (e.g., a local newspaper), it falls in the restricted case, oth-
erwise it is called specialized (e.g., an article from an international chemistry
journal). If a source is neither specialized nor restricted, it is called ordinary.
Unit The unit factor refers to the distinction between single and multi-source sum-
maries, as described above.
Purpose Factors
Situation The situational factor can be seen as an abstraction of the question ad-
dressing query-specific and generic summaries which we discussed before.
However, it also includes shades in between those two extremes, for instance,
a summary which although not created to answer a specific query is crafted
with a specific target use in mind. As an example, we a summary of a new
product description made for the company’s marketing department. We would
call such a summary tied to a particular situation. The more general case with-
out a particular context in mind, is said to address a floating situation.
Audience A similar notion is that of the target audience. This factor, however, refers
to the group of people that a summary is expected to reach. A book review on
the World Wide Web can be said to be relatively untargetted because it may in
principle be consumed by any person. In contrast, an abstract of a scientific
article can be expected to be consumed mainly by a specific clientele. There-
fore we call such an abstract targetted.
Use This factor addresses the question what a summary will eventually be used for.
Among the possible applications of a summary, we find retrieving a partic-
ular source document, previewing a document to get a quick overview, sub-
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stituting the source document altogether, a refreshing reminder of an already
known source, or as action prompts that invite to consume the summary’s
source.
The use factor is related to the style output factor. The difference is a matter
of perspective: use describes the intended usage at the time of creation of the
summary while style may vary in assessment from one consumer to the next
one.
Output Factors
Material Depending on whether a summary concentrates only on certain aspects
of the source or tries to capture all of the important aspects equally. In the first
case, a summary is called partial, in the second case covering. An example
for a partial summary in the context of meeting summarization would by a
summary that only reports on the decisions made during a meeting.
Format The format factor addresses the structure of a summary. While often times,
summaries come in the form of running text, it is conceivable that they divide
their contents up under different headings (hence headed summary). For in-
stance, the gold-standard summaries manually written by annotators of the
AMI corpus follow a specific slot structure (cf. chapter 4.4). The abstracts
typically found at the beginning of scientific papers are, by contrast, typically
running summaries.
Style The output factor style covers the distinctions between informative, indica-
tive, critical, and aggregative as discussed in sections 2.6 and 2.9.
Table 2.1 summarizes the actual values for the context factors as used in the
concrete approach of this thesis. At this point, this shall only serve as an overview
or point of reference as the concrete motivation for the values will be given in the
following chapters.
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Table 2.1: Classification of presented approach according to context factors
Input Factors
Form
Structure: Agenda/Free discussion
Scale: 30min discussion
Medium: Multi-modal
Genre: Multi-party interaction
Subject Type Ordinary
Unit Single
Purpose Factors
Situation Floating
Audience Untargetted
Use Retrieval/Substitute/Refreshing
Output Factors
Material Covering
Format Running
Style Informative/Indicative
Chapter 3
Related Work
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we give an overview of the relevant research carried out to date.
Both manual and automatic summarization have been studied in the past. Most of
the previous work has concentrated on document summarization and so literature
dealing with automatic meeting summarization is quite scarce. Furthermore, re-
searchers often favor extractive approaches for their apparent ease of methodology.
As a result, this thesis is, to the best of my knowledge, the first complete approach to
abstractive meeting summarization. Abstractive approaches have successfully been
applied to other domains tough–again, mostly within document summarization–
and we may draw general insights from them that could prove useful for the meet-
ing domain as well.
We begin with a short survey of how people use summarization in their every-
day lives to get a good understanding of the involved mental processes that may
serve as a blueprint or guideline for our own automatic approach (Section 3.2).
After that we report on interesting work on automatic document summarization
in Section 3.3. Although not all of the results achieved there can be re-used for meet-
ings because of the fundamental differences in the underlying domains (documents
vs. meetings), it still deserves careful inspection as it is by far the most extensively
studied area of automatic summarization. For the same reason, we highlight some
outstanding results from extractive summarization work, despite the fundamentally
different nature of such approaches.
As with extractive summarization, the earlier works on abstractive summariza-
tion were carried out on documents. Section 3.4 gives an overview over selected
approaches.
Although hardly any abstractive approaches exist for meeting summarization,
there are a few interesting results available for extractive summarization of meet-
ings. Naturally, such approaches imply the use of meeting transcripts (manual or
automatic) from which they extract text material. The most relevant results will be
given in Section 3.5.
Section 3.6 addresses previous work on meeting summarization. We find that
previous work in that area is rather limited, mostly because of a tight dependence
on a particular application domain.
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To wrap up the chapter, we critically discuss all of these findings and how they
relate to our own task at hand in Section 3.7. We conclude what can be learned or
even taken over from past research to abstractive meeting summarization.
3.2 Human Summarization
That summarization is indeed a difficult task becomes clear when we look at the
cognitive processes that are involved when people summarize texts or events they
have experienced. Endres-Niggemeyer [1998] gives an excellent overview of the psy-
chological theories that help explain human summarization.
In human-human communication, summarization occurs both explicitly and
implicitly. Not only does the human mind constantly abstract information when
partaking in an ongoing discourse, summaries are also often used instruments of
everyday interaction, e.g., telling a friend about the latest movie, reporting recent re-
sults in a staff meeting, etc. The most prominent difference is that one is an uncon-
scious process (abstracting during discourse understanding) while the other one is
an active task (creating summaries for a consumer). The following sections explain
both types of human summarization in detail.
Discourse Understanding
When we observe a situation or participate in a communication, we build a men-
tal representation of what we perceive ("constructive assumption", [van Dijk and
Kintsch, 1983]). We are, however, only able to retain a very limited amount of infor-
mation in our short term memory at a time during discourse interpretation [Miller,
1956]. Consequently, without an ability to mentally abstract information on the fly,
we would not be able to follow a normal conversation or understand a text we read1
in real-time.
Knowledge Processing Strategies
In order to cope with the memory limitations during discourse understanding, peo-
ple have to have ways to reduce the representation of the communicated contents
in their minds. According to van Dijk and Kintsch, we apply various knowledge
processing strategies concurrently to do so. The term "strategy" may sound as if re-
ferring to a conscious activity, such as solving a puzzle etc., but it is really meant in
this context as a cognitive procedure that occurs in the brain without (the require-
ment of) active control. It does, however, hint at a notion that these procedures are
1For reasons of simplicity, we take the view of reading or listening to a text as a specialized form
of communication here, in which a producer (the author) communicates in a one-way direction with
the consumer (the reader) via a medium (the text). We will not go into further details of the broad
field of Communication Theory.
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goal-driven, i.e., a strategy describes “an efficient way to reach a specific goal”–for
instance, abstracting information.
Among the strategies outlined by Endres-Niggemeyer [1998] are propositional
strategies which transfer statements in the input source into a propositional rep-
resentation. Propositions formulate properties of entities and how different enti-
ties relate to each other. For example, a sentence in a newspaper article such as
“Rahn scored a goal” might be represented in the reader’s mind by the conjunction
of three propositions: Event(Goal) ∧ Person(Rahn) ∧ scorer(Goal, Rahn)2.
To arrive at such a representation when reading this sample sentence is the result of
applying a propositional strategy.
Strategies of knowledge use and inference strategies work in an intertwined fash-
ion. For instance, in the above example, we might retrieve the fact Person(Rahn)
from memory if we are familiar with soccer players. In that case, we would make
use of prior knowledge. However, even if we didn’t know this particular player, we
would still be able to infer the same proposition because we know that only play-
ers can score goals and that all players are people. Thus, more general knowledge
together with inference rules can lead us to the same understanding.
If in the same article we read “It was in the 85th minute” right after the above ex-
ample sentence, strategies of local coherence together with schema strategies would
allow us to understand that Rahn’s goal in that game was scored five minutes be-
fore the end. This is especially notable as neither the word “game” nor any similar
concept is mentioned. For such an inference, we would use knowledge about how
newspaper articles of sports events are typically written and that goals are often re-
ported along with the time at which they occurred. Such knowledge about typical
courses of events for a given situation has been coined schema by Schank and Abel-
son [1977].
The most important strategies from the perspective of summarization are macro-
strategies: they use and combine certain inference rules called macro-rules to com-
pile multiple propositions into more abstract representations. These resulting rep-
resentations are called macro-propositions. The process in which macro-rules are
replied to yield macro-proposition can be applied recursively to yield higher de-
grees of abstraction. The final structure is called a macro-structure [van Dijk, 1980].
Van Dijk and Kintsch [1983, p.199] identify three such macro-rules:
• Deletion: Given a sequence of propositions, delete each proposition that is
not an interpretation condition (e.g., a presupposition) for another proposi-
tion in the sequence.
We can also look at this rule from a more positive point of view. Instead of
leaving certain propositions out, we can consider keeping certain proposi-
tions, in which case we call the reverse macro-rule Selection.
2Note that the tense of the original sentence was not modeled here for reasons of simplicity.
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• Abstraction: Given a sequence of propositions, substitute the sequence by a
proposition that is entailed by each of the propositions of the sequence.
In earlier works, this rule is sometimes called Generalization.
• Construction: Given a sequence of propositions, replace it by a proposition
that is entailed by the joint set of propositions of the sequence.
Explicit Summarization
In strict terms, the above theories of human summarization during discourse un-
derstanding differ from what would colloquially be referred to as “summarizing”.
Most notably, no summary document is produced during the process, everything
happens exclusively within the human mind. However, the key task performed here
is that of content reduction which naturally corresponds with summarization, and
so the study of such theories are relevant if our goal is to create a system that is able
to produce near human-quality summaries automatically.
For such an automatic system, it is particularly interesting to study the different
reduction strategies outlined by Kintsch et al. On an abstract level, they inspire pro-
cessing steps that could be part of a computer-based system. Especially the ideas
of a propositional representation and of transformation operations on top of such a
representation is appealing because it is closely related to what computers are de-
signed to do: store and manipulate information.
Unfortunately, the psychological theories only claim the existence of such strate-
gies but they do not explain in sufficient detail how the strategies achieve their re-
spective goals. Further studies are required in order to help closing this gap–and
also to gain insights not only into general abstracting methods, but also how to
eventually create a summary document.
Endres-Niggemeyer [1998] describes the process of summarization as a three
step activity (s. Figure 3.1). The starting point of the summarization process is the
source which is to be summarized. The summarizer consumes the source (reading,
hearing, watching, etc.) and by doing so understands the contents of the source. The
result of this understanding step is a representation of the meaning of the source,
internal to the summarizer. This representation is then reduced to yield a represen-
tation of the summary contents. In a last step this internal summary representation
is again externalized by creating some sort of summary presentation, e.g., a written
abstract.
One should note that this depiction is a high-level abstraction of the summa-
rization process–as we have shown in the previous sections, the different represen-
tations are not necessarily as clearly separated as depicted in the figure and likewise
the three steps are not performed clearly sequentially but occur partly in parallel.
The questions that this model raises are: how do the three transition phases (un-
derstanding, reduction, presentation) progress and how are the internal states of
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source
information
external
summary
discourse
meaning
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summary
meaning
state of affairs
understanding presentation
condensation
reduction
Figure 3.1: The summarization process: sub-tasks and intermediate result states.
[Endres-Niggemeyer, 1998]
affairs represented. For the latter question, Endres-Niggemeyer lists and explains a
number of well-known units of representation (basic units, such as, categories, con-
cepts, relations, propositions, and larger units, such as schemata, frames, scripts,
and memory organization packets) and how these different ways of representing
are integrated.
Variations of this model exist. For instance, the three steps are alternatively
called interpretation, transformation, generation in [Sparck Jones, 1999]. [Crem-
mins, 1996] names four stages interpretation, selection, reinterpretation, synthesis.
In this thesis we will use Spärck Jones’ terminology.
Discussion
The insights of Kintsch and Endres-Niggemeyer are in so far interesting as they may
serve as guidelines in the development of a suitable representation formalism for an
automated summarization system. Like a human understander, a meeting summa-
rization system is confronted with the task of representing the contents of discourse
in order to transform them into a representation of summary contents. One of the
key challenges in automatic abstracting thus is to find a suitable representation for-
malism (cf. chapter 5.4).
Human summarization requires a substantive amount of world-, domain-, and
procedural knowledge. While research in Artificial Intelligence (AI) has produced
impressive results and continues to do so in many important yet specialized sub-
tasks, to simulate the exact processes of the human mind–even only in so far as
they are understood by today’s standards–is a challenge beyond the state of the art
in the field.
A logical follow-up question is whether the human approach to summarization
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is the only feasible one, or if other methods exist that lead to comparable or at least
acceptable results while being more suitable for machine implementations. For in-
stance, as we see below, extractive summarization (see 3.3) relaxes our idea of form
and coherence of a summary; similarly, automatic abstractive approaches (see 3.4)
typically constrain the domain of the source domain to which they can be applied.
In conclusion, if we allow slight modifications of our understanding of the summa-
rization task, it becomes more tractable for computational approaches. This will be
illustrated in the following sections.
3.3 Extractive Document Summarization
It is fair to say that in the history of document summarization, two papers stand out
when considering their impact on subsequent research. Thus, the seminal works
by Luhn [1958] and Edmundson [1969] receive a rather extensive treatment in this
section. To this day, their ideas influence ongoing research in extractive summariza-
tion and many if not most of later research is based on their original ideas. To give a
comprehensive review of over fifty years of research would go beyond the scope of
this section, but we will highlight some of the influential papers which contributed
important ideas to the field.
In 1958, H.P. Luhn established the field of automatic summarization by develop-
ing the extraction approach to document summarization [Luhn, 1958]. Limited by
the computational capabilities of its time, his work already features a number of im-
portant ideas and concepts that are the basis for the development for an entire new
field of research. In his method, the sentences of a document are assigned a sig-
nificance factor which is a function of the words it is made off. For that, a list of all
words of a document is compiled and sorted by frequency after stemming the words
with a simple heuristic. Stop words are removed based on their frequency of occur-
rence: words with very high frequency are considered too common to contribute
significance to the sentences they appear in and words with very low frequency are
taken to be too irrelevant.3 Therefore, an upper and a lower bound are defined and
only the words within this interval are considered significant from there on. The sig-
nificant words in a sentence are clustered together if they are separated by no more
than four insignificant words. Then, a significance value is computed for these clus-
ters by dividing the square of the significant words in a cluster by the total number
of words in the cluster. A sentence’s significant value is then defined as the maxi-
mum value of all its contained clusters. For the final summary, all sentences that
rank higher then a certain threshold are extracted.
3For the removal of stop words, Luhn discusses both the possibility of using a pre-compiled list
and detecting such words solely based on their high frequency in the document.
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The key observation made by Luhn is that the frequency of words in a docu-
ment can be taken as a measure for their relevance. This idea proved to be fruitful
for other applications as well, perhaps most notably in information retrieval (e.g.
“tf.idf”, [Salton and Buckley, 1988]). The limited computational capabilities in his
day, however, may have been the reason why Luhn took a few pragmatic shortcuts.
For instance, he decided to treat the significance of a word as a Boolean factor: a
word is either significant or insignificant, thus discarding the differences in the ap-
parent Zipf-like distribution of words. Since the significance factor of a word is ul-
timately the basis for all significance computations, this seems to somewhat con-
tradict his own argument of a correlation between significance of a term and its
frequency–there is no notion of some words being more relevant than others. Like-
wise, how he derives clusters from the significant words of a sentence could be crit-
icized as being too crude, as it ignores phrase boundaries and can produce quite
unintuitive results. Consider, for instance, a sentence with the following pattern:
+ - - - - + +
where a plus stands for a significant and a minus for an insignificant words. Such
a pattern would define a single cluster, yielding a sentence value of 32/7 = 1.29 ac-
cording to Luhn’s formula. However, by inserting another insignificant word in the
middle of the sentence, we would actually increase the value of the sentence. This is
because with more than four insignificant words between them the beginning and
the end of the sentence would fall into two separate clusters, one of value 1 and one
of value 2, with the latter one giving the overall sentence value. This result is partly
due to the somewhat ad-hoc formula used to compute a cluster’s significance value.
A decade later, Edmundson [1969] conducted an extensive study to address the
ad-hoc aspects of Luhn’s work and juxtapose them with insights taken from ob-
serving human summarization results. To gain these observations, Edmundson
bases his work on two different corpora of scientific articles, one–called the “hetero-
geneous corpus”–for collecting a priori statistical data (common words, sentence
lengths, etc.) and one for the actual extraction experiments. For the creation of
a gold standard of article summaries, the human summarizers receives detailed in-
structions by which to extract sentences from the source documents. These instruc-
tions contain not only content-related rules, but also pay attention to aspects such
as redundancy and coherence.
For the automatic extraction, the task is to determine characteristics of the doc-
ument that correlate positively with extracted sentences in the gold standard sum-
maries. Four different types of features (called “methods”) are considered by Ed-
mundson:
Cue words Four lists are compiled from the heterogeneous corpus: null (words
that appear in a large number of all documents in the corpus and are there-
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fore considered insignificant), bonus (words with a high relative frequency in
gold-standard sentences), stigma (words with a low relative frequency in gold-
standard sentences), and residue (words that although not insignificant do
not clearly tend to correlate either positively or negatively with gold-standard
sentences). The cue weight C of a sentence is the sum of the cue weights of
the words it contains.
Term frequency Residue-words with a frequency within the document above a cer-
tain threshold are considered more relevant than those with low frequency.
The key weight K of a sentence is the sum of the frequency of all such words
contained in it.
Title term Non-null words that appear in headings in the document receive a pos-
itive weight, and a sentence containing such words receives the sum of their
weights as its final title weight T .
Location This feature consists of two parts. In one part, it assigns weights to sen-
tences depending on their position in the document and in their position
in the paragraph they appear in. A second part uses a pre-compiled dictio-
nary of common section titles (“Introduction”, “Conclusion”, etc.) and assigns
weights to sentences that appear under such headings. The exact weights are
determined statistically using the corpus. The sum of the weights from both
parts of this feature determines the sentence’s overall location weight L.
To arrive at one single score W (s) for a sentence s, Edmundson combines the
four features as a weighted sum: W (s) = a1C (s)+a2K (s)+a3T (s)+a4L(s). He per-
formed various experiments to derive good combinations of the weights ai and
found that his system performed best in a combination of C ,T and L, leaving out
the method based on term frequency.
Edmundson’s work was groundbreaking because it introduced a number of nov-
elties. He observed that both structure and content of a document can provide
relevant hints for the extraction of single sentences. In addition, he realized that
although some features are document-specific, some characteristics can be drawn
from a corpus of similar documents. He viewed his own work as an instance of the
four possible combinations of these two dimensions which he called “structural”
and “linguistic”:
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Interestingly, the best combination of features he found left out the term frequency
method, despite the common intuition that a term’s relevance correlates with its
frequency in the source. It appears that the other three types of features, when
combined, can outweigh the relevance information present in a term’s frequency
alone.
Edmundson’s work set up a framework for subsequent research: the idea of rep-
resenting a sentence as a combination of separate features allows to view later work
as two interrelated tasks: finding good features on the one hand and good methods
to combine them on the other hand.
A lot of different approaches have followed the tradition of Luhn and Edmund-
son (cf. Mani and Maybury [1999] for an overview), where the main focus is laid
on two research question: how to produce a sentence ranking that best reflects the
sentences’ relevance and how to combine the highest scoring sentences from this
list into the final extractive summary. Today, especially for the first task, the use of
machine learning and statistical classification has become a popular approach. In
such systems, sentences are considered data points that are classified according to
how summary-worthy they are. This might be a strictly Boolean decision or a real-
valued confidence number. The general method for such approaches is to use an
annotated corpus, i.e., a collection of documents together with manually crafted
extractive summaries, and derive a prediction model from these data. The exact de-
tails of this vary, but in any case the resulting model can be used for a system which
takes a document as input, classifies the sentences of the document according to
the model and creates an automatic extract from the classification result.
Among the first to advocate such an approach were Kupiec et al. [1995]. They es-
timate the probability of each sentence in the source to be included in a summary
based on five types of sentence-level features Fi : minimum sentence length, con-
tained cue phrases, position in paragraph, contained high frequency words, and con-
tained proper names. The summary-worthiness of a sentence s is then estimated as
a conditional probability P (s ∈ S|F1, ...,Fk ). Using Bayes’ rule this can be computed
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from values taken from the training set if statistical independence between features
is assumed4.
As a variation of Kupiec’s Bayesian classifier, Teufel and Moens [1999] use a hand-
crafted list of indicator phrases that mark types of meta-comments in scientific ar-
ticles, such as, “we argued” or “in this article”. The presence of such a phrase in a
sentence becomes a feature in addition to length, location, tf.idf -like, title words
and paragraph type features. Also, each indicator phrase is manually assigned one
of 16 rhetorical classes (see section 3.3), however, this indicator rhetorics feature
was left out in the final system because it was found to slightly decrease the overall
system performance.
For the evaluation of their system, the authors measure the recall of the gold-
standard summary sentences that their system would extract. The addition of the
indicator phrase list proves to be a valuable extension of Kupiec et al.’s original fea-
ture set: while the best individual result for the other features is a recall of 39.6%
(header type feature), the indicator phrase feature reaches a score of 54.4%. The
best feature combination yields a value of 66.0%.
Myaeng and Jang [1999] employ a similar idea, but instead of combining fea-
tures prior to the classification, they classify all features separately with Bayes classi-
fiers and combine the results using the Dempster-Shafer combination rule [Shafer,
1990]. This allows to rank sentences according to their estimated probability and
create the output summary from the highest ranked sentences.
As features they use the thematic role a sentence plays with respect to the en-
tire document (background, main theme, explanation of document structure, future
work). Since the vast majority of the selected gold-standard sentences belong fill the
role main theme, they can alternatively filter out those sentences that do not belong
to that role. Other features for sentences are contained high frequency words, posi-
tive and negative words, position in document, resemblance with title, and compari-
son of sentence vector with document vector. For the last feature, both the sentence
and the whole document are represented in a vector-space model and this feature
is used to estimate how central the sentence is to the document’s subject matter.
The same representation is also used for another interesting aspect, the elim-
ination of redundant sentences. Here, the rationale is to avoid repetitions which
make the summary look unnatural and also use the available summary space sub-
optimally. If the vector similarity of two candidate sentences is above a certain
threshold, the one with the lower rank score is omitted from the summary. This
thought poses an important development, as it steps out of the line given by ap-
proaches that classify each sentence “out of context” of what has already been found
to be summary-worthy.
4The authors do not discuss whether this is a realistic assumption–it is arguable whether fea-
ture pairs such as minimum sentence length and contained cue phrases or contained cue phrases and
position in paragraph are in fact independent.
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The use of term-based features, such as cue phrases or frequency counting, is
limited by the fact that authors of documents typically vary the used vocabulary
for reasons of style and to avoid redundancy. For instance, they may use nominal-
izations and verbal forms of a word interchangeably (“decision”, “decide), or make
use of synonyms (“result”, “outcome”) and hypernyms (“remote control”, “device”).
Classification features that rely on a pure surface level of matching fail to detect the
similarity between such variations and thus are likely to miss important relatedness
information. In particular, if the frequency counts are not accumulated in some
way, the different variations of word forms will each receive a lower count.
One way to cope with such issues is the use of a thesaurus, such as, WordNet
[Fellbaum, 1998], that encodes relations like the ones above between lexical units.
In principal, such a term categorization enables a document parser to map different
terms to the same canonical representation [Hovy and Lin, 1999]. Instead of using
the original terms, features based on cue phrases or frequency counting fall back on
these canonical terms. For example, if a text contains the term “decision” once and
“decide” also once, both would be mapped to a canonical term which then would
get a frequency count of 2.
Depending on the subject matter of a document, it is clear that certain terms
naturally appear more often than others if they are central to the document’s topic.
Not always, however, does that necessarily mean that they are especially informa-
tion baring and therefore good markers for extract-worthiness. For instance, as we
discussed above, cue phrases such as “in this paper” can be very good predictors
in scientific articles. If we imagine, however, a report from a paper factory about a
newly developed material, the term “paper” has a different meaning and thus loses
much of its discriminative power with respect to sentence salience. In addition to
thesaurus-based techniques, one way to deal with this problem is to accompany
pure term frequency within the source document with a measure of how signifi-
cant a term is to the general subject matter. A standard way to do this in the field
of Information Retrieval is to use a corpus of (more or less) similar documents and
compute for each term the inverse document frequency [Jones, 1972; Van Rijsbergen,
1979], a measure for how seldom a term appears in the corpus. This techniques has
also been taken over to automatic summarization [Aone et al., 1999; Hovy and Lin,
1999].
But the use of a training corpus also allows to compute other useful informa-
tion. Aone et al. [1999] use an external newspaper corpus to compute statistics of
co-occurrences of two subsequent nouns. The idea is to automatically derive sta-
tistical knowledge about compounds, such as, “potato chip”, in order to be able to
distinguish from expressions that are similar on the surface (“computer chip”) but
very different in meaning. The key observation here is that single words may not
be the ideal atomic unit upon which to operate, since multi-word expressions can
not simply be decomposed into their constituents. Another technique used by the
authors that is aimed in the same direction is to employ a named entity tagger to
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find occurrences of fixed name expression (people, places, companies, etc.).
Relaxing the idea of two-word co-occurrence further, we can compute more
general association patterns between words, i.e., sets of words that tend to often
appear together in the same document. Hovy and Lin [1999] take such patterns to
represent a concept of “topic”. They, too, make use of WordNet to grasp concept re-
latedness beyond the level of a concrete lexical unit. For each occurrence of a term
in the document, the term’s weight is increased by one as is the weight of every term
that appears above this term in the WordNet hierarchy. This technique boosts the
weight of more general concepts in the hierarchy. Therefore a second step traverses
the hierarchy in the opposite direction–from top to bottom–to find the most specific
concepts for the description of the document’s content. At each node, beginning
with the root, if one of the child nodes has a weight clearly higher than the weights
of its siblings, this child is selected. Otherwise, the process is continued recursively
for all child nodes. As a result, one obtains a horizontal “cut” through the concept
hierarchy, i.e., a list of selected nodes that are good abstractions of their descendant
nodes, yet not overly general. This list is called the interesting wavefront [Lin, 1997].
Discourse Structure
One general difficulty extractive summarization approaches face is the fact that the
sentences in a source document are embedded in the context of discourse. When
taken out of this context, extracted sentence may thus lack information that is re-
quired in order to understand their content. For instance, extracted sentence may
contain anaphoric references to entities from other sentences. If the references in-
formation is not also present in the final extract, understanding of the summary
contents may be quite difficult to a reader who is not aware of the source document.
The discourse structure of a document can be viewed on different levels of gran-
ularity. On a “microscopic” level, such structure is called cohesion [Halliday and
Hasan, 1976] and can be achieved through a number of different devices, such as,
anaphors, ellipses, or conjunctions.
Barzilay and Elhadad [1997] try to account for text cohesion by using lexical
chains for text summarization. In their approach, they analyze the source text to
identify nouns, compounds and adjective–noun collocations. For these lexical en-
tities, they look up all the different senses available in WordNet. For each new sense
thus discovered, their system tries to link it to the senses found in previous parts
of the text using certain relations, such as synonym, antonym, etc. This procedure
generates “chains” of linked WordNet senses. The algorithm of Barzilay and Elhadad
then uses these chains to identify important topic threads within the document. Us-
ing heuristics such as extract a sentence if it is the first to mention a chain item, these
lexical chains are used to identify extract-worthy sentences for the final summary.
These heuristics can be combined with a ranking scheme for chains based on fea-
tures such as chain length or the relative number of distinct occurrences. The rank-
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ing can be used to control the length of the produced summary by incorporating
only those sentences that stem from the highest scoring chains.
Besides such approaches based on text “cohesion” one can also study the dis-
course structure of a document on a more “macroscopic” level, which is then usu-
ally referred to as "coherence".
Marcu [1997] analyzes the discourse structure of documents on the basis of Mann
and Thompson’s Rhetorical Structure Theory (RST) [Mann and Thompson, 1988]
which segments a text into non overlapping spans with certain relations holding be-
tween them. A segment is either a nucleus or a satellite where the nucleus expresses
essential information complemented by the information in the satellite. The rhetor-
ical relations between nucleus and satellite are, for example, Contrast, Elaboration,
etc. These relations are such that the information inherent in the nucleus can be
understood without that inherent in the satellite while the opposite direction is not
necessarily true. Recursive application of the relational analysis yields nested spans
which induce a discourse tree for the underlying text.
For summarization, it is speculated by Marcu that the satellites of a discourse
tree can be omitted. Thus, the remaining nuclei form a reduced version of the orig-
inal text, the summary. Marcu developed an algorithm that can derive an RST tree
of a document automatically. The resulting tree nodes are ranked according to the
rhetorical relations encoded in the tree and the top ranked nodes are extracted until
the desired summary length is reached.
Marcu developed his approach on written documents. However, as [Stent, 2000]
discusses, the application of RST to dialogs is not without caveats which makes the
applicability of Marcu’s approach to meeting summarization questionable. In par-
ticular, Stent criticizes the ambiguity of some RST relations when applied in a con-
crete annotation effort. At the same time, she observes that discourse effects such
as adjacency pairs (see Section ) could not be easily expressed with RST relations.
A different approach is taken by Strzalkowski et al. [1998]. In an analogy to
information retrieval methods, they automatically construct a document “query”
from terms identified using common features, such as tf.idf score, positioning in
the document, cue phrases etc. The document is then segmented into paragraph-
like passages, and passages are scored according to term-overlap with the query,
normalized by the length of a passage. The top ranked combination of passages
that still satisfies a maximum length criterion for the final summary are certain to
be extracted.
Passages, however, may contain referential “backlinks” (sic) to previous pas-
sages and if a passage with a backlink is extracted, the linked passage is extracted as
well. This constraint naturally has a great influence on the overall extraction result.
The motivation for these backlinks is straightforward: to foster text coherence,
the authors want to assert that background information from the source document
is included whenever necessary for the general understanding of the discourse. There-
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fore a central point of Strzalokowski et al.’s work is the development of methods to
automatically detect reference to background passages and insert backlinks to the
referred to passages accordingly. The methods to decide if a passage provides back-
ground or novel information include:
• finding anaphors such as pronouns and definite noun phrases
• detecting partial names
• identifying rhetorical relations through explicit grammatical markers, such as,
conjunctions and adverbials, but potentially also RST relations.
Once identified, these properties can be treated in different ways. For instance,
given a passage that was found to contain a backward reference, one heuristic to
find the correct background passage is to simply use the immediately preceding
passage. But instead of inserting backlinks, an alternative is to simply remove the
referring expressions, for example by replacing a pronoun with the full name of the
person referred to, or by removing cohesion markers such as trailing conjunctions.
Such an approach is sometimes called “text rewriting” [Nenkova, 2008].
Teufel and Moens [1999] introduce a similar idea, but extend the division into
background and what-is-new into a more fine-grained template. Their approach
is an extension of Kupiec et al.’s Bayesian classifier described above. On top of the
automatic extraction results produced by that classifier, a second classification step
is performed in which each extracted sentences is categorized as to what rhetorical
role it plays in the source document. Here, a rhetorical role is one of
• BACKGROUND
• TOPIC/ABOUTNESS
• RELATED WORK
• PURPOSE/PROBLEM
• SOLUTION/METHOD
• RESULT
• CONCLUSION/CLAIM
It is clear that such a classification presents a form of structuring a document.
For automatic summaries, despite being shallow, it allows for a more flexible and
variable summarization method that could better tailor its output to a particular
user and what aspects of a document exactly he is interested in, e.g. through con-
trolling the amount of background information to be included etc.
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Unfortunately, Teufel et al. never actually implemented the final summariza-
tion system on the basis of their Bayesian classifier, perhaps because the overall
classification results of their approach leave room for improvement: the classifiers
correctly extracts and classifies 42.3% of the gold-standard sentences.
3.4 Abstractive Document Summarization
When we compare the techniques described so far, which concentrate on finding
the most salient sentences from a document, with the steps performed by a human
summarizer to arrive at a summary, we find that the two processes do not have a
lot in common. With respect to Spärck Jones’ general view of summarizing, we ob-
serve that the transformation and generation phases are certainly underrepresented
in extractive approaches: generation is in most cases merely a verbatim copying of
material originally conceived by the author of the source document, while transfor-
mation typically only consists of computing a sentence score and selecting the top-
ranked sentences. This may partly be owed to the fact that the interpretation phase
in extractive summarization consists of little more than mapping the source sen-
tence to feature vectors. Such a sparse representation leaves little room for complex
transformation and generation actions. However, some researches have used cog-
nitive models like the ones outlined above (section 3.2) as an inspiration for sum-
marization system with more profound transformation and generation phases.
The FRUMP system [DeJong, 1982] utilizes two ideas by Schank, scripts [Schank
and Abelson, 1977] and conceptual dependency [Schank, 1972, 1975], to represent
the contents of newswire articles. Based on this representation, the system can
generate cross-lingual summaries of the source documents. The idea of scripts is
extended to the notion of sketchy scripts which differ from Schank’s original script
concept (cf. Section 4.3). in that sketchy scripts omit less important events and
only represent what is conceived as the most important sub-events of the described
event. An example for a sketchy script describing the event of a police arrest is
shown in figure 3.2.
FRUMP’s sketchy scripts are implemented as conceptual dependency struc-
tures. Consequently, the FRUMP system faces the limitations inherent in this rep-
resentation formalism, such as the lack of quantifiable assertions. Sketchy scripts
can be understood as relatively simple templates with slots to be filled by a natural
language understanding component which in case of FRUMP consists of two ma-
jor sub-components, called the predictor and the substantiator, which are based on
[DeJong, 1979].
The basic idea of the predictor/substantiator approach is that text parsing is
guided by a semantic representation of the current context of the text at hand. Based
on this context, predictions are generated about what kind of information the sys-
tem expects to encounter next in the source. These predictions are generated by
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$ARREST:
1. Police go to where the subject is.
2. There is an optional fighting between the suspect
and police.
3. The suspect is apprehended.
4. The suspect is taken to the police station.
5. The suspect is charged.
6. The suspect is incarcerated or released on bond.
Figure 3.2: An example of a sketchy script as used by the FRUMP system.
the predictor component. In turn, it is the substantiator’s task to find evidences for
the current predictions. There are two basic kinds of possible evidences: direct evi-
dence in the text and evidences inferred logically from existing knowledge.
Direct evidence for a sketchy script means that the system finds surface con-
structions directly in the source text that are sufficient for the activation of this script
("Explicit Reference activation"). For instance, if the text contains the noun phrase
"the crime", FRUMP will activate the crime sketchy script.
In case no evidence can be extracted directly from the source text, FRUMP has
two ways to infer evidences from previously extracted information. For one, sketchy
scripts are not represented internally as isolated from each other. Rather, FRUMP
stores causal relations between different scripts and whenever a script is activated
which the system knows to often precede a certain other script, the second one is
activated, too ("Implicit Reference activation"). For instance, if a newspaper report
activates a sketchy script representing crime, the predictor will also activate a script
for arrest because the system expects the report to possibly contain information
about an arrest as well. The second indirect activation method is based on the idea
that some sub-events might be so central to a sketchy script that finding evidence
for such a sub-event is sufficient to also activate the sketchy script itself ("Event-
Induced activation").
If the substantiator is able to find an evidence for a predicted fact, either directly
or indirectly, the model of the current context is updated accordingly and predic-
tions are refined or generated anew. If no evidence can be found, the predictor
re-assesses the previous predictions and adapts them before the substantiator at-
tempts again to find evidences for these new predictions.
One special case of the substantiator fulfilling a prediction is its way to handle
anaphors: if the evidence found in the text for a predicted role filler is an anaphoric
expression, such as, a pronoun, FRUMP will take this as an indication that the hy-
pothesized role filler was predicted correctly, as long as their is no contradiction
regarding number and gender between the pronoun and the predicted role filler.
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Figure 3.3: Primitive plot units
Unlike FRUMP, Lehnert [1981] approaches content interpretation in a bottom-
up fashion. She analyzes narratives to yield a chronological order of two types of
atomic affect states which represent either mental states (M) of one of the protago-
nists or positive (+) and negative (-) events that happen in the narrative, including
actions carried out by the protagonists. To model the relations between these states,
four types of causal links are introduced, MOTIVATION (m, describing causalities,
must point to a mental state), ACTUALIZATION (a, describing intentionality, must
point from a mental state to an event )), TERMINATION (t, ending of an affect state,
can only link states of the same type), and EQUIVALENCE (e, multiple perspectives
of an effect state, can only link states of the same type).
By enumerating all possible combinations of two affect states and the possible
links between them, Lehnert arrives at 15 primitive plot units (cf. figure 3.3). As-
suming a chronological order from top to bottom, the primitive plot unit SUCCESS,
for instance, describes an event that was intended by the protagonist at some previ-
ous point in time and which came out positive for the protagonist. Another example
would be the LOSS unit in which a negative event ends a prior positive event.
These primitive units build the basis for more complex patterns consisting of
more than two states and thus combining multiple primitive units into larger plot
units. Two examples are shown here, INTENTIONAL PROBLEM RESOLUTION (prob-
lem & success & resolution) and STARTING OVER (success & loss & problem & per-
severance).
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B agrees to loan X to A 
B gives X to A
B wants X
B gets X
A wants X
A gets X
A agrees to return X to B
A gives X to B
M
+
M
+
M
+
M
+
Figure 3.4: Plot unit analysis of a situation involving two characters A and B
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These patterns are character-specific, i.e., each character in the narrative re-
ceives its own analysis of affective states and causal links between them. For stories
with multiple characters that means that we will have several analyses in parallel. To
mark interactions and interdependencies, so-called crosscharacter (sic) causal links
are introduced. Figure 3.4 depicts the analysis for a situation in which a character B
loans something X to character A. The left column describes B’s perspective on the
situation and the right column A’s perspective. We have two types of crosscharacter
links in this example, M — M (REQUEST) and + — + (SHARED EVENTS) and the com-
bination of a REQUEST and a SHARED EVENTS in the reverse direction is taken by
Lehnert to be a complex unit HONORED REQUEST. Therefore, the example contains
two HONORED REQUESTs, the combination of which is called EXCHANGE
In similar ways it is possible to construct patterns of growing size that denote
increasingly complex interactions one may find in narratives. These patterns form
an abstraction of the low-level events in a narrative that can be used as the basis for
summarizing the narrative.
Although limited to narratives, Lehnert’s model is the first to address summa-
rizing the interaction between multiple protagonists. On the way to meeting sum-
marization, Alexandersson [2003] moves one step further with his approach to au-
tomatically generate summaries of negotiation dialogs [Reithinger et al., 2000]. The
studied domain is taken from the VERBMOBIL project [Wahlster, 2000], an automatic
translation system of dialogs between two people making an appointment. The two
speakers have a short dialog in which they agree on a time and place to meet as well
as activities to engage in.
Alexandersson makes use of the available interpretation infrastructure that is
part of the VERBMOBIL translator and adds on top of this a module for summary
generation. The representation in his SUGE module consists of an intention part
and an content part. For the former, each contribution of a speaker is broken down
into dialog act segments (cf. 4.4), and categorized automatically into one of 19 dif-
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ferent types of dialog acts [Reithinger and Klesen, 1997]. These dialog acts model
intentional aspects of a speaker contribution, such as Inform, Request, etc.
The actual contents of these contributions are realized on a second level. The
propositions of a dialog act segment are represented in so-called discourse repre-
sentation expressions (DIREX). These expressions contain expressions of different
kinds. The modeling of the necessary domain knowledge for making appointments
is realized using description logic. In addition, temporal aspects are encoded with
temporal expressions using the specialized TEL language [Endriss, 1998]. SUGE
also employs a notion of a general topic of discourse which for the given domain
is one of four possibilities: Scheduling (finding a date for the appointment), Trav-
eling (arranging modes of transportation), Accommodation (where to stay), Enter-
tainment (which spare time activities to engage in).
Altogether, an utterance is therefore analyzed in terms of three aspects, as illus-
trated by the following sample sentence:
“So we have to leave Munich at six o’clock”
Dialog act: Suggest
Topic: Scheduling
DIREX: has move:
[move, has_source_location:
[city, has_name=’muenchen’],
has_departure_time:
[date, tempex=’tempex(en_2920_0,
[from:tod:6:0])’]]
With this kind of representation, Alexandersson first analyzes all speaker contribu-
tions of a negotiation dialog. His system is able to follow the negotiation sub-dialogs
in the different topics and can accumulate the resulting negotiation objects by com-
bining the Direx with a default unification algorithm [Alexandersson et al., 2006].
Then, a summary is generated in four steps. First, the most recent specific accepted
negotiation objects are compiled from the dialog analysis. For each, a plan proces-
sor generates a sentence representations for each negotiation object. A smoothing
step introduces anaphors and demonstratives to obtain a more pleasant and cohe-
sive text style. In a final step, this sentence level representation is passed to VERB-
MOBIL’s generator VM-GECO which realizes the sentence structures as text. Figure
3.5 displays an example summary as generated by Alexandersson’s summarizer.
3.5 Extractive Meeting Summarization
One of the biggest problems for adapting an approach such as Edmundson’s and
similar ones to (extractive) meeting summarization is that they rely to a certain de-
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Figure 3.5: Example of a Verbmobil dialog summary [Wahlster, 2000, p516].
gree on the availability of structural information such as paragraphs, sections and
section titles, etc. That this observation is especially true for approaches that ex-
plicitly employ discourse roles for analyzing text documents goes without saying. A
transcript of a meeting of course does not come with such nice structuring hints.
Another problem is that in a fully-automatic system, linguistic features are sub-
ject to the quality of the automatic speech recognition (ASR) system used to create
the automatic transcript. If certain cue terms that could add to a sentence’s rel-
evance score are said during a meeting but misrecognized by the ASR system, we
expect the extraction quality of an automatic summarizer to degrade. Even worse
is the effect ASR deficiencies have on the final extract: the text quality is directly
influenced by the text quality of the automatic transcript.
Nevertheless, some research has been carried out on extractive meeting sum-
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marization in recent years. Disregarding considerations like the above, Waibel et al.
[1998] use a modified version of a maximal marginal relevance (MMR) approach
originally developed for text summarization on meeting transcripts. They construct
an extractive summary by iteratively adding the highest ranked speaker turn until a
desired length is reached. Their approach merely applies standard document sum-
marization techniques to a meeting transcript.
Zechner [2001] pays more respect to the fundamental differences between a
carefully drafted document and a transcript of spontaneous dialog. He introduces
a seven stage pipeline architecture for his DIASUMM system which extracts a sum-
mary from a transcript of a dialog. The first five stages in this setup address the
question of determining useful units in the transcript which then serve as the ba-
sis for a subsequent extraction procedure. A part-of-speech (POS) tagger first as-
signs to each word in the transcript with a tag from an extended version of the Penn
Treebank POS tag set [Marcus et al., 1994]. The extension adds four special mark-
ers for disfluent words [cf. Shriberg, 1994]. These tags are used in the next stage
to determine reasonable “sentence” boundaries. This is a challenging problem in
that people in spoken discourse do not always produce full and/or grammatically
correct sentences. Therefore, the third stage tries to detect another class of speech
disfluencies, false starts. Similar to the discourse-oriented document summariza-
tion approaches described above, Zechner notes that some of the transcript units
available for extraction can not be understood in isolation, but should be presented
together with other units. One example for such cross-speaker information links
are question/answer-pairs, and consequently DIASUMM’s fourth stage detects such
pairs. The next module in the pipeline removes another type of speech disfluencies
within a speaker’s utterance, repetition, of lengths between one and four words. A
longer dialog may range over multiple topics and it might be desirable for a sum-
mary not to leave some of them out. For an automatic system, it is therefore useful
to detect topics boundaries within a dialog transcript. This is what the fifth stage in
Zechner’s system does, the last stage before the actual extraction of sentences. Ex-
traction is realized in two steps, ranking the sentences and selecting the most rele-
vant ones. Each sentence is represented as a term vector and likewise a term vector
is computed for each topic segment. Based on this setup, all sentences in a topic
segment can be ranked according to their vector’s similarity to the segment vec-
tor. To account for the aforementioned cross-speaker information links, sentences
that are members of question/answer pairs are always ranked at adjacent positions
in the list, at the position of the higher-ranking pair member. With the sentence
ranking in place, DIASUMM supports three variations of selection procedures with
differences in how the sentences or parts of them are presented to the use.
Murray [2008] elaborates on the last step of Zechner’s pipeline, the actual ex-
traction step. While Zechner uses three variations of a tf.idf as the basis for his
computations, Murray investigates whether such term-weighting metrics that were
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originally intended for documents can and should be used for spontaneous speech
summarization as well, or whether using more specialized metrics tailored to better
capture the differences in language could produce improved results. He introduces
two new metrics for that, su.idf and twssd and compares them to four standard
metrics from Information Retrieval (idf, tf.idf, ridf, and Gain).
The first term weighting scheme, su.idf, is based on the intuition that the differ-
ent speakers that contribute to the meeting contents each has a personal vocabulary
at their disposal that differs from that of the other speakers. His hypothesis is that
the speakers will use more informative words with a higher variation in frequency
while words that occur with a more evenly balanced frequency between the speak-
ers will be considered less informative. He therefore formulates a surprisal score
for each term t and each speaker s, as the negative log probability that the term is
uttered by the other speakers:
sur p(s, t )=− log(
∑
s′ 6=s t f (t , s′)∑
s′ 6=s N (s′)
)
A total surprisal score tot sur p for each term can then be computed by summing
over all speakers-dependent surprisal scores. The final formula multiplies the result
with the relative number of speakers who actually utter a given term (s(t )/S) and the
square-root of the inverse document frequency i d f :
su.i d f (t )= tot sur p(t ) · s(t )
S
·
√
i d f (t )
The second metric twssd5 is a variation of the same intuition, namely that in-
formative words are not evenly distributed amongst all speakers. In turn, this has
a consequence on the probability that a randomly chosen term from the meeting
transcript was uttered by a specific speaker. Using Bayes’ Theorem one can esti-
mate this probabilities on the grounds of readily available statistics from a training
corpus. Using for each term t the maximum of the scores thus estimated for all
speakers in a meeting yields a score Sc1 that will be higher for more “personalized”
terms and lower for commonly used terms.
To account for structural properties in a meeting discourse, a second score Sc2
is introduced, in which Murray measures how evenly a term is distributed over all
speaker turns in the meeting. This is also in analogy to Sc1, but substituting speaker
information with turn information.
In a third component score Sc3 Murray computes co-occurrence statistics of
each term from the used corpus, as he hypothesized that this might be a valu-
able information for term-weighting. With these three component scores twssd is
computed as the harmonic mean of Sc1, Sc2, and Sc3. For purely term-based ex-
traction, Murray finds that both of his newly introduced metrics outperform tra-
ditional schemes from document summarization when evaluating the generated
5Term-weighting for spontaneously spoken dialogues
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summaries with the gold-standard summaries on the basis of recall, precision and
f-score of co-selected sentences.
As previous research on extractive summarization has shown cue words to be
valuable hints for extract-worthy sentences, Murray encompasses his term-weighting
approach with a list of manually derived cue words. An initial list is ranked based
on how well their correlation with extracted and their inverse correlation with non-
extracted gold-standard sentences. Experiments based on this simple approach
alone already showed f-scores comparable to the experiments based purely on term-
weighing, although precision was observed to drop.
Murray then studies whether results could be improved by combining different
kinds of features. He proceeds to compare three different unsupervised machine
learning approaches for this, MMR, Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA, [Deerwester
et al., 1990]), and a variation thereof based on the Centroid approach by Radev et al.
[2000]. Although MMR and LSA receive a notable gain when using Murray’s su.idf
term-weighting scheme compared to using traditional tf.idf, the Centroid method
outperforms both, showing no significant difference between su.idf and tf.idf.
Also, supervised machine learning approaches using a liblinear logistic regres-
sion classifier are studied. In addition to term-weighting and cue word features, he
also includes prosodic features derived from the audio recordings of the speakers
(mean and maximum energy; mean, maximum and standard deviation of F0 pitch;
dialog act lengths; pause lengths, dialog act overlap lengths; and an estimation of
rate-of-speech), structural features (position of dialog act in the meeting; position
of dialog act within a speaker turn), and features estimating speaker dominance. He
finds that a subset of features from all classes delivers best results.
3.6 Abstractive Meeting Summarization
Although extractive meeting summarization has seen growing interest in the re-
search community in the last decade, abstractive approaches are still scarce. Tradi-
tionally, extractive approaches have always outnumbered the research on abstrac-
tive summarization, in document as well as speech-based summarization. We be-
lieve this to be due to the relatively clear and well-defined task of extraction that
lends itself well to machine learning and statistical classification, versus the more
complicated and complex task of abstraction which has in the past relied on error-
prone NLP methods. With the source material being less clean and structured in the
case of meetings, it is understandable that the trend toward extractive summariza-
tion has only continued. A second reason may be that abstractive summarization
requires a domain representation formalism. Often times, this implies dependence
of a certain domain of discourse. The implication of low re-usability in other do-
mains may be another reason why abstractive summarization is considered less at-
tractive.
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Notable exceptions are rare. Castronovo [2009] describes a knowledge-based
approach for summarizing design decisions in meetings. He models the domain of
discourse (the design of a remote control with different design aspects, such as, its
color, material, type of batteries, etc.) explicitly in an ontology. The interpretation
of the discussions in a meeting is an incremental process, interpretation results are
successively propagated through three interpretation layers: In the extraction layer
every speaker contribution is parsed with a semantic grammar parser [Engel, 2006],
resulting in a Typed Feature Structure that represents the current utterance. If ap-
plicable, this structure is merged on an intermediate layer with previous utterances
on the same topic. Lastly, the result layer collects the final state of all topics from
the intermediate layer and integrates them into a complete representation of the
current remote control design.
Similar to other knowledge-based approaches, Castronovo’s work suffers mostly
from its strong dependency on a hand-crafted domain model. While such a model
enables him to produce summaries of good quality, it makes it difficult to apply
his approach to other domains without adjusting the used ontology, typed feature
structures, semantic parser rules, etc. The labour intensity as well as the expert
knowledge required to perform these adjustments make the approach unfeasible
for wider application.
An alternative approach that attempts to deplete the dependence on a specific
domain of discourse while still aiming for an abstractive summarization model is
presented by [Murray et al., 2010]. Like Castronovo, they manually design an ontol-
ogy, but only as a model of conversations, not of a particular domain. It consists of
only two main categories, Participant and Entity, which can be specialized by sub-
categories such as e.g. ProjectManager. The focus of this ontology lies on a set of
six relations between instances of the two main categories. Relations are realized as
triples of the form:
<Participant, Relation, Entity>
expressing that a particular participant in the conversation stands in the given re-
lation to an entity that is mentioned in the discourse. For example, the following
triple expresses that a certain participant is involved in a decision about a sim-
ple chip: <participant-a, hasDecision, simple-chip>. Such triples are instantiated
by several classifiers that take as input a sentence from the conversation and out-
put triples according to the six relations which model decisions, actions, problems,
positive subjective sentences, negative subjective sentences and generally impor-
tant sentences that do not belong to any of the other relations. Entities are detected
as noun phrases with a medium-range (10-90%) frequency, and participants are
known through speaker identification.
Murray and colleagues argue that this kind of representation is suitable for down-
stream processing by an NLG component that could generate an abstract. However,
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The meeting was opened and the meeting group talked about the user
interface, the remote control and the design. They debated the costs, the
company and the project while discussing the project budget. The signal,
the remote control and the beep were mentioned afterwards. They talked
about meeting before closing the meeting.
Figure 3.6: An indicative abstractive meeting summary generated by the system of
Kleinbauer et al. [2007a].
they only demonstrate how the triple representation can be leveraged for extrac-
tion. Once all triples have been instantiated in an interpretation step, their transfor-
mation step uses an integer linear programming method to optimize an extraction
function.
This approach is hybrid to some extent, because it combines a symbolic rep-
resentation with a sentence extraction method. The representation formalism has
two major advantages. It is not domain-dependent, modeling only conversations
but not the topics of discourse, and it is simple enough to be feasible for the in-
terpretation phase, as the evaluation done by the authors suggests. However, since
they have not actually implemented the generation phase, it is unclear how eligible
their relatively shallow ontological representation is for such a task. For instance it
is questionable how well their ontology lends itself to macro-rules such as van Dijk
and Kintsch [1983]’s Abstraction and Construction (cf. Section 3.2).
Our own previous work is so far the only attempt at realizing a complete ab-
stractive summarization pipeline that includes a text generation phase [Kleinbauer
et al., 2007a,b]. It makes use of a elaborate domain ontology [Lochert et al., 2005]
to encode the propositional content of meeting transcripts. A second layer of in-
formation is a hierarchical set of discourse topics, e.g., discussion, presentation of
prototypes, project budget, look and usability, etc.. The topic information gives a
basic structuring of the discourse, and each topic segment is realized as a distinct
sentence that verbalizes the general topic of the segment as well as the main points
of discourse.
For the latter, we use the most frequent concepts that appear in the ontologi-
cal propositional content annotations of a topic segments. A presentation planner
which has access to that information creates the general structure of the summary
document. The result of the planning phase are logical forms that serve as input to
the surface realizer NIPS [Engel, 2006]. The result of the generation phase is exem-
plified in Figure 3.6.
The ontology used in this work is orders of magnitude larger than the one in
[Murray et al., 2010]. But it also demonstrates the previously discussed discrepancy
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between expressiveness of a representation scheme and the difficulty to populate
such a scheme with instances from the discourse: the propositional content and
topic annotations used by the summarizer are created manually. The interpretation
phase is thus not fully automatic, even though the downstream phases are. This
makes the summarizer semi-automatic and thus not feasible for practical use.
3.7 Discussion
In this chapter we have presented an overview of the state of the art of automatic
summary generation, spanning from the historic roots in the mid-20th century to
today. We have looked at research addressing different aspects as well as different
genres of source documents. Here, we argued that speech, and more so meeting
summarization is still a relatively young field that has not yet received as much at-
tention as classical document summarization. Throughout the literature, extractive
approaches dominate the field, and although some research has attempted gener-
ating abstractive summaries, those works remained spotlight approaches, failing to
attract wide-spread attention in the research community. In particular, abstractive
summarization of meetings has not been tackled at all.
In addition to the work presented above, more exotic takes on summarization
existSuch work includes, for example, summarization of singled-out aspects of meet-
ings (decisions [Hsueh, 2008; Wang and Cardie, 2011] or action items [Purver et al.,
2007]). An interesting alternative to text-only summaries of meetings is presented
by Castronovo et al. [2008] who develop a constraint-based layout engine to visu-
alize meeting summaries in either a newspaper or a comic-strip style (Fig. 3.7).
Sometimes the generation of textual descriptions of numeric event data, e.g. [May-
bury, 1995], is also referred to as summarization. However, we argue that this task
is only remotely related to meeting summarization, if at all.
For our own work, we have looked at findings from psychology and cognitive
science that could provide useful insights for establishing a novel approach to ab-
stractive meeting summarization. In particular, we have derived a general abstract
model for the summarization process that will serve as the basis for the remain work
in this thesis. Endres-Niggemeyer’s work described both mental representations of
information and cognitive strategies that play a role in human summarization.
On a more technical side, we have highlighted the central concerns to machine-
based summarization. The main question of extractive summarization is how to
determine which sentences to extract from the source. For meeting summarization,
this question has to be reformulated slightly because spontaneous speech is in most
cases not made of full (grammatical) sentences.
In any case, once a unit or segment for extraction is found, the next step is to
establish good indicators for the salience of a segment. For documents, features
such as term frequency, cue words, and position of a sentence have been shown
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Figure 3.7: An excerpt of a comic-strip summarization generated by the SUVI system
[Castronovo et al., 2008].
to be the most useful. For multiparty conversations, Murray shows that variations
of established term weights prove beneficial. Combining features to the reach best
extraction results is nowadays almost always approached with machine learning
approaches.
The output of such computations are ranked lists of original sentences, and
while earlier approaches contented themselves with extracting the top scoring sen-
tences off the list, much work has been spent since then into incorporating dis-
course information to increase the stand-alone readability of the produces sum-
maries.
Abstractive approaches are still comparatively rare. Explicit modeling of a do-
main of application and the inherent restriction to that domain may be a reason
for this negligence. We have described two genuinely different approaches above,
a top-down approach using script-like representation structures and a bottom-up
approach which uses three simple affect states to model complex structures emerg-
ing from interactions of protagonists in narratives. For speech, Alexandersson in-
troduces a method to generate abstracts of negotiation dialogs.
Since abstractive summary approaches rely on a meaning analysis of the source
document, they are prone to a type of error that can not be found in extractive
summaries: if the source is misinterpreted somehow, the final abstract will contain
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wrong information, i.e., describe facts that did not actually occur in the source (e.g.,
“confabulations” [Alexandersson, 2003]). Yet, extractive summaries, if not carefully
constructed, may display a similar kind of error: two sentences that stem from dif-
ferent parts of the documents and are taken out of context through the extraction
process, could together form a new meaning never expressed in the source. This
happens, for example, when an extracted sentence contains an anaphora which in
the summary could be interpreted to refer to something different than in the source
document. Figure 3.8 exemplifies the effect in a summary generated by [Murray,
2008]’ extractive summarizer: the “it” at the beginning of the second line suggests
that the tool training exercise needs to be original, trendy and user-friendly. In
the original meeting though, these attributes refer to the remote control which the
meeting group is designing.
PM: then we’ll move into acquaintance such as getting to know each other a
little bit, including a tool training exercise.
PM: it needs to be original, trendy and user-friendly.
Figure 3.8: Extractive confabulations: dangling anaphors suggest contents that were
never actually uttered in the source meeting.
One possible way to deal with the shortcomings of either of the two approaches
is to try to combine the best of both worlds, and some researchers have gone this
way. Coming from the extractive end of the scale, Hovy and Lin [1999] for exam-
ple make use of the WordNet hierarchy to map pure surface forms of lexical units
to synset representations (sets of synonymous words) which allows them to exploit
inter-conceptual relationships such as hypernym/hyponym. This can be interpreted
at a first small step towards a richer representation of contents which supports very
simple reasoning facilities. Our own previous work [Kleinbauer et al., 2007a,b] can
be viewed as a similar approach in which frequency statistics that are typical for
extraction features are used in a semi-automatic abstractive meeting summarizer.
Table 3.1 highlights and compares a selection of the different approaches dis-
cussed above. The two classic approaches by Luhn and Edmundson paved the
way for research on automatic summarization, and can certainly be said to have
established the field. However, both of their approaches relied heavily on manual
tweaking. DeJong’s FRUMP system was the first serious attempt to generate sum-
maries in a more human-inspired fashion, by using a symbolic representation for
the summary contents. Unfortunately, the summaries were presented only as inter-
nal datastructures of the system, and not in textual form. Besides that, FRUMP was
limited to a single sketchy strip per input which makes the approach unsuitable for
meetings which typically encompass multiple different topics.
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Kupiec realized that extractive summarization could be treated as a binary clas-
sification task. Today, most research on summarization follows in the footsteps of
this early machine learning approach; however, like all extractive approaches, co-
hesion and coherence of the produced textual output is a challenge, and even more
so, if his approach were translated to a less-structured and more freely developing
domain such as spontaneous conversations.
Hovy et al. attempt to use a more conceptually rich representation for their sum-
marizer than simple feature vectors. In particular, they suggest the use of already
existing language resources, such as WordNet, to achieve both a broad conceptual
coverage and a more symbolic representation. Their system is constructed to sup-
port multiple different text generation components, however, such components are
not presented by the authors.
Zechner suggests an extraction approach for meetings and other types of con-
versations. He addresses the spontaneous nature of the source by correcting some
speech disfluencies automatically. However, in the end he does not generate a new
summary text, but merely extracts speaker contributions from the transcript.
In contrast, Alexandersson’s approach does use a text generation component.
In particular, his system is able to leverage the translation capabilities of the VERB-
MOBIL system to generate cross-lingual summaries, albeit in only a quite limited
domain.
Our own previous work faced similar challenges in terms of coverage. Although
the textual quality was good due to its abstractive nature, the analysis of a given
meeting was partly done by hand because automatic components failed to deliv-
ered the required quality.
Murray’s approach is similar to Zechner’s but improves upon it in a number of
points by employing a model more catered to speech-specific features. It remains
an extractive summarizer though that does not improve the inherent difficulties of
extraction over transcripts.
Finally, the work presented in this thesis makes a novel contribution by being a
complete, automatic system for the abstractive summarization of group meetings.
The chosen representation formalism, Frame Semantics, is rich enough to allow for
content reduction operations similar to how humans summarize. At the same time,
the formalism is not too ambitious for real-life use, as is underlined by the existence
of different software parsers for Frame Semantics. Yet, the sometimes lacking cov-
erage of FRAMENET and of the Scripts used as part of the content reduction phase
still limit the overall approach.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of selected summarization systems.
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Chapter 4
Knowledge Sources and Data Sets
4.1 Introduction
The approach to abstractive meeting summarization described in this thesis sug-
gest the integration of some well-founded theories. The goal of this chapter is to
introduce the relevant formalisms.
Section 5.4 introduces Frame Semantics, a theory of lexical semantics, modeling
the meaning of words. To summarize a meeting, we concentrate mainly on what the
meeting participant said to each other.
One source of information that we can leverage in the transformation from source
to summary contents is script knowledge which describes the sub-events that make
up more complex events. This theory is described in Section 4.3.
We use existing data sets to develop and test our approach as well as extracting
certain knowledge bases, such as e.g. the partial syntax trees used for text genera-
tion (Section 5.6). These data sets–the FRAMENET corpus, the AMI and the AMIDA
corpus–are introduced in Sections 4.4 and 4.4 respectively.
Finally, we summarize these preliminaries in Section 4.5.
4.2 Semantic Frames
In a meeting, people communicate not only through words, but also through other
modalities, such as hand and body gestures, facial expressions, presentations, etc.
The meeting participants make use of the different modalities in an intertwined
way, i.e., a single utterance may transport information that is distributes over mul-
tiple modalities. For instance, consider the following excerpt of meeting ES2002a
from the AMI corpus:
In this part of the meeting, participant D draws a beagle on the whiteboard in
the meeting room. This action is not very clear from the transcript, even though
speaker B introduces the general topic in the first three lines of the excerpt. D vol-
unteers to be the first in this experiment, but we see no indication in the transcript
that he actually gets up from the table and walks over to the whiteboard to draw
a beagle. We only learn that a beagle is his favorite animal. Therefore, in order to
summarize this part of the meeting correctly, a summarizer would have to monitor
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1 B: Um and at this point we get try out the whiteboard over
there .
2 B: Um .
3 B: So uh you get to draw your favourite animal and sum up
your favourite characteristics of it .
4 B: So who would like to go first ?
5 D: I will go . That’s fine .
6 B: Very good .
7 D: Alright . So
8 D: .
9 D: This one here , right ?
10 B: Mm-hmm .
11 D: Okay . Very nice .
12 D: Alright .
13 D: My favourite animal is like
14 D: .
15 D: .
16 D: A beagle .
Figure 4.1: Excerpt of a manual transcript of meeting ES2002a from the AMI Corpus.
visual channels too, in addition to only the verbal exchange.
In line 9, D asks a clarification question: This one here , right ?. Again, from the
transcript alone, it is not clear what he refers to, but the video reveals that there are
two whiteboards in the meeting room. D reassures that he is using the correct one,
by combining a pointing gesture with a verbal question.
These examples show that not only can some information be available solely
in non-verbal modalities, sometimes a correct interpretation of the discourse re-
quires a multimodal analysis. However, we argue that the relative infrequency of
non-verbal actions in comparison to verbal exchanges justifies a concentration on
the transcript as the main source for automatic abstracting.
Our main concern for the interpretation phase of summarization will thus be
of linguistic nature, i.e. how to arrive at a content representation from the spoken
discourse.
Lexical semantics is the study of the meaning of words. Since single words are
sometimes not sufficient to transport meaning (e.g., the, by), while sometimes the
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same word may carry multiple meaning options:
1a. The window is open. (state)
1b. Could you please open the window? (action)
2a. The bank is closed on Saturdays. (institution)
2b. The party takes place in a former bank. (building)
In sentences 1a. and 1b. the word open refers to a state and an action respectively.
We see that they differ in their part of speech (POS)1: the open in sentence 1a. is an
adjective, the one in sentence 1b. a verb. This distinction, however, is not sufficient
to differentiate between word meanings, as is exemplified in sentences 2a. and 2b.
Here the word bank is a noun in both cases, yet 2a. refers to the institution while
sentence 2b. refers to a building.
We thus retract to a more precise term as the basis for our analyses, called lexical
unit. Cruse [1986] defines lexical units as
[...] the smallest parts which satisfy the following two criteria:
1. a lexical unit must be at least one semantic constituent
2. a lexical unit must be at least one word
We typically denote a lexical unit in the form lemma.pos, i.e. the lemma, a dot, and
the part of speech in lower-case letters. For instance, the lexical units from the above
examples are denoted as open.a, open.v, and bank.n.
Linguistic semantics is a topic of ongoing research, a number of semantic theo-
ries exist in parallel and are actively worked on by different researchers. One of these
theories, Frame Semantics, was first introduced by Fillmore [1976]. While classic
semantic theories are inspired by formal logic and attempt to represent meaning
through truth conditions, Fillmore argues that in order to understand the meaning
of a lexical unit, one must understand the contextual situation that unit refers to. In
Frame Semantics, such situations are represented by the Frame, a concept inspired
by Minsky’s notion of frames [Minsky, 1975], Schank’s scripts [Schank and Abelson,
1977] and Fillmore’s own previous work on case grammar [Fillmore, 1968].
Frame Semantics’ central stance is that linguistic knowledge used in language
production and understanding is not isolated from other sorts of knowledge. In-
stead, people are assumed to have means for storing and accessing a collection of
cognitive schemata, or Frames, for structuring, classifying and interpreting experi-
ences.
1We use either the POS tags of the PENN Treebank Project (see Appendix B), or for smaller ex-
amples, the following simplified list: A, N, V, for adjectives, nouns, and verbs.
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A (semantic) Frame is a “schematic representation of a situation involving var-
ious participants, props, and other conceptual roles, each of which is a frame ele-
ment” [Fillmore and Petruck, 2003]. When a communicator hears or reads a certain
word, a Frame, i.e. an abstract situational reference, is evoked in the speakers mind.
Other words can then be understood by assigning the referenced entities roles from
the evoked Frame. Take for instance the following sentence (cf. [Petruck, 1997]):
Carla bought the computer from Sally for $100.
Here, the word bought evokes the COMMERCE_BUY Frame which is defined in
Figure 4.22.
Here, a short prose definition is given for the Frame itself as well as for the differ-
ent Frame Elements (FE’s), i.e. semantic roles, that this Frame contains. The lexical
unit which evokes a Frame is called the Target. The other parts of the sentence can
be interpreted as Frame Elements of the COMMERCE_BUY frame (note that by con-
vention we include in our annotation the full phrase a FE appears in):
Buyer: Carla
Goods: the computer
Seller: from Sally
Money for $100.
Thus the evoked situation in this sentence is that where someone (Carla) buys
something (the computer) from somebody (Sally) for a specific price ($100). Note
that we don’t know who Carla and Sally are and which computer is referred to.
Frame Semantics makes no statement about the identity of the referenced entities,
but provides structures through which these entities are related to each other.
A Frame can thus be used to describe the meaning of some linguistic material
when we assume that we have the means to disambiguate the referenced entities.
That makes Frame Semantics a good method to represent the contents of texts or
conversations.
Further annotated example sentences from the FRAMENET corpus (see Section
4.4) follow, where we use a bold face to mark the target and the colors from Figure
4.2 to mark Frame Elements.
1. She gleefully bought the rock.
2. Will they allow you to purchase by check?
3. I have been buying from him for over 10 years.
2http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/fnReports/data/frameIndex.xml?frame=
Commerce_buy
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Frame
COMMERCE_BUY
Definition
These are words describing a basic commercial transaction involving a buyer and a
seller exchanging money and goods, taking the perspective of the buyer. The words
vary individually in the patterns of frame element realization they allow. For example,
the typical pattern for the verb buy.v is: Buyer buys Goods from Seller for Money.
Frame Elements
Buyer: The Buyer wants the Goods and offers Money to a Seller in
exchange for them.
Goods: The FE Goods is anything (including labor or time, for exam-
ple) which is exchanged for Money in a transaction.
Manner (Manner): Any description of the purchasing event which is not cov-
ered by more specific FEs, including secondary effects (qui-
etly, loudly), and general descriptions comparing events (the
same way). It may also indicate salient characteristics of the
Buyer that affect the action (presumptuously, coldly, delib-
erately, eagerly, carefully).
Means (State of affairs): The means by which a commercial transaction occurs.
Money: Money is the thing given in exchange for Goods in a transac-
tion.
Period_of_iteration: The length of time from when the commerce event began to
be repeated to when it stopped.
Place (Locative relation): Where the event takes place.
Purpose (State of affairs): The purpose for which an intentional act is performed.
Purpose_of_goods: The the Buyer’s intended purpose for the Goods.
Rate: In some cases, price or payment is described per unit of
Goods.
Reason (State of affairs): The Reason for which an event occurs.
Recipient: The individual intended by the Buyer to receive the Goods.
Seller (Source): The Seller has possession of the Goods and exchanges them
for Money from a Buyer.
Time (Time): When the event occurs.
Unit: This FE is any unit in which goods or services can be mea-
sured. Generally, it occurs in a by-PP.
Lexical Units
buy.v, purchase.n, purchase.v
Figure 4.2: The COMMERCE_BUY Frame, adapted from the FRAMENET corpus.
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4. I purchased the calculator for easier calculation of my debts.
5. Jon bought some expensive apples at five dollars a pound!
6. You bought me three pairs already!
7. Lee buys potatoes by the pound.
4.3 Scripts
Scripts, sometimes also called schemata, encode conventionalized knowledge about
processes and the sub-processes they consist of. These processes could be actions,
events, etc. A well-known example for this is Schank and Abelson [1977]’s restau-
rant script (see Figure 4.3), presented here in a slightly adapted version [Endres-
Niggemeyer, 1998, p.29]. The script describes the typical events involved in having
a meal at a restaurant. (Note that what is considered “typical” is subject to cul-
tural and regional differences, among others.) The conventionalized process is sub-
divided into four scenes: entering the restaurant, ordering food, eating the foot, and
paying the check and leaving. Each of the scenes can be broken down into even
more basic actions.
Scripts share several commonalities with Semantic Frames, although their pri-
mary purpose is knowledge representation and not to be a theory of linguistic se-
mantics. But both allow for the description of situations, and both provide facilities
to model complex scenes out of simpler scenes (see also Section 4.4 below). We will
leverage these commonalities, more specifically that Frames can be used to encode
script knowledge, when transforming meeting interpretations to summary repre-
sentations in Chapter 5.5.
4.4 Corpora
FRAMENET
FRAMENET [Fillmore and Baker, 2010] is a large-scale research effort to apply Fill-
more’s theory of Frame semantics to real-life data by annotating substantial parts
of existing corpora, such as, the British National Corpus [BNC07]. There are also a
number of sister projects for other languages than English, such as, German FRAMENET
[Boas et al., 2006] and SALSA [Burchardt et al., 2006] as well as Spanish FRAMENET
[Subirats and Petruck, 2003].
The data provided by FRAMENET consists of two parts, Frame definitions and
corpus annotations. The project has defined over 1000 distinct Frames in the cur-
rent release 1.5, each of which consists of a general description, definitions of Frame
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name: restaurant roles:
props: customer
tables waiter
menu cook
food cashier
bill owner
money
entry conditions: results:
customer is hungry customer has less money
customer has money owner has more money
customer is not hungry
scene 1: entering scene 3: eating
customer enters restaurant cook gives food to waitress
customer looks for table waitress brings food to customer
customer decides where to sit customer eats food
customer goes to table
customer sits down
scene 2: ordering scene 4: exiting
customer picks up menu waitress writes bill
customer looks at menu waitress goes over to customer
customer decides on food waitress gives bill to customer
customer signals waitress customer gives tip to waitress
waitress comes to table customer goes to cashier
customer orders food customer gives money to cashier
waitress goes to cook customer leaves restaurant
waitress gives food order to cook
cook prepares food
Figure 4.3: The restaurant script.
Elements, and a (not necessarily complete) list of lexical units known to evoke the
particular Frame.
Frame Elements can be characterized by how central they are to the Frame in
which they appear. FRAMENET distinguishes between four types of levels:
• Core
• Core-unexpressed
• Peripheral
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• Extra-thematic
A core FE denotes a “conceptually necessary component of a frame, while making
the frame unique and different from other frames” [Ruppenhofer et al., 2006, p26].
For example, in the COMMERCE_BUY Frame, the FE’s BUYER and GOODS have core
status.
FRAMENET provides an inheritance hierarchy of Frames (see Section 4.4). This
notion includes that Frames further down in the hierarchy inherit the Frame Ele-
ments from their super-Frames. However, in some cases the lexical units that evoke
a particular Frame already inherently encode what the super-Frame expects to be a
distinct Frame Element. Consider for example the following two sentences:
1. I’ll do the exercise later.
2. I’ll practice later.
In the first sentence, do evokes the very general INTENTIONALLY_ACT Frame.
This Frame defines a core FE ACT, which in this particular sentence is filled by the ex-
ercise. In the second sentence practice evokes a sub-Frame of INTENTIONALLY_ACT,
namely PRACTICE. Conceptually, that Frame contains an act, too, but it is already
clear from the evoking LU that the act has to be some kind of practice. For that rea-
son PRACTICE does not have to inherit ACT from INTENTIONALLY_ACT. Such FE’s are
labeled as core-unexpressed.
In contrast with core FE’s, some Frame Elements, such as, TIME, PLACE, DEGREE
etc. do not add to the distinct description of a framal situation. They are general
enough that they may appear in many different Frames that otherwise share no or
hardly any other similarity, i.e., despite adding to the situational description of the
Frame, they are mostly independent of the Frame. Such Frame Elements are called
peripheral for that reason.
A similar case, in which certain Frame Elements do not have coreness status, are
extra-thematic Frame Elements. They differ from peripheral FE’s in that they are
not completely independent from the Frame in which they appear. They describe
framal situations themselves that overlap with their host Frame. For instance, a
Frame Element DURATION appear across a large range of otherwise independent
Frames in FRAMENET. But a duration is always a duration of something, and that
something typically overlaps with parts already covered by the host Frame. Other
extra-thematic Frame Elements include FREQUENCY and ITERATION.
Some of the FE’s in FRAMENET expect their fillers to exhibit certain properties.
For instance, Figure 4.2 asks for fillers of the Frame Element PLACE to be of the type
Locative relation, and fillers of TIME to be of type Time. These specific kind of re-
quirements are called Semantic Types; three types of semantic types are defined in
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Lexical_type
Bound_LU
Bound_dependent_LU
Support
LU_with_FE_specified
Sensory_modality
Auditory_modality
Visual_modality
Olfactory_modality
Tactile_modality
Gustatory_modality
Value_for_degree
End_of_scale
Negative
Affect_describing
Negative_judgment
Positive_judgment
Biframal_LU
End_state_LU
Tendency_grading_LU
Participating_entity
Guest_LU
Agentive_noun
Transparent Noun
Figure 4.4: Lexical Types in FRAMENET
Framal_type
Non-perspectivalized_frame
Non-Lexical Frame
Figure 4.5: Framal Types in FRAMENET
FRAMENET: lexical types (see Figure 4.4) , framal types (see Figure 4.5), and ontolog-
ical types (see Figure 4.6). In FRAMENET, lexical types add further information on
lexical units, framal types on Frames, and ontological types on the filler entities of
Frame Elements. In our approach we concentrate on the last type, see below.
Lexical and Framal Types
For a given lexical unit, the lexical type information further characterizes the LU
in addition to the Frame it evokes. For instance, both the verb compliment.v and
scold.v evoke the JUDGMENT_DIRECT_ADDRESS Frame, although their respective mean-
ings are on rather opposite sides of the scale. That is the reason compliment.v is
annotated with the lexical type Positive_judgment while scold.v is annotated with
Negative_judgment in FRAMENET (cf. [Ruppenhofer et al., 2006, 112ff]).
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Currently, FRAMENET defines two specific framal types, Non-Lexical Frame and
Non-perspectivalized_frame. The former type denotes Frames that exist for struc-
tural reasons in the relation net of FRAMENET (see Section 4.4), but do not them-
selves contain any lexical units. Non-perspectivalized Frames on the other hand
may contain a large number of quite diverse lexical units. These lexical units all al-
lude to the same background scene, but from varying perspectives. A Frame marked
as non-perspectivalized could potentially be split up in more specific sub-Frames
which take on these different perspectives.
Ontological Types
Ontology is the classic philosophical discipline studying being and existence. The
term was introduced at the beginning of the 17th century by Lorhard [1606], and
the field is generally seen as a sub-field of metaphysics. One of its foremost tasks
is that of determining categories that all being can be classified into, where a cate-
gory groups members with common properties. We can trace discussion of these
questions back to the ancient Greeks. For instance, in [Aristotle, 2000], the author
attempts to divide all being into ten distinct categories, which he derives in parts
from linguistic observation. His works set the grounds for over 2,000 years of philo-
sophical discourse.
Today, this discipline has gained popularity outside Philosophy too, for instance,
in such fields as Cognitive Science and Artificial Intelligence for modeling system
knowledge about the world. Concrete models of knowledge that follow ontolog-
ical principals, i.e. specific categorizations of entities into concepts and relations
between them, are often called “ontologies” themselves.3 Gruber [1993] defines an
ontology as an “explicit specification of a conceptualization”.
The ontological types in FRAMENET are based on this notion of “ontology”. They
provide a categorization of entities. The categories are ordered in a hierarchy, where
the relation between a parent node and a child node is subsumption of categories,
i.e., every entity that belongs to a certain category also belongs to that category’s
parent category.4 On the top-most level, there is a distinction into five basic cate-
gories:
Attribute Instances of this category are typically dependent on some other instance;
they describe some property of that instance.
Physical Entity Physical entities are entities that can be placed in a simple four-
dimensional world-view, where width, height, depth and time are the four
3To distinguish between the discipline and a concrete technical world model, we will write the
discipline with a capital ‘O’ and refer to the model will all lower-case letters.
4In the context of ontologies, the subsumption relation is sometimes called is-a.
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Ontological_type
Relation
Time
Locative_relation
Source
Goal
Path
Social relation
State_of_affairs
Content
Message
Event
Intentional_act Human_act
Accomplishment
Achievement
Activity
State
Group Organization
Physical_entity
Material
Physical_object
Location
Point
Line
Region
Landform
Body_of_water Running-water
Body_part
Artifact Structure
Container
Living_thing Animate_being Sentient Human
Attribute
Duration
Shape
Manner
Degree
Quantity
Temperature
Speed
Figure 4.6: Ontological Types in FRAMENET
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dimensions. On more formal grounds, this category can be understood to
refer to a certain sub-group of endurants Grenon [2003]; Masolo et al. [2003].
Group This category refers to groupings of things, most typically Physical Entities,
and more specifically people, reifying them as singular entities.
State of Affairs This category fuses non-physical endurants and perdurants.
Relation Relations provide specifications to integrate entities into State of Affairs.
All other ontological types fall under one of these five top-level categories, for
instance TIME is-a RELATION.
It can be argued that the hierarchy of ontological types does not constitute an
ontology in the strictest sense, but rather a taxonomy, the difference being that an
ontology typically defines further relations between the categories. The additional
axioms restrain the possible interpretations of the terminological symbols defined
in the taxonomy of an ontology.
For practical purposes, semantic types can be used as a sanity check in Frame
analysis. For example, if we want to analyze a given piece of text as evoking the
COMMERCE_BUY Frame, but what we intend to annotate as Seller is known not to
be a SOURCE, we can deduce that our analyses must be flawed. In turn, semantic
types can also build the basis for symbolic inference. For instance, when handed a
valid Frame analysis of a piece of text, we can infer that the entity referred to by the
Frame Element Seller must be of the ontological type SOURCE, and thus have all the
properties we associate with that category.
Frame Relations
The net that the project’s name alludes to emerges from inter-Frame relations.
Similar to the hierarchical arrangement of semantic types, Frames themselves
are structured in a subsumption or inheritance hierarchy. For instance, the COM-
MERCE_BUY Frame is a specialization of the more general GETTING Frame. Sub-
sumed Frames inherit the Frame Elements of their ancestor Frames, however, like
the Frame itself, the contained Frame Elements may get specialized too. For in-
stance, GETTING’s Recipient FE is specialized into Buyer in COMMERCE_BUY. How-
ever, a subsumed Frame may add its own Frame Elements that have no correspon-
dence in the Frame it inherits from.
A similar Frame-to-Frame relation that should not be confused, with inheri-
tance is the sub-Frame relation. When a Frame describes a rather complex situ-
ation in which certain parts may itself be described as Frames in their own right,
these Frames are called sub-Frames of the encompassing Frame (the super-Frame).
Similar to the inheritance relation, certain Frame Elements of the super-Frame may
be mapped to FE’s of the sub-Frames.
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It can be useful not only to divide a complex Frame into sub-Frames, but also to
order these sub-Frames by a temporal ordering relation. In FRAMENET, this relation
is called precedes. Ordering sub-Frames results in a richer knowledge-structure that
can be beneficial especially in discourse interpretation when inferences in the spirit
of Schank’s scripts should be drawn, or when the Construction macro-rule should
be applied in the transformation phase (cf. Chapter 3).
Situations can sometimes be seen from different points of view. For a Frame de-
scribing such a situation, the points of view may themselves be described by Frames
in their own right. For instance, the COMMERCE_BUY Frame is a perspective_on
the more neutral COMMERCE_GOODS-TRANSFER which in turn is a non-lexical sub-
Frame of the COMMERCIAL_TRANSACTION Frame.
Usually, there is not only a single perspective on a neutral Frame, but at least two
(or more). In our example, the COMMERCE_SELL Frame presents a second perspec-
tive on COMMERCE_GOODS-TRANSFER.
The causative_of relation hold between two Frames, if one of the Frames is the
outcome of the other Frame. Similarly, the inchoative_of relations refers to a situ-
ation in which one Frame describes the beginning of another Frame. The two re-
lations can be illustrated with the following chain between the Frames ATTACHING,
INCHOATIVE_ATTACHING, and BEING_ATTACHED.
ATTACHINGycausative_of
INCHOATIVE_ATTACHINGyinchoative_of
BEING_ATTACHED
ATTACHING is a Frame that describes the situation where an agent actively causes
an item to attach to a certain goal location. INCHOATIVE_ATTACHING describes the
process in which two or more items come to be attached to each other. BEING_ATTACHED
describes a state in which such items are attached to each other.
The using relation denotes a general semantic relationship between two Frames
that is none of the aforementioned relations.
The see_also relation is mentioned here only for the sake of completeness, as it
is not so much a semantic link, but a hint for users of FRAMENET, e.g. annotators.
When certain Frames are in some way closely related see_also may document such
a relation to facilitate working with FRAMENET. It’s purpose is for the user to differ-
entiate, compare, or contrast two (or more) Frames such related.
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Table 4.1: Frame-to-Frame relations in FRAMENET
Inheritance Specialization of Frames
Sub-Frames Description of partial events of a Frame
Precedes Temporal ordering of Frames
Perspective_on Different points of view on a more neutral Frame
Causative_of Outcome of a Frame
Inchoative_of Beginning of a Frame
Using Residue class of semantic relations.
See_also For documentation purposes.
Design Meetings and the AMI Meeting Corpus
The Augmented Multi-party Interaction Project (AMI) lasted from 2004 until 2006
and was sponsored by the European Union under the Sixth Framework Programme
with an overall budget of 8.8 million Euros. 14 partners from universities, research
institutes and the industry in seven different countries participated in the project.
The objectives of the project were to study meetings and how technology could be
used to improve them. The range of studies was manifold, from multi-channel sig-
nal processing and automatic speech recognition to developing methods to detect
different topics in a meeting or dominance patterns of the participants.
One of the main efforts of AMI was the development of a richly annotated meet-
ing corpus, henceforth “the AMI corpus”, which builds the base for the research
reported in this thesis. It is freely available at http://corpus.amiproject.org.
Meeting Recordings
The AMI corpus consists of 171 recorded meetings. A meeting lasts 33 minutes
on average and typically has four participants. All meetings are held in English al-
though not all of the meeting participants are native speakers of English.
The meetings were recorded at three different sites in specially equipped meet-
ing rooms. From the 171 meetings, 76 were recorded at the University of Edinburgh,
40 at the Nederlandse Organisatie voor Toegepast Natuurwetenschappelijk Onder-
zoek (TNO) in the Netherlands and 55 at the Idiap Research Institute, Switzerland.
All meeting rooms used multiple cameras and microphones in parallel to record a
meeting (a) from many different camera angles and (b) with multiple audio chan-
nels of varying quality. This was deliberately chosen to provide a rich database for
computer vision and audio signal processing research. However, the concrete setup
of microphones and cameras was different at the different sites, for instance micro-
phones and cameras were installed at different angles. Figure 4.7 shows still cap-
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Figure 4.7: Stills from the AMI corpus showing the three different meeting rooms at
University of Edinburgh, TNO and IDIAP (clock-wise from top-left).
tures from the overview cameras of all three sites.
The Remote Control Design Scenario
In 138 meetings, the four participants were given special instructions. The ratio-
nale was that the contents of roughly two thirds of the corpus should be restricted
to a specific domain. To constrain the discourse of the meetings, a scenario kit was
developed that defined the scenario of a virtual company. The four meeting partic-
ipants were instructed that they were a team of employees.
This company—“Real Reactions”—is supposed to be producing remote controls
for TV. A new project was just started and it is the task of the meeting team to design
a new remote control. For this task, the four participants were assigned different
roles they supposedly played in that company. One of them was the project man-
ager, one was a marketing expert, another one a user interface designer and finally
the last one was to be a industrial designer.
With these roles defined, the team had to attend four different meetings for the
newly assigned design project. To begin their project, they hold a kickoff-meeting in
which they introduced themselves and in which the project manager was to instruct
everyone about the upcoming project. For this and other tasks, the scenario kit
provides extensive side material that the four participants may use in the meetings.
For instance, slide presentations were prepared ahead of time showing the agenda
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points of each meeting and other relevant contents. They were also given especially
prepared laptops which they could use in and between meetings.
Other than that, the meetings were not pre-scripted, i.e., everyone in the meet-
ing room is free to do and say what they like. As a consequence, in some meetings
one can see the participants fall “out of role”, but most of the time the participants
were serious about their task.
When a meeting is over, the group splits and all four of the participants go to sep-
arate places to work on the task assigned to them during the meeting and to prepare
for the next meeting. During these individual work session, the virtual scenario is
continued to be simulated. For example, some participants receive an email from
the Real Reaction’s management with new project related information or they can
conduct a marketing study (virtually) and receive the results of that study a little
later.
The initial meeting of the group (the kickoff meeting) is mostly spent by the
group to introduce themselves to each other and to familiarize with the technol-
ogy available in the meeting room. The project manager then introduces the overall
project and describes the division of work in this project according to the partici-
pants’ roles.
After the kickoff meeting, the participants use their individual work phases to
prepare for the second meeting. During this phase, the project manager is informed
via (simulated) email that the budget for the project was cut by the management.
The marketing expert receives result from a study about user requirements and de-
sires. The user interface designer uses examples found on the simulated world wide
web to devise an initial remote control design. In a similar fashion, the industrial
designer devises functionalities, also on the basis of example from the web.
The second meeting is a functional design meeting in which the participants
presented to each other the results of the individual work sessions in the form of
slide presentations. In the following discussions they agree on the functional as-
pects of the remote control design.
In the individual work sessions after the second meeting, the project manager
received an email informing her about deadline changes. The marketing expert
finds out that fruit-based themes are in fashion for electronic devices and yellow
is a popular color, guiding the group toward a banana-shaped remote control. The
user interface designer collects examples of existing remote controls that may serve
as examples for their own design. Likewise, the industrial designer collects infor-
mation on components, properties and materials to use for the remote control.
The third meeting is a called the conceptual design meeting. Here, the partici-
pants report on their findings using the slide shows they prepared. In the discussion
phase, they try to reach agreement on the conceptual design, also dealing with the
changing project constraints and newly gained insights into the consumer market.
In the following individual work phase, the previous budget cuts are retracted to
a certain degree and the project manager is informed about it via email. To evalu-
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Figure 2: A schematic representation of a sample series of meetings held according to the AMI design
project scenario (reproduced from [57]).
division of work until it is clear to everyone. After the meeting, individual work is carried out, including
the preparation of the next meeting. During the preparation of the second meeting, PM gets e-mails on
budget cuts, MA receives a marketing report with user requirements and desires, UID devises the remote
control functions, based on examples found on the (simulated) web, and the ID devises the functionalities
of the RC, also inspired by the web. They all prepare (pre-structured) PowerPoint presentations. During
the next meeting they exchange their ﬁndings and ideas, and come to an agreement on the functional
design. They then split up again, to carry out individual work. Now PM gets e-mails about deadline
changes, MA gathers market changes and evaluation criteria on the web (fruit is the fashion, yellow the
most popular color), UID ﬁnds examples of old and new RC interfaces (such as scroll wheels and speech
control), and the ID on components, properties and materials. During the meeting that follows, they
present their PowerPoint slides, and try to reach agreement on the conceptual design, also dealing with
the changing project constraints and market. The last phase starts with individual work again. PM gets
more budget, MA develops an evaluation scheme, and UID and ID work together on a clay prototype.
They present their prototype, which is assessed according to the criteria of MA. The project is concluded
with a small party.
During the project, various process measures can be obtained. Information use can be logged (i.e.,
opening an e-mail or a web page). At certain points in time, subjects can be asked automatically to ﬁll
out questionnaires, e.g. work load. At the end, the outcome of the project can be measured. Since the
scenario will contain objective criteria for the design, the quality of the design can be determined.
24
Figure 4.8: The three main stages of the AMI remote control design scenario after
the kickoff meeting.
ate their work, the marketing expert develops an evaluation scheme, while the user
interface and industrial designer cooperate to build a first prototype of the remote
control, made of clay.
In the final meeting of the series, the detailed design meeting, the clay prototype
is presented and discussed by the team. The evaluation scheme developed by the
marketi g expert is used t critically assess work on the pr totype.
Figure 4.8 illustrates the sequence of the four mee ings of the scenario kit with
intermediate individual work essions.
Storage and Retrieval
Recording the meetings produced a considerable amount of low-level data from mi-
crophones and cameras. It is therefore desirable to possess an infrastructure that
facilitates access to these data. Synchronization of multiple channels is one issue,
rich annotation of low-level data another one to be addressed.
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The AMI corpus is encoded in NXT5 which consists of two parts, a general cor-
pus description language and a collection of tools to access, alter, and maintain
a corpus encoded in this description language. The latter is based on an abstract
object model [Evert et al., 2003] that allows to describe a corpus as a set of “observa-
tions” and the data collection attached to observations through a concept of layers.
There are three kinds of layers in NXT to encode different types of informa-
tion. Time-aligned layers contain explicit temporal information for each of their
contained elements. Structural layers contain element which are linked to other el-
ements from which they inherit their temporal information. Elements that do not
contain any time information at all, are placed on featural layers. They still may en-
code relations to other elements in the corpus through special pointer structures.
Pointers together with the inheritance relations of structural layers form the back-
bone for creating rich dependency structures in NXT.
NXT corpus data can be serialized in XML. The definition of the corpus layout,
the different layers, external resources and the actual observations are stored in a
meta-data file. In addition to these abstract descriptions, the meta-data file also
contains the relevant path information where the corpus data is stored. Data are
highly modularized and distributed over several XML files. This way, users inter-
ested in specific features of the corpus can load only the data they are interested
in without the overhead of loading irrelevant data. NXT includes an open-source
Java-based API to access corpus data efficiently6.
Corpus Annotations
In addition to the audio and video files, the AMI corpus provides a number of an-
notations. Some of these annotations are based on others, for instance “topic seg-
ments” are based on reference “words” (from the transcript) which are in turn syn-
chronized with the timings of the audio/video signals.
All of the 171 meetings were transcribed by hand, using the Transcriber tool [Bar-
ras et al., 2001]. The transcripts were synchronized with the timings of the signal
files using forced alignment. Not only the words uttered by meeting participants
were transcribed, but were possible punctuation was inserted, too. Also, non-words
sounds, such as, “laugh”, “sigh”, “sneeze”, etc. were annotated in the transcript. In
addition to manual transcription, different version of transcripts produced by the
project’s specifically developed automatic speech recognizer [Hain et al., 2007b] are
also included in the corpus.
Besides the transcription, a rich variety of other annotations are available in the
corpus, although not all of meetings were annotated with all the different annota-
tion schemes. Table 4.2 gives an overview of the available annotations and Figure
5Nite XML Toolkit, http://groups.inf.ed.ac.uk/nxt/
6http://sourceforge.net/projects/nite/
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Table 4.2: The different annotation layers available in the AMI corpus
Layer #Meetings Description
ASR 169 Automatic speech recognition
ASRsubwords 169 ASR subwords (e.g. isn’t→ is n’t)
abstractive 142 Manual abstractive summaries
chunks 4 Syntactic chunks
decision 47 Segments containing decisions
dialogueActs 139 Dialog acts
disfluency 138 Speech disfluency information
dominance 36 Speaker dominance
extractive 137 Manual extractive summaries
focus 14 Focus of attention of participants
handGesture 17 Hand gestures
headGesture 46 Head gestures
movement 125 Position of participants in the room
namedEntities 117 Named entities
participantSummaries 89 Summaries written by participants
segments 171 Manual speech segments
spurts 169 Automatic pause-based speech segments
subjectivity 20 Annotation of subjectivity
subwords 171 Manual subwords (see ASRsubwords)
topics 148 Predefined meeting topics
wordAlignment 169 Transcript / signal alignment
words 171 Manual transcript
4.10 illustrates a number of different annotations for a specific meeting, synchro-
nized to a time-line, shown in a special NXT-based corpus viewer tool.
Naturally, the included hand-written abstractive summary annotations are of
particular interest for us. Structurally they are split into four sections: an abstract
that summarizes the meeting as a whole, a list of action items the meeting partic-
ipants assign to each other during the meetings, the decisions made during the
meetings, and any problems that the group encounters during the meeting. Only
the abstract is a continuous text, the other three sections are usually recorded in
form of bulleted lists.
This form of structured summary is somewhat peculiar. While the first part,
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the abstract, resembles the traditional understanding of a hand-written summary
it typically does not contain the decisions, action items and problems of a meeting,
as these points have their own separate sections. Consequently, there is no single
coherent, all-encompassing summary text available for a meeting. The reason for
this structure lies in AMI extensive annotation effort; in addition to the abstractive
summaries, the corpus also encodes extractive summaries for each meeting. These
are annotated by linking each sentence or bullet point in an abstractive summary
to those utterances from the original meeting transcript that are understood to be
supportive of the statement made in that sentence or bullet point. This mapping de-
fines a binary extraction decision on the utterances in the meeting transcript from
which an extractive summary can be reconstructed as follows: an utterance gets ex-
tracted if and only if it is linked into from four-fold summary. Figure 4.9 illustrates
this mapping, where the concatenation of the selected utterances in the transcript
form the extractive summary. Through the use of four distinct sections, extractive
Figure 4.9: Extractive summaries as links between transcript and abstractive sum-
mary in the AMI corpus. Here, the highlighted sentence in the meeting summary
(right-hand side) links to 13 utterances in the meeting transcript (left-hand side).
The 6th of these utterances is currently selected.
summarization systems can make use of a richer annotation, as the gold-standard
extraction sentences are not only annotated as salient or not, but inherently con-
tain the information to which of the four sections they contribute. This may be an
informative feature for machine learning approaches, but also allows for new types
of summarizers altogether that are more specialized to summarize only a particular
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aspect of meetings. For instance, Hsueh [2008] concentrates on the detection of de-
cisions in a meeting; while Purver et al. [2007] identify the action items attached to
the participants during a meeting automatically.
At the same time, it would be straight-forward to construct a single text out of
the four-fold structure, by inserting the decisions, actions and problems of the last
sections into the text of the abstract section. The link mapping that is used for ex-
tractive summaries also provides a temporal layout of the contents of the four-fold
summary, thereby giving the possible entry points where the bullet points could be
inserted into the abstractive text. For a concise text style, a potentially shortened
bullet point would also have to be transformed into a full sentence. Such a process
could be useful, for instance, when looking for a gold-standard summary to evaluate
the generated summaries against, where a more traditional form of a single piece of
coherent text may be called for.
Figure 4.10: The AmiGram tool [Lauer et al., 2005] displaying temporally aligned
annotations for a recorded AMI meeting
Besides the summary annotations, one other annotation layer is of particular in-
terest because it touches on the question of content representation. While Frames
are well-suited to capture the semantic content of utterances made during a meet-
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ing, not all aspects of the discourse can be described by Frames only. The conversa-
tions between the meeting participants are characterized by exchanging informa-
tion, but also by requesting information, signaling understanding, being polite etc.
Some of the utterances thus have an operational function in the discourse, rather
than providing the other participants with propositional information.
Alexandersson [2003] argues, that for the summarization of dialogs, such ef-
fects have to be taken into account. His representation formalism (see also Sec-
tion 3) thus combines propositions with a representation of dialog acts (DA’s) [Bunt,
1994]. This notion derives from advancements of Austin’s original speech act theory
[Austin, 1975]. The underlying idea is to describe the basic communicative func-
tion of utterances with respect to the discourse. This includes distinctions such as
whether an utterance is a question or a statement, but a particular implementation
may also model more fine-grained differentiations such as whether a question is a
Yes/No-question or a Wh-question etc. There is no single generally agreed-upon set
of dialog acts, although a number of different ones have been proposed and used on
different corpora (e.g., SWITCHBOARD [Jurafsky et al., 1997], VERBMOBIL [Alexander-
sson et al., 1997] ICSI MRDA [Shriberg et al., 2004], MALTUS [Popescu-Belis, 2004]).
In the AMI corpus, the dialog act annotation is based on a tag set of 15 distinct
dialog act labels. These are:
Assess The speaker judges a current topic of the discourse, or offers an opinion on
it.
Backchannel The speaker signals that he or she is following the content of the ut-
terances of another speaker.
Be-Negative The speaker says something impolite or negative.
Be-Positive The speaker says something polite or positive, e.g.. in a fixed phrase
such as a greeting.
Comment-About-Understanding The speaker explicitly says that he or she under-
stands what is currently talked about in the discourse.
Elicit-Assessment The speaker asks one or more of the other speakers to judge a
certain topic, or to tell his or her opinion on the topic.
Elicit-Comment-Understanding The speaker wants to reassure him- or herself that
another speaker or a set of speakers is able to follow along.
Elicit-Inform The speaker asks another speaker to make a statement on a certain
topic of discourse.
Elicit-Offer-Or-Suggestion The speaker asks another speaker or multiple speakers
to make a suggestion or offer.
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Fragment The speaker starts to say something, but breaks off the utterance before
the full sense of it could be determined.
Inform The speaker makes a statement about something, thereby informing the
listeners about a topic of discourse.
Offer The speaker offers to say or do something.
Stall The speaker makes an unintelligible noise.
Suggest The speaker makes a suggestion or proposal.
The annotation of dialog acts can be divided in two sub-tasks: segmenting a
continuous stretch of speech into sensible units and labeling each of these seg-
ments with one of the dialog act tags. The AMI corpus provides manual and au-
tomatic annotation for both of these sub-tasks. Dialog act segments have an im-
portant function besides carrying the DA label: Since full grammatical sentences
are rare in spontaneously spoken discourse, as discussed before, DA segments sub-
divide long speaker contributions into sentence-like units. This fact has been uti-
lized by the aforementioned summary link annotation: here, links connect the ac-
tual sentences in the abstractive summary with the sentence approximation pro-
vided by dialog act segments in the transcript.
Figure 4.11 shows the distribution of dialog acts in the AMI corpus. The red bars
refer to all dialog act segments in the corpus, while the green bars only count the
occurrences of the different dialog acts in those segments that are linked by their
meeting’s respective summary. Interestingly, there is a notable difference for the
distribution of statement DA’s, which will be of importance for us. It implies that the
dialog act label can be an important source of information in determining which
parts of the discourse are relevant.
In addition to the labeling of dialog act segments, a link annotation is available
for some of the recorded meetings, that encoded so-called adjacency pairs, i.e., pairs
of dialog acts that refer to each other as, for instance, question and answer.
To make annotations available to an end-user, be it for the inspection purposes
or for adding new annotations, NXT contains a rich component library based on its
Java API. These re-usable components facilitate the implementation of new anno-
tation tools. In fact, a number of such tools are available for the AMI corpus, for
example, to play back audio and video data, to display a transcript, etc.
The AMIDA Corpus
The AMIDA project is a successor to the AMI project, continuing research focusing
on meetings. In comparison to AMI, AMIDA changes the main focus of research
from archived meeting recordings to online support for meeting participants, and
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Figure 4.11: Distribution of Dialog Acts in the AMI Corpus.
the addition of participants remotely connected via video and/or audio conferenc-
ing technology.
To provide comparability, the background scenario (designing a TV remote con-
trol) is kept the same. In fact, the meeting groups in AMIDA meetings continue the
work of an AMI group after the latter’s second meeting (the functional design meet-
ing). The participants’ briefing establishes a rationale for this particular setup by
informing the group that they are to take over and finish the work which another
group in the company has begun. The new group has access to the recorded meet-
ings and all other material of the old group through a meeting browser.
The first meeting of the AMIDA group corresponds to the conceptual design
meeting. Before the meeting the participants get some time to familiarize them-
selves with the recorded meetings of the previous group.
The AMIDA meetings were recorded in a similar fashion to the AMI meetings.
All in all, the AMIDA corpus consists of about 20 hours of recorded meetings, half of
which are fully transcribed and annotated with the following annotation layers:
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Table 4.3: The different annotation layers available in the AMIDA corpus
Layer #Meetings Description
addressing 13 Addressee information
adjacencyPairs 5 Pairs of referring dialog acts
dialogueActs 5 Dialog acts
disfluency 5 Speech disfluency information
extractive 5 Manual extractive summaries
handGesture 12 Movements of hands
headGesture 12 Movements of heads (nodding, etc.)
namedEntities 17 Named entities
segments 19 Manual speech segments
subjectivity 12 Annotation of subjectivity
topics 3 Predefined meeting topics
words 19 Manual transcript
4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter introduced some necessary background knowledge and the theories
used in this thesis. They are the basis for the abstractive meeting summarization
approach laid out in the following chapter.
A central theory we make use of is that of Frame Semantics, which this chapter
described in detail. Semantic Frames are used as the backbone for the representa-
tion of both meeting and summary contents.
Our approach is a data-driven approach, i.e. we stipulate our summarization
method to deal with non-contrived, real-life data. We described the AMI corpus and
AMIDA corpus which provide such data in form of recorded meetings in a specific
scenario.

Chapter 5
The MEESU system
5.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we present the details of our own approach to abstractive meeting
summarization. In Section 5.2 we give an overview of the general architecture of the
meeting summarizer MEESU, introducing the different components and knowledge
sources involved. In the subsequent sections (5.3–5.6) we explain the different parts
of that architecture in greater detail.
While the ITG model presented in Section 3.2 is a general, abstract description
of all summarization processes, its realization in an actual abstractive meeting sum-
marizer is a novelty. Particular contributions we make to the field include a novel
representation formalism for meeting contents, in which we show how Frame Se-
mantics (Section 5.4) can be leveraged to represent the content of a meeting. Draw-
ing on results from cognitive science, we then demonstrate that such a representa-
tion is suitable for macro-rules that transfer a meeting representation into a sum-
mary representation (Section 5.5). Two new auxiliary inference rules are introduced
that facilitate the application of the macro-rules. Finally, we present a novel algo-
rithm for the generation of English text from a Frame representation in Section 5.6,
before summarizing this chapter in Section 5.8.
5.2 Architecture
The overall architecture of the MEESU summarization system implemented in the
course of this thesis is shown in Figure 5.1. The left half of the schematic displays
what is in most parts a classical pipeline architecture consisting of a pre-processing
step followed by three phases, interpretation, transformation, and generation. The
right hand side of Figure 5.1 shows the different knowledge bases used during pro-
cessing. These phases follow closely the model by Spärck Jones described before.
Each phase consists of a number of system components, visualized by cream-colored
squares. The data that is passed between the different components is shown as
green ellipses.
To summarize a given meeting, the first step in the pipeline is to make the meet-
ing accessible to the system. For that, multimodal recordings of the meeting are
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Figure 5.1: The architecture of the MEESU system. The run-time system is shown on
the left, where the different sub-components are displayed as rectangles, and inter-
mediate representations as ellipses. The arrows demonstrate the online informa-
tion flow between the components. The right-hand side lists the used knowledge
bases and which components are informed by them. Dashed arrows mark offline
processing.
created. The result is a time-synchronized set of sound and video streams, poten-
tially using multiple microphones and cameras, resulting in a rich signal selection.
The main source of input for the three main phases of the pipeline is a tran-
script of the meeting, produced from said recordings. In a fully automated sys-
tem, the words that appear in such a transcript would be produced by automatic
speech recognition. Sound and video features can be used to segment the recog-
nized words, and to assign the segments to the different speakers in a process called
speaker diarization. As an alternative, manual transcriptions provide a better qual-
ity, since automatic transcripts today still feature word error rates between 20 and
30 percent. But the meeting recordings are not only used to produce a transcript,
some of the inherent features, such as pause information, are also used in the trans-
formation phase (see below).
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The interpretation phase consists of two main components, a Frame classifier
and a dialog act labeler. These two components produce a semantic representa-
tion of the contents of the meeting. A dialog act captures the speaker’s intent for
every utterance made in the transcript, for instance, whether the speaker makes a
statement on a certain content or asks a question about it. To determine such dis-
tinctions, the system offers two choices: manual dialog act annotations, if available,
or automatic classification using a supervised classifier trained on the AMI corpus.
The result is in both cases a dialog act label for each segment of the transcript.
For the detection of semantic Frames in the transcript, the SEMAFOR parser
[Das and Smith, 2011] is used. It is a semantic role labeler that produces for each
segment of the transcript a set of Frames evoked by different words in that segment,
together with the corresponding Frame Element annotation. SEMAFOR relies on
the FRAMENET database to create a probabilistic prediction model in an off-line
training phase. This means that the model has to be learned only once, independent
of a concrete meeting to summarize, and can then be re-used at run-time. For the
final representation, the dialog acts produced by the dialog act classifier are mapped
to Frames, too, to yield an integrated representation of both knowledge sources.
The transformation of the meeting representation into a summary representa-
tion is performed by three interdependent components. The relevance classifier
decides on inclusion or deletion of parts of the meeting representation on the ut-
terance level. This decision is exactly what extractive summarizers do, which is why
we reuse an existing extractive meeting summarizer for this component [Murray,
2008].
Unlike extractive summarizers though, the system presented here contains two
further components in the transformation phase. The Frame Abstraction compo-
nent makes use of the Frame hierarchy defined in FRAMENET (see Section 5.4) to
replace representational descriptions of certain concrete situations with more ab-
stract descriptions. The rationale for this step is that the specificities of the concrete
situation can be dropped to yield shorter descriptions. Another advantage is that
multiple situations that are similar on an abstract level can be merged, thus reduc-
ing the size of the representation.
The Frame Construction component identifies sequences of Frames that to-
gether can be described by a single other Frame. For this, script knowledge informs
this component about the sub-sequences more complex Frames are made of. If
such a sequence is detected the members of the sequence are replaced by the com-
plex alternative, thus reducing the representation size further. The script knowledge
base has been created manually.
This phase in the system does not adhere to a pipeline architecture in the strictest
sense, because the three components are run in turn multiple times until no further
changes occur. The number of runs is thus not predetermined, but rather depends
on the processing result of the components themselves.
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The meeting representation is thus processed into a summary representation
which is passed to a text generator. The main knowledge base for this generator is
a set of partial syntax trees which define for the inventory of Semantic Frames how
they can be mapped to syntactic structures. These trees are automatically extracted
from corpus data in an offline pre-processing step, using again the SEMAFOR Frame
classifier together with a English constituent parser [Klein and Manning, 2003]. The
generator implements a search algorithm to combine multiple partial syntax trees,
and thus multiple Semantic Frames, into a single sentence. The result is a textual
abstractive summary of the meeting.
The following sections describe the underlying techniques for the three main
parts of the pipeline in greater detail.
5.3 Preprocessing a Recorded Meeting
The first step in the pipeline is a process that transfers the contents of a meeting
discourse from the raw signal into a representation formalism that is accessible
to a computer. By “raw signal” we mean the lowest level of interface between the
computer and the meeting in question, typically microphone (audio) and camera
(video) signals that have been digitized.
Automatic Transcripts
While the AMI and AMIDA corpora both provide manual transcripts for every recorded
meeting, an automatic summarization system cannot expect this in general. High-
quality manual transcripts are laborious and costly to produce and if an automatic
summarization system were dependent on the existence of such transcripts, we
would find it difficult to argue why the same labor and costs could not be spent
directly to create high-quality manual summaries. Thus we are looking for an alter-
native, automatic way to create meeting transcripts.
When people speak with each other, their utterances are transported through
the air as sonic waves. Machines access the speaker utterances, e.g. for recording or
live broadcasting to remote participants, through microphones which pick up the
sonic waves and transform them into electromagnetic signals. In the first instance,
these are analog signals. Digital computers need the analog signals transformed
into digital signals in order to process them. In a process called sampling, the analog
signals are probed at a certain rate. The sequence of resulting measurements of
pitch and volume of the original analog signals can then be stored in digital form as
a representation of the original sonic wave.
The quality of the recorded audio signal is essential for the quality of subse-
quent analyses. A number of factors influence that quality. On the production side,
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the ideal output is a clear, loud, constant signal against a silent background. In a
real-life situation, this is typically not the case: cross-talking, noisy environments,
and low talkers are examples that will lead to sub-optimal recording results. On the
recording side, the quality (microphone type, transfer technology, etc.) and han-
dling (microphone placement, leveling out, etc.) of the audio equipment determine
the quality of the recording. Finally, the quality of the digitized signal depends on
the hardware used to sample the analog signal as well as on the resolution of the
discretization along the axes “time” and “amplitude”.
Depending on the particular setup, the microphone used to record the voice of
the speaker picks up more or less background noise. Close-talking microphones are
thus often preferred as they typically convey a better ratio of signal to noise than far-
field microphones, because they are closer located to the sound source. They also
make it relatively easy to identify the current speaker, which is a non-trivial problem
when using far field microphones. However, for the meeting participants, lapel mi-
crophones or headsets may feel obtrusive and unnatural. An alternative is thus to
use microphone arrays which consist of multiple directional microphones that can
be placed in a central spot in the meeting room. Multiple microphone recordings
always bear the problem that the different audio tracks need to be synchronized
accurately. However, through techniques such as beam-forming and digital filters
they allow for a high quality multi-track recording that a single far field microphone
could not deliver.
Speaker Diarization
Speaker Diarization is concerned with answering the question “who spoke when?”.
Given a recording of multiple speakers, the objective of a diarization system is to
identify the different speakers in the recording and determine which parts of the
recording were produced by which speaker. In this context, identification does not
mean to reveal the real-word identity of a speaker, but rather the differentiation be-
tween multiple abstract candidates. A diarization system must be able to tell when
a new speaker contributes to the discourse for the first time, and to recognize when
a speaker has spoken before.
It is clear that speaker identification and diarization are important sub-tasks
in generating meeting transcripts automatically. Without these disciplines, a tran-
script would merely be a stream of words without any speaker information attached.
The result would be of questionable use, because the reader of such a transcript
would find it difficult to follow speaker-related aspects, such as, the exchange of dif-
ferent points of view, task assignments, or addressing of other meeting participants.
Reading a transcript that does not provide any speaker information at all would re-
semble reading the dialog of a theater play with all the role names removed.
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Speech Recognition
Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR) analyzes the spoken dialog of a meeting and
turns the audio recordings into text. It automatically transcribes what the partici-
pants said during a meeting.
In the state-of-the-art approach, an ASR system first segments the audio stream
into signal and silence parts. Within the signal parts, a phoneme recognizer pro-
duces an estimation of a sequence of phonemes in the audio stream. The final
step is to turn this phoneme sequence into words. This is a complex task which
is typically achieved through a probabilistic search. For the probability estimation,
not only the confidence of the phoneme recognizer is taken into account, but also
acoustic and language models usually serves as a secondary sources of information.
A language model uses the fact that in natural conversations, some words are
more or less likely to appear before or after certain other words. For instance, the
combination “the would” is much less likely in English than “the wood”. This language-
dependent knowledge can thus be of great importance for disambiguating between
different word candidates.
Segmentation
The output of a modern ASR system is usually a list of the n-best recognition hy-
potheses, or a word lattice. For inclusion in a meeting transcript, such output is
ultimately transformed into a sequence of word tokens. Even if the recording can
be separated by speaker, either by using multiple speaker-specific microphones or
through speaker diarization, the result would be one token sequence per speaker.
But a separate transcript for each speaker makes it difficult for the reader to follow
the flow of the meeting and synchronize exchanges between speaker, for instance,
during a group discussion.
In a traditional transcript, we expect the different utterances to be interwoven to
reflect the chronological order of the discourse. An automatic system should thus
merge the transcribed speech of the meeting participants into one global transcript.
This requires the identification of suitable positions at which a global transcript can
change from one speaker to the next.
But even for passages in which only a single participant speaks, it may be desired
to break the monologue into smaller parts to improve readability [Jones et al., 2003].
In particular, ASR systems do not recognize sentence boundaries or insert punctu-
ation. Finding sentence boundaries in a stream of spontaneously spoken words is
in fact a non-trivial task, since the speech material often does not even contain full
sentences, but rather elliptical and ungrammatical expressions. Therefore, the no-
tion of “sentence-like units” is used instead in some works, e.g. [Kolárˇ, 2008].
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Speech Disfluencies
An automatically produced transcript contains verbalizations of all sounds uttered
by the speakers, including not only actual words, but also noise sounds, such as,
filled pauses, coughs, sighs, laughs, grunts, etc. It is important for an ASR system to
model such non-word noises, too, or else they would likely be mistaken for words
or parts of words that the speaker never actually said.
For the reader of a transcript, such non-word sounds are often undesired as they
interrupt the flow of words. For automatic systems, such as e.g. summarizers, which
further process transcripts, non-word sounds complicate the analysis of the speech
content. In addition, other artifacts of spontaneously produced speech find their
way into the automatic transcript as well. Shriberg [1994] observes certain regular-
ities with which speech disfluencies occur in human language production, allowing
her to model them through acoustic and lexical features. For that, she develops an
elaborate classification scheme for different types of disfluencies.
Shriberg’s work is based on human-human and human-computer dialogs, as
featured e.g. in the SWITCHBOARD Corpus [Godfrey et al., 1992]. Besser [2006] ex-
tends the work of Shriberg and others (notably Finkler [1997]) to the meeting do-
main, using data from the AMI Corpus. Besser’s goal is to explicitly provide an an-
notation scheme (see Figure 5.2) that allows for the automatic correction of disflu-
encies to foster downstream processes.
Such an automatic system is introduced by Germesin [2008]. His GRODI system
uses a hybrid approach that combines hand-written rewriting rules with statistical
classification trained on Besser’s data. GRODI detects and automatically corrects
all disfluency types except Disruptions and Uncorrected. An evaluation showed that
GRODI reduced the number of disfluencies in the test transcript by 50%, improving
the amount of clean speech from 85.6% to 92.2%. Figure 5.3 shows an excerpt from
AMI meeting ES2002a before and after cleaning the manual transcript with GRODI.
5.4 Interpretation of Meeting Contents
This section addresses two main questions:
1. What is a suitable representation formalism for subsequent summarization
steps?
2. How can a given meeting be analyzed and mapped into this representation
from raw signals?
At first glance, these questions may seem independent of each other, but in fact they
are interlaced. When looking for a representation formalism in the context of an im-
plementable system, we have to strive for a balance between expressiveness of the
formalism on the one hand and practicability on the other hand. If the formalism
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Disfluency
Other
Revision
Restart
Replacement
Repetition
Insertion
Deletion
Deletable
Parenthesis
Discourse Marker
Explicit Editing Term
Slip of the tongue
Disrupt
Delay
Stuttering
Hesitation
Uncorrected
Order
Omission
Mistake
Figure 5.2: Speech disfluency classification scheme for the AMI Corpus (adapted
from Besser [2006]).
is too simple, it will not be apt to represent the information required downstream;
if it is too complex, an interpretation algorithm will find it difficult to perform the
desired analyses. For every feature that adds complexity to the representation for-
malism we thus have to justify whether that feature can realistically be expected to
be achievable by automatic means.
The way a meeting is represented so as to foster subsequent processing is a first
substantial difference between the disciplines of extractive and abstractive summa-
rization. The content representation in both cases address different requirements:
in extractive summarization, the underlying units or segments, such as sentences
or utterances, each are represented in terms of certain features they convey. The
purpose of that representation is to support selection, namely the selection of the
most relevant units (see Figure 5.4). In contrast, the purpose of the content repre-
sentation in abstractive summarization is to enable inference over the content. In-
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Original Cleaned
D: Well like um, D: Well,
D: maybe what we could
use is a sort of like a
example of a successful
other piece technology
is palm palm pilots .
D: maybe what we could
use is a example of a
successful other piece
technology is palm pi-
lots .
D: They’re gone from be-
ing just like little sort of
scribble boards to cam-
eras, M_P_ three play-
ers, telephones,
D: They’re gone from be-
ing just little scribble
boards to cameras,
M_P_ three players,
telephones,
B: Mm-hmm . B: Mm-hmm .
D: everything, agenda . D: everything, agenda .
D: So, like, I wonder if we
might add something
new to the to the remote
control market,
D: So, I wonder if we might
add something new to
the remote control mar-
ket,
Figure 5.3: Comparison of an excerpt from a manual transcript with and without
removing speech disfluencies with GRODI (excerpt from AMI meeting ES2002a).
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Figure 5.4: Schematic representation of extraction.
ferences are used to abstract the concepts that the representation consists of. That
way, content reduction is performed already within the representation, and the final
summary text is generated from that reduced representation (see Figure 5.5).
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Figure 5.5: Schematic representation of abstraction.
Content Representation
In terms of the general scenario, the work of Alexandersson [2003], in which he
summarizes multi-lingual dialogs, is perhaps the approach closest related to ab-
stractive summarization of multi-party conversations. Even though others have
worked on meeting summarization (see e.g. [Zechner, 2001] and [Murray, 2008]),
these extraction-based approaches are fundamentally different.
Alexandersson’s work is conceived in the context of VERBMOBIL, a speech-to-
speech translation system [Wahlster, 2000] (see Chapter 3). He leverages the seman-
tic representation formalism of the underlying dialog system. Here, every speaker
utterance is represented as a pair consisting of the representation of the utterance’s
propositional content and the intentional structure of the utterance, encoded as a
dialog act (DA).
Representing the intentions of the different utterances is reasonable in the meet-
ing context as well, since it can be paramount for understanding the discourse to
grasp the motivation behind a particular utterance and the intended effect a speaker
aims to achieve with a discourse contribution. This is not different from the face-to-
face dialogs in the case of VERBMOBIL. In fact, an analysis of the abstractive meeting
summaries included in the AMI corpus which builds the basis for the research de-
scribed in this thesis shows that the summary texts frequently contain typical dialog
act information. Table 5.1 provides a short illustration with selected examples.
Dialog acts alone are not sufficient though to automatically understand dis-
course. A dialog act encodes only the intentional content of an utterance, but to
summarize a meeting, it is necessary to also have an encoding of the propositional
content of the utterances.
In VERBMOBIL, Alexandersson uses a knowledge-based approach to model the
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Table 5.1: Verbalization of intentional structures in manual summaries in the AMI
corpus.
Meeting Dialog Act Example sentence
IS1005c Statement The project manager stated that the goal for the
current meeting was to decide upon a concept for
the remote the team is creating.
TS3010c Suggestion He suggested using a yellow case with rounded
edges and the logo at the bottom, and large,
clearly marked buttons.
IS1008a Request The Project Manager asked the Industrial De-
signer to create a functional design plan for the
device [...].
IS1000c Opinion He likes the idea of implenting [sic] speech recog-
nition into a universal remote.
propositions contained in the discourse (see Chapter 3). Others have followed this
method, e.g. Castronovo [2009]. Here, the domain of discourse is modeled in form
of an ontology (cf. Section 4.4). However, using such an ontology bears a number of
disadvantages. On the representation side, the ontology has to be created manually
which is not only a tedious, but also a costly process. Because of this fact, ontologies
usually restrict themselves to a manageable size. This implies, however, that the au-
thor of the ontology is not only an expert of ontology design, but also an expert on
the domain in question, and yet in the end the representable content will still be
limited to a quite specific domain of discourse. On the interpretation side, since
the ontology has to be created anew for every new domain, no all-encompassing
theory exists how to instantiate the ontological concepts for a given text, i.e., how
to parse a meeting transcript into an ontological representation. Castronovo [2009]
and Kleinbauer et al. [2007a] all use a special rule-based parser. But that again re-
quires manual work, namely for writing the rule base, which again calls for expertise
in two fields, ontologies and linguistics.
In this thesis, we propose a representation formalism that relaxes the require-
ments an ontology-centered approach poses. In particular, we aim for a representa-
tion that scales up to out-of-domain topics, unlike ontologies, and can offer a more
sophisticated way for interpreting the text of a meeting transcript.
The proposed formalism is based on Frame Semantics (see Section ) which of-
fers a number of beneficial aspects. First of all, Frame Semantics is a theory of lan-
guage, i.e., it is a natural fit for the interpretation of discourse. This is especially the
case through its close relation to cognitive science: the concepts used for Frames are
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intended to be in concordance with the human cognitive apparatus, which is pre-
sumably beneficial not only for automatically understanding language, but also for
generating it automatically, because of the close match between surface realization
and representation.
Second, with FRAMENET (see Section 4.4), a large-scale implementation of Frame
Semantics is readily available. The FRAMENET database is used internationally in
different project with different application foci. It is thus well-tested and under con-
stant further development.
Thirdly, methods for deriving Semantic Frames from text have been well studied
(see below). Here, another advantage of a large-scale resource such as FRAMENET
becomes apparent: with its extensive annotations, it lends itself well to machine-
learning approaches to language understanding which promise to scale in accor-
dance with increasing domain sizes as well as showing greater robustness than the
more ad-hoc rule-based parsing suggested by e.g. Castronovo [2009].
Another advantage derives from FRAMENET’s application agnosticism, enabling
usage in diverse scenarios. For instance, a recent research project studies the in-
tegration of Frame Semantics early on in a language model for automatic speech
recognition1. In a scenario like the one of this thesis, which aims at the automatic
summarization of conversations, an integration of a single formalism in all stages of
language processing promises a more streamlined and thus manageable approach.
However, there are also some aspects that are easier to realize with ontologies as
opposed to Semantic Frames. We must not ignore that Frames Semantics is not
a theory of knowledge representation, but of linguistic semantics, i.e., the treat-
ment of (physical) entities, their properties and relations is not as well established
in Frame Semantics. However, we argue that for the particular task of summarizing
meetings, this is not a drawback. We introduce a more shallow treatment of entities
below.
In similar fashion to a domain ontology, a model consisting of Semantic Frames
first has to be created manually. Because of the more general nature of linguis-
tic Frames as opposed to a special-purpose ontology, such a model is not tied as
strongly into a single domain, but more easily re-usable across different domains.
In fact, the FRAMENET corpus which we are using as a concrete implementation of
Frame Semantics in this thesis, has not been designed with a particular application
in mind such as summarization.
A framal representation describes the semantics of a meeting discourse in terms
of the situational settings it refers to. The Frame Elements represent, in an abstract
sense, the participants in these situations. Frames are evoked by language and like-
wise the fillers of Frame Elements are textual descriptions. These descriptions may
1cf. http://rescue-winbox.calit2.uci.edu:8080/oss_web/oss.htm
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encompass further Frames, but ultimately, they reference real-world entities, e.g.,
the speakers, a presentation, a remote control, a design idea, etc.
Although it is usually fair to assume that it is clear from the context whether we
are talking about actual entities or whether we are talking about entity references,
it is important to point out the conceptual difference. Nevertheless, without blur-
ring the distinction, we allow ourselves to refer to both concepts simply as “entities”
unless we actually want to highlight that distinction.
From analyzing a meeting discourse presented as a transcript, a summarizer
initially encounters real-word entities through references, because that is what is
present in the textual representation. The same entity may be referred to multiple
times in a discourse, and all references do not have to be the same. A typical exam-
ple for this effect is the use of pronouns. In the following excerpt from AMI meeting
IS1003a, speaker A refers to a certain entity with your favourite animal in the first
line, and then again to the same entity with its in the second line.
[02:52-02:54] A: Maybe you can draw your favourite animal
[02:56-03:00] A: and make a list of its favourite characteristics.
Co-reference resolution is known to be a difficult problem, cf. e.g. [Mitkov, 2001],
but it is clear that in order to produce an abstractive summary, reference handling
cannot be ignored. Information concerning a single entity might be spread out over
the discourse and thus it is necessary to recognize when such information refers to
the same entity in order to put it together and summarize it.
Integrated Content Representation
As noted before, Alexandersson [2003]’s approach employs three separate tiers of
representation. A shortcoming of that is that interactions of the represented infor-
mation requires constant translation between the different formalisms. From the
point of view of facilitated downstream processing, a representation that integrated
all information sources into a holistic representation formalism would thus be de-
sirable.
This section introduces the concrete representation formalism used in the re-
mainder of this thesis. It consists of three separate tiers of information, too, namely
of speaker intentions (dialog acts), propositional content (Semantic Frames) and
real-world entities (symbols). We first describe the treatment of propositions with
Frames. This includes notes on the representation of referred entities. Finally we
demonstrate how the AMI dialog act tag-set can be represented using Frames, al-
lowing for an integrated treatment of propositional and intentional structures.
The reason to represent meeting contents in the first place is because ultimately,
we want to be able to generate a summary text. Without such a representation, the
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only way to generate text would be to manipulate the surface forms we find in a
transcript directly. Instead, using a lexicalized representation allows us to prepare
the summary contents on a semantic level.
Consider the following sentence, taken from AMI meeting ES2002a:
[01:32-01:36] B: So we’re designing a new remote control.
According to Frame Semantics, different words in such a sentence each evoke a
Semantic Frame, e.g.., remote control evokes a GIZMO Frame which contains general
words denoting equipment. A Frame analysis of this sentence reveals the following
three Frames:
Frame INVENTION
Target LU designing
Frame Elements • we (COGNIZER)
• a new remote control
(INVENTION)
Frame AGE
Target LU new
Frame Elements • new (AGE)
• remote control (ENTITY)
Frame GIZMO
Target LU remote control
Frame Elements • remote control (GIZMO)
The lexical units so, we, ’re, and a do not themselves evoke Frames. So can be in-
terpreted as a discourse marker. In the context of the meeting, the speaker says this
particular sentence after a quick introduction round of all meeting participants. We
could interpret it as a sign that the speaker intends to begin a new topic, but for a
Frame analysis it is of no relevance. We refers to the group of meeting participants,
i.e. is a reference to real-world entities. The lexical units ’re (short for are) and a play
syntactical roles, ’re is a marker of a progressive grammatical aspect while a is an
indefinite article for remote control.
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The three Frames encode (at least) three different elements of information:
1. General situation (Frame type)
2. Participants in the situation (referenced entities)
3. Role of the participants with respect to the situation (Frame Elements)
The Frames give us a semantic representation of different pieces of informa-
tion expressed in a sentence. However, a flat list of Frames does not tell us how
these pieces are related to each other, even though such information is desirable for
summarization. For instance, the Frame Element INVENTION of the Frame with the
same name is a new remote control. But this part of the sentence is further described
by the other two Frames. This information is not reflected by a content representa-
tion built on a set of Frames.
We thus propose an additional structural arrangement of the Frames contained
in a sentence that aims at providing additional information on the relation between
Frames. When the target of a Frame A is contained inside one of the Frame Ele-
ments of a Frame B , we say that Frame A depends on Frame B .
More formally, we define this dependency relation as follows:
Definition 5:
The set Spans is the subset of N×N so that for every {(from,to) ∈ Spans from <
to. An element of Spans is called span. For a given span s ∈ Spans we call the
projection on its first attribute s f r om , and the project on its second attribute sto .
A set Spansmin,max is the subset of Spans defined as {(from,to)|from≥min∧
to≤max}.
We also define a containment order over the set of spans.
Definition 6:
The subset < of (N×N)× (N×N) is the set
< := {(x, y)|x, y are spans∧x f r om ≥ y f r om ∧xto ≤ yto}.
We typically use infix notation for the < relation on spans.
For a given sentence, we can use spans to refer to certain sub-parts of the sen-
tence if we understand the latter as a numbered sequence of characters, including
letters, punctuation, whitespace, etc. We can thus think of a Frame analysis of a sen-
tence in terms of an (automatic) annotation of different sub-parts of the sentence.
For each annotated Frame Element of the Frame there is a span that references the
sub-part of the sentence the Frame Element annotates. Likewise, there is a span
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that identifies the lexical unit in the sentence which evokes the Frame. We call these
Frame Element span and Target span respectively.
Definition 7:
Let S be a character sequence c1,c2, . . . ,cn , and F be a Frame with an associated
set of Frame Elements FE.
We define a Frame instance to be a mapping FI := FE ∪{Tar g et } → Spans1,n
∪{⊥} , so that FI(Target) identifies the subsequence of S that evokes the Frame,
and FI(fe) identifies annotated sub-part of the sequence the for each fe ∈ FE. If
FI(fe)=⊥ for a Frame Element fe, then fe is not part of the sequence analysis.
Thus a Frame instance is the concrete analysis of a sentence with a Frame. For
the sake of brevity, we will still refer to such a concrete annotation as a Frame some-
times, unless the distinction between the two concepts has to be pointed out in the
context.
For a set of Frame instances for a given sentence such as in the example above,
we can now define a dependency relation with respect to their spans. As discussed
above, we want to express that when a Frame’s target is contained in one of the
Frame Element of another Frame, then the former should be considered dependent
on the latter.
Definition 8:
Let FIs= {FI1, . . . ,FIn} be a set of Frame instances FIi over a sentence. For every i ,
let FEi be the set of Frame Elements in the Frame associated with FIi . We define
the relation dependsFI ⊂ FIs×FIs as follows:
dependsFI := {(FIi ,FI j )|∃fe ∈ FE j : FIi (Target)< FI j (fe)}.
This definition naturally defines a directed graph between the Frames where an
edge between two Frame nodes is inserted if they depend on each other. However,
since depends is a transitive relation, we don’t have to insert a node between two
dependent Frames f1 and f2 e.g. if there is a third Frame f3 so that f1 depends on f3
and f3 depends on f1.
Definition 9:
We define a Frame graph as a pair G = (V ,E) with V := FIs, and E :=
{( fi , f j )|depends( fi , f j )∧∀ fk : depend s( fi , fk )⇒¬depends( fk , f j )}.
The graph can by cyclic when there is a sequence of Frame instance v1, . . . , vk
with i ≥ 1, vi ∈ V and v1 < v2 < ·· · < vk < v1. In practice, however, the graphs of
actual sentences often tend to be trees, such as the one in Figure 5.6.
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INVENTION
INVENTION
AGE
ENTITY
GIZMO
GIZMO
remote control
AGE
new
TARGET
new.a
COGNIZER
we
TARGET
design.v
Figure 5.6: The relative position of Target and Frame Element analyses across multi-
ple Frames in the same sentence induce a dependency relation, which can be lever-
aged to yield a more structured representation of the contents of the sentence.
For summarization, structuring the Frame instances of a sentence analysis in
such trees bears some advantages. Dependency means that when a Frame FIi that
is dependent on another Frame FI j , it describes the semantic meaning of a certain
sub-part of one of a FI j ’s Frame Elements. This can be seen as FI j describing a
more broad content, while FIi adding details to what FI j ’s Frame Element reflects.
As a consequence, the Frame instances closer to the root describe more or less the
gist of a sentence while the ones further down in the hierarchy refer to specifics.
For instance, in the example the tree makes clear that the original utterance we’re
creating a new remote control is primarily about the creating part.
Reference resolution
Some words of a discourse reference entities both from the actual and hypothetical
worlds. If we want to be able to follow the discourse of a meeting, it is necessary
to be able to identify the items referred to during that discourse. This section is
concerned with this particular task which can be divided into three distinct sub-
tasks:
Entity management Bookkeeping about which entities are part of the discourse,
where they are first introduced, and which ones are potential candidates for
further references.
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Reference detection Determining which words actually refer to world entities.
Reference resolution Mapping the the detected references to the entities they refer
to.
Ultimately, it’s the last of these three tasks that we are interested in for summa-
rization, but the first two tasks are prerequisites for the third. Frame Semantics does
not provide a representation of such entities other than their surface forms. Thus,
entities become a second tier of information in our content representation.
Assuming a component that can resolve coreferences according to one of the
state-of-the-art methods, we collect not only the different occurrences of references
for every referent, but also store the reverse direction. This way, the text generation
component can choose from the expressions actually used in the meeting to refer
to the different entities. Pronouns and deictic repressions should be ignored for this
purpose.
Our representation of entities consists to this point mainly of (a) identity and (b)
lexical references and a way to translate between the two. But there is an additional
source of information, that the Frame analysis of an utterance provides for entities.
When a reference is identical with the Frame Element of an analyzed Frame, and the
Frame definition contains a semantic type declaration for that Frame Element, we
can infer that the referred entity must be of the given type. That kind of information
is especially useful for ontological types.
Dialog Acts
The AMI corpus defines 15 distinct dialog act labels (see Section 4.4), which we are
going to integrate into our framal representation. They can be mapped to FRAMENET
Frames as shown in Table 5.2.
We do not map the dialog acts backchannel, be-negative, be-positive. The two
latter ones occur very rarely (see Figure 4.11), although backchannels are quite fre-
quent in meetings. However, they do not add a lot of content and thus are of limited
interest for the summarization task. Unlike for other low-frequency DA’s there’s also
no straight-forward Frame candidate to map to among the Frames currently defined
by FRAMENET.
The mapping allows us to integrate dialog acts directly in to the dependency
trees for Frames, by making the dialog act the root node for all trees contained in an
utterance. The above sentence would finally be represented with the following tree:
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Table 5.2: Mapping from AMI dialog acts to FRAMENET Frames.
Dialog act Frame
Assess ASSESSING
Backchannel -
Be-Negative -
Be-Positive -
Comment-About-Understanding GRASP
Elicit-Assessment REQUEST
Elicit-Comment-Understanding REQUEST
Elicit-Inform REQUEST
Elicit-Offer-Or-Suggestion REQUEST
Fragment MAKE_NOISE
Inform TELLING
Offer OFFERING
Stall COMMUNICATION
Suggest STATEMENT
TELLING
MESSAGE
INVENTION
INVENTION
AGE
ENTITY
remote control
AGE
new
TARGET
new.a
COGNIZER
we
TARGET
design.v
SPEAKER
B
TARGET
inform.v
We now have a complete integrated structure of the propositional and inten-
tional content. More formally, our representation of meeting contents is a pair
rep = (int,ent), where int : DA’s → Frame trees is a mapping from every dialog act
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segment to the dependency tree representation of the Frames contained therein
and ent is a set of referred entities.
Related work
Discourse interpretation in the most general sense is a vast field of research in its
own right, and literature and approaches are manifold. It ranges from very shal-
low content classification in form of keywords (cf. e.g., [Kleinbauer and Germesin,
2009]) to full-fledged dialog systems (cf. e.g., [Wahlster, 2006], [Zukerman et al.,
2008]). Since discourse interpretation is only a sub-topic for abstractive summa-
rization, albeit an important one, and because a extensive report on related work
would go beyond the scope of this chapter, we constrain ourselves to the three cen-
tral points we established above: dialog act recognition, Frame parsing, and entity
handling.
Automatic dialog act recognition in a conversational setting is the task of map-
ping a given stretch of discourse to a set of segments each expressing the speaker’s
intentionality. Thus it consists of two sub-tasks: segmenting and classification. In
earlier works, the focus lay on classification only, i.e., the task of assigning a label
from a pre-defined dialog acts to a given segment. The segmentation was done
manually. Examples of this task include [Shriberg et al., 1998; Stolcke et al., 2000;
Lesch, 2005].
For a realistic scenario, however, the segmentation cannot be taken for granted.
Therefore, recent approaches either address the segmentation task separately [op den
Akker and Schulz, 2008], or integrate both tasks [Ang et al., 2005; Dielmann and Re-
nals, 2007].
Measuring the quality of a dialog act classifiers is not trivial, as it depends di-
rectly on the underlying dialog act tag set. For multi-dimensional tag-sets, such as
the e.g. the ICSI MRDA tagset, which allow a very fine-grained and detailed model-
ing of the speaker’s intention, counting exact matches only can be considered too
harsh [Lesch et al., 2005]. Smaller tag-sets seem to produce higher scoring classi-
fiers, thus it can be useful to abstract complex tag-sets into a set of top-level distinc-
tions only [Popescu-Belis, 2004].
Another concern for online systems that require ongoing classification already
as the conversation unfolds, is a small temporal latency. Germesin et al. [2008] sug-
gest an any-time method that provides self-correcting updates of previous classifi-
cation results when additional information becomes available.
The task of recognizing the Frame semantic representation of a given piece of
text can be divided into two sub-task that are sometimes approached separately:
Frame target prediction and semantic role labeling [Gildea and Jurafsky, 2002].
The first task is that of identifying lexical units in the source text that evoke one
of a set of known Frames, and determine which Frame that is. The second task
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assumes that the evoked Frame is known, and calls for the prediction of the Frame
Elements of that Frame (cf. [Màrquez et al., 2008]).
Despite growing interest in these tasks, the number of available systems is rather
small. In addition, some semantic role labeling system are based on other seman-
tics theories than Frame Semantics, e.g. [Pradhan et al., 2004; Matsuzaki and Tsujii,
2008]. Although it is conceivable that such a system could be employed with the
help of a mapping of the employed theory to Frame Semantics, parsers that predict
Frame Semantics natively are preferred.
The SHALMANESER toolchain [Erk and Padó, 2006] is a flexible machine learning
architecture for Frame analysis of raw text. It uses lexical features such as bag-of-
words, bi- and trigrams around the target word, voice of verbs, etc. The processing
pipeline consists of three steps: pre-processing of the input text, including syntac-
tic parsing and lemmatization of lexical units, Frame target prediction, and–based
on the output of the previous step–Frame Element prediction. SHALMANESER pro-
vides pre-trained models for English, based on the FRAMENET corpus, and German,
based on the Salsa/Tiger corpus [Burchardt et al., 2006]. SHALMANESER reaches an
accuracy score for Frame target prediction of 0.932 for English and 0.79 for German.
It predicts Frame Elements with an f-scoreof 0.75 for English and 0.6 for German.
Das et al. [2010] present a similar system, called SEMAFOR. Their pre-processing
step adds dependency parsing of the input text, similar to the method of Johans-
son and Nugues [2007]. The latter method is used as a baseline for the SEMAFOR
evaluation, as it was the best performing approach in the SemEval’07 shared task.2
In contrast to SHALMANESER, the target identification phase in SEMAFOR does not
use machine learning, because the authors found a tendency for overfitting to the
training data. Instead, they use a small set of rules to identify Frame evoking lexical
units. Machine learning is used, however, to train a model for predicting the evoked
Frame, and for the third phase, the prediction of Frame Elements. The resulting sys-
tem outperforms the baseline at every stage of processing. A new release, version
2.0, of SEMAFOR has been published in 2011.
Finally, we take a look at previous work in identifying real-word entities in texts.
Coreference resolution is closely related to a well-established field of natural lan-
guage processing, anaphora resolution. It differs from that task, however, in that
anaphora resolution takes the referents from the linguistic material of the discourse.
Anaphors are resolved by mapping them to antecedents. In contrast, we are also in-
terested in the real-world entities a reference refers to.
2cf. http://framenet.icsi.berkeley.edu/semeval/FSSE.html
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5.5 Transformation into Summary Contents
The main goal of summarization is to create a compacter document than the origi-
nal source that still contains all or most of the relevant information. The objectives
of the transformation step which we describe in this chapter are thus
• to determine what is relevant and
• to compact the information deemed relevant
Macro-rules and Frames
For our own approach, we revisit van Dijk’s and Kintsch’s macro-rules as described
in Section 3.2:
Deletion : Given a sequence of propositions, delete each proposition that is not
an interpretation condition (e.g., a presupposition) for another proposition
in the sequence.
Abstraction : Given a sequence of propositions, substitute the sequence by a propo-
sition that is entailed by each of the propositions of the sequence.
Construction : Given a sequence of propositions, replace it by a proposition that is
entailed by the joint set of propositions of the sequence.
Figure 5.7 illustrates the three macro-rules in a schematic way. Here, a source
document is represented in terms of the propositions it contains, symbolized by
the different circles. The deletion rule simply discards some of these propositions,
as alluded to by the purple crosses. Arrows symbolize logical entailment; abstrac-
tion occurs when a proposition is entailed by one or more separate propositions.
The construction rule applies when a proposition is entailed by a set of propositions.
In both cases, the summarizer may choose to include only the entailed proposition
in the summary. The difference between abstraction and construction is that in the
case of abstraction, each of the identified propositions entails the target proposi-
tion, while in case of construction, it is the set of the identified propositions as a
whole.
We also note that some of the macro-rules may already have been applied by the
author of the source, so that the resulting propositions can be found in the source
itself. It is more typical, however, that the summarizer has to apply the macro-rules,
in which case the resulting propositions are not part of the source. The final sum-
mary is thus likely to consist of both inherent and derived propositions.
The classic representation formalism for the propositions found in text is first
order logic. In our approach, however, we have described before how we leverage
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the macro-rules deletion, abstraction, and construction.
Abstraction and construction derive new propositions from existing ones, while
deletions remove propositions.
Frame Semantics instead. It is thus necessary to adapt the notions used in the orig-
inal description of macro-rules to Frames.
By definition, both abstraction and construction rely on a notion of logical en-
tailment based on the propositions of the source text. This task – textual entailment
– is a difficult problem in general. In fact, there is a whole sub-field of linguistic
research dedicated to it (cf. e.g. [Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis, 2010]).
Deletion
The deletion of propositions, or more general, of parts of the source can be seen
as the most basic operation in summarization. In fact it is arguably the only rule
used by extractive summarization approaches. Deletion is more basic than abstrac-
tion and construction because these two rules make themselves use of a deletion
operation: they delete certain propositions and introduce an entailed proposition
instead. The deletion macro-rule itself, however, does not require a replacement the
way the other two rules do, it simply removes source material. In combination with
abstraction and construction, it is reasonable to apply deletion as the final step, only
after the other two rules can no longer fire. If we applied deletion first, we would run
the risk of deleting material which in itself may not be interesting, but which could
contribute to an abstraction or in particular a construction.
Since it does not offer a replacement for the deleted parts, this rule can be seen
as a more drastic or unforgiving operation, and thus its application should be jus-
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tified in each case. This is especially true when replied in mutual recursion with
the other rules. They successively replace content with more concise (but less de-
tailed) content. After a number of recursive steps this means that a larger number
of original propositions have been replaced by a small number of entailed (macro-
) propositions. Applying the deletion rule to one of these proposition then comes
down to deleting all of the original propositions that contributed to the application
of the other rules.
As [van Dijk, 1980] discusses, the deletion rule can be seen from two opposite
views: a summarizer can either keep all propositions by default and delete the ir-
relevant ones, or they can discard all propositions by default and only select the
relevant ones for inclusion in the summary.
In a computational context, the decision which parts of a given source to delete
and which parts to select needs to be informed by some observable properties of
the source. Here, we do not restrict “source” to mean only the transcript, in fact,
non-lexical features in speech-related summarization have been shown to contain
valuable information. Since feature sets have been extensively researched in ex-
tractive approaches, we can draw from state-of-the art results for meeting-related
extraction (cf. [Kleinbauer and Murray, 2012]):
Prosodic features Prosodic features (sometimes called suprasegmental features) are
low-level features extracted from the voice signals of the participants. They
include the pitch contour, signal energy, junctures, and rate-of-speech infor-
mation.
Such information is useful for detecting high intensity phases in the meet-
ings (“hot spots”) which may be an indicator for particularly interesting parts.
Prosodic features also build the base for the extraction of some of the other
features mentioned below. For instance, the pitch contour may be indicative
of question dialog acts, and longer pauses could be used as hints for structural
analyses.
Visual features Non-verbal, or more particular, non-audio features can offer infor-
mation that cannot be found in a speech transcript. For instance, agreement
to or rejection of a proposal could be indicated by some of the participants
through nodding or shaking the head Zobl et al. [2003]; Yang et al. [2002].
Likewise, gestures and movement in the meeting room could provide further
relevant information.
In order to access this information, it is required that the meeting room pro-
vides camera to capture visual cues. Typical features extracted from a video
stream include Global-Motion [Zobl et al., 2003] or skinblobs [Yang et al., 2002]
for recognizing the location of hands and faces [Arsic´ et al., 2007]. Such low-
level features may first pass through additional intermediate interpretation to
yield gesture or facial expression information.
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But it is not only the behavior of the meeting participants that can be ana-
lyzed visually. Other relevant cues can be provided by, e.g., tracking changes
in slide presentations, or real-world objects (such as design prototypes) in the
meeting room.
Lexical Features Features extracted from the words in the transcript of a meeting
are called lexical features. The quality of these features in a fully automatic set-
ting depends largely on the word error rate of the employed ASR system. For
extractive summarization, however, some experimental results suggest that
extract-worthy segments correlate with high recognition rates per segment,
so that more severe ASR errors are somewhat compensated [Valenza et al.,
1999; Zechner and Waibel, 2000; Murray et al., 2005].
Standard lexical features include term weighting schemes such as e.g., tf.idf
or su.idf [Murray and Renals, 2007], n-gram statistics, i.e. frequencies of se-
quences of n words as they appear in the transcript, and the occurrence of
certain cue words or phrases.
Structural Features While structural features have been found quite indicative of
the extract-worthiness of sentences in document summarization, meetings
often exhibit less structure due to their spontaneous component. Neverthe-
less, some features such as the whether a textual unit appears in the beginning
or toward the end of a meeting, where the participants wrap-up and recapitu-
late the meeting, can be beneficial. Other structural features dialog acts, and
adjacency pairs of dialog acts (e.g., question-answer pairs).
A higher level structural feature is the topical organization of a meeting (see
also Chapter 4).
A Priori Knowledge Some behavioral features of the meeting participants such as
a certain vernacular or turn-taking behavior, that could be beneficial for ex-
tracting utterances, may have lead to skewed results unless these effect get
normalized by such features gender, origin, social and professional status, of
the different participants.
Approaches to detect some of these features automatically have been pro-
posed (e.g. [Müller, 2006]), but in general it is fair to assume that such in-
formation about speakers can be collected beforehand and could be made
available to an automatic summarizer.
Extractive approaches operate on textual units, such as sentences or dialog act
segments, and not on propositions. A set of features alone, however, does not yet
provide an extraction mechanism. For that it is crucial how to combine the different
features and how to compute a significance function f that yields for every unit of
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text either 1 (keep) or 0 (delete). Most modern approaches employ machine learn-
ing techniques to implement such a significance function.
Since we are ultimately interested not in the flat surface representation we get
from the transcript, but in the richer representation output by the interpretation
phase, we have to adapt the extractive deletion mechanisms to work with our ver-
sion of propositions. Under the assumption that the interpretation phase of Chap-
ter 5.4 delivers propositions in some formalism for a given segment of a meeting
transcript, and that there exists a feature analysis component in the manner of ex-
tractive summarizers that can evaluate the same segment of the transcript, we sug-
gest the following rule for deletion:
Let P be the set of propositions contained in a segment S of the
meeting transcript, and d an extractive significance function. Then
delete a proposition p ∈ P if and only if:
1. p is not used by any abstraction or construction rule
2. d(p)= 0
This rule lifts text-based deletion to propositions extracted from that text. A vari-
ation would be to only allow those propositions to contribute to abstractions or con-
structions that do not stem from text marked as deletable by the given significance
function. With the version presented above, though, we implicitly implement the
thought that deletion rules should be applied as the last of the macro-rules.
In the most simple case, deletion is only applied to propositions extracted imme-
diately from the source. However, as the illustration of Figure 5.7 suggests, it may
also be applied to the output of the other two rules. Such a case is not covered by
the lifting rule above and would require additional conditions under which deletion
could fire.
Abstraction
The abstraction rule applies when one or more propositions found in the source
entail a target proposition. In that case, all of the source propositions are replaced
by the target proposition. If the target proposition is itself part of the source, then
the abstraction rule is indistinguishable from the deletion rule applied to the source
propositions. If the target proposition is not contained in the set of all source propo-
sitions, we typically expect the number of source propositions that trigger the ab-
straction rule to be at least two. Otherwise we effectively replace one proposition by
another one, which does not bring us much closer to the goal of reducing content.3
3Of course there are cases, where content reduction can be achieved even when only a single
source proposition implies the target, for instance, the participants introduced themselves by name
and role in the project entails the participants introduced themselves which certainly constitutes a
content reduction.
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Naturally, the number of propositions entailed by any given proposition can be
quite large, and at the same time the implied propositions are often times com-
pletely irrelevant for summarization. For instance, consider a meeting utterance
like the following:
B: We used to live in London when I was a kid.
From that we can deduce among other things that the speaker is no longer a
child. But that information is hardly worth including in the summary of the meet-
ing:
* Speaker B is an adult.
Such a proposition should be subject to a later deletion rule. But it would be
more economic not even to infer unnecessary propositions that are bounds to be
deleted again. Also, such an inferred proposition may still be useful as an interme-
diate proposition that helps trigger a second abstraction or a construction rule.
In the following, we discuss two specific kinds of deriving entailed propositions
that actually reduce information (instead of adding unnecessary information).
Frame Element Reduction
A potentially better way to transform the content of the above sentence into a sum-
mary (assuming it should not be deleted altogether) could be:
Speaker B used to live in London.
This sentence is certainly entailed by the original utterance. In comparison to
B’s original utterance, two major content-wise changes can be observed: the change
from we (presumably speaker B’s family) to Speaker B alone, and the deletion of
when I was a kid. We concentrate on the latter effect.
Let us consider a Frame analysis of the main proposition in B’s utterance (see
Figure 5.8). It is straight-forward to see that the proposed summary sentence has a
similar analysis, except that the Frame Element TIME is missing. This inspires the
first entailment rule we consider for abstraction: leaving out Frame Elements.
The choice of Frame Elements to leave out in order to reduce content can obvi-
ously not be arbitrary. For instance RESIDENCE or LOCATION could not be left out:
• *Used to live in London when he was a kid.
• *Speaker B used to live when he was a kid.
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Frame RESIDENCE
Target LU live.v
Frame Elements • We (RESIDENT)
• in London (LOCATION)
• when I was a kid (TIME)
Figure 5.8: Frame analysis of a sample utterance
These two FE’s are conceptually necessary for the RESIDENCE Frame which is ex-
pressed via the Coreness status of Frame Elements in FRAMENET.
Note that this is merely a heuristic. Depending on the focus of interest, Frame
Elements such as TIME may in fact be very relevant, for instance, when considering
a meeting of historians.
Frame Generalization
A second kind of logical entailment is given by the hierarchy of Frames as laid out
in the FRAMENET corpus. By definition, every instance I of a Frame F is also an
instance of the super-frames of F . This allows for three kinds of content reduction.
The first kind of content reduction happens when a Frame Element of F that is
instantiated in I does not exist in the super-Frame of F . In that case, lifting I to F ’s
super-Frame consequently means that said Frame Element has to be removed.
A similar case can occur when a Frame Element of F does exist in the super-
Frame, but while it has core status in F , the FE in F ’s super-Frame does not have core
status. In that case, the FE could be dropped again using Frame Element reduction
as described in the previous section.
When lifting a Frame to one of its super-Frames, and especially when dropping
Frame Elements in doing so, we have to ensure that the target LU is also in the super-
Frame, or else, we have to exchange it appropriately for an LU that is.
A third strategy for content reduction using the Frame hierarchy is to generalize
multiple instances of different Frames to the same super-Frame. The main advan-
tage of such a step is to allow to aggregate the Frame Elements of the instances of
the (now equal) Frames in a second step and thus express their content in a sin-
gle, aggregated Frame. Aggregation can either be performed as a generator device,
i.e., on a linguistic level, or on a representation level by grouping and ungrouping
similar entities (see Section 5.5 below).
As an example, consider a meeting in which two events happen that can be rep-
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resented by the following Frames4:
Frame RECAP INTRODUCTION
Target recap.v introduce.v
Speaker the project manager the project manager
Topic the results of the previous
meeting
the agenda of the current
meeting
Without applying the abstraction rule, these two Frames could be generated in
a summary as separate sentence:
The project manager recapped the results of the previous meeting.
The project manager introduced the agenda of the current meeting.
But we notice that these sentence express very similar content, and in fact, as-
suming that both Frames inherit from the more general STATEMENT Frame, we could
apply the abstraction rule to lift the representations:
Frame STATEMENT STATEMENT
Target talk.v talk.v
Speaker the project manager the project manager
Topic the results of the previous
meeting
the agenda of the current
meeting
Note that this lifting involved changing the target LU’s so that it evokes the more
general STATEMENT Frame in both cases. The SPEAKER FE is identical now for both
sentences, and the TOPIC FE’s can be grouped, allowing to aggregate the two sen-
tences above into a single sentence:
The project manager talked about the results of the previous meeting
and the agenda of the current meeting.
Effectively, we have made the statement less precise, because we replaced the
more informative recapped and introduced with the more general talked. At the
same time though, we have managed to shorten the summary by a few words.
When we assume a hierarchy with a single root Frame, it is always possible for
any two arbitrary Frames to be abstracted to a common ancestor. This naturally
4These Frames are not part of FRAMENET, but introduced here for illustration.
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poses the question whether there should be a limit to how far the abstraction rule
can abstract propositions away. Otherwise we risk losing to much information on
the path from the source propositions to the ancestor. Summarizing a set of propo-
sitions expressing such as:
The project manager opened the meeting and introduced the agenda
of the current meeting. The marketing expert gave a presentation on
the latest consumer trends. The industrial designer presented the
current prototype, while the interface designer prepared a critical
review of existing remote controls.
to an over-generalizing INTENTIALLY_ACT Frame such as:
Everybody did something.
is utterly useless. We thus suggest using heuristic limits which we motivate as fol-
lows.
Limit by path length When looking for a common ancestor Frame for a number of
given candidate Frames, one constraint can be to limit the number of nodes
between the common ancestor and each candidate. This is a straight-forward
heuristic that attempts to estimate the level of abstraction by the number of
Frames on the path between a candidate Frame and the result Frame of ap-
plying the abstraction rule.
This heuristic is quite conservative, as it is guaranteed to always be applica-
ble. It is able to limit the degree of abstraction allowed, independent of the
candidate Frames. On the downside, it is arguable whether the number of
levels in a hierarchy is a good measure for the degree of abstraction, because
a more finely worked out part of the Frame hierarchy may contain more levels
than a more coarsely crafted part. But that does not necessarily mean that the
conceptual abstraction is higher in the first part.
Only lexical Frames on paths Non-lexical Frames in FRAMENET are Frames that can-
not be evoked by any lexical units, but exist solely as conceptual parents for
further, more specialized Frames. For that reason, non-lexical Frames cannot
be used as the outcome of an abstraction rule, because without any evoking
LU’s, they could not be verbalized in the summary text.
A natural way to overcome this heuristic is to move to ancestor of the non-
lexical Frame that is a lexical Frame. That would, however, have the reverse
effect from what this heuristic tries to achieve. Instead of limiting the level
of abstraction, using a lexical ancestor implies using an even more abstract
Frame as the output of the abstraction rule in question. It seems more rea-
sonable, to require that an abstraction rule may only fire if all Frames on the
paths between candidate Frames and result Frame are lexical Frames.
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Do not pass Frame with core-unexpressed FE’s When a Frame Element of a given
Frame is marked as core-unexpressed, that means that sub-Frames may not
inherit that Frame Element. Conceptually, the sub-Frame still expresses the
information described by that Frame Element, but this may happen implicitly,
for instance, in the lexical units that evoke the sub-Frame (cf. Section 4.4).
In turn, when moving up the hierarchy to find a common ancestor for a set
of candidate Frames, an abstraction rule might encounter an ancestor Frame
that has a core-unexpressed Frame Element. In that case, it is not easily achiev-
able to automatically transport to that Frame the implicitly encoded informa-
tion of the child Frame. Therefore, this third heuristic advocates limiting the
target Frames of the outcome of abstraction rules to Frames that do not define
core-unexpressed Frame Elements.
Construction
The third macro-rule we consider is the construction of a new Frame, when it is
logically entailed by a set of Frames as a whole, i.e., the new Frame is not entailed by
every single Frame from the set, but only from the interplay of all involved Frames.
One way this rule can be interpreted is to infer a certain higher level Frame when
all (or some) the Frames it uses (cf. Section 4.4) are recognized. This approach is
reminiscent of the notion of sketchy scripts as used in the FRUMP system (see Sec-
tion 3.4). For instance, let us assume the existing of a framal description of having a
meal at a restaurant. If we observed in the source representation Frames for enter-
ing a restaurant, ordering food, eating the food, and paying the meal and leaving,
a construction rule could replace these four Frames with a single instance of our
RESTAURANT Frame (cf. 4.3). Such a content reduction is valid because the process
of going to a restaurant is conventionalized in a way, that a reader of a summary
could deduct the original four propositions from their own world knowledge and
the constructed Frame.
In order for apply construction rules in the way just outlined, we thus require
script knowledge, i.e., knowledge about the decomposition of complex framal situ-
ations into the sub-Frames they are made of. The FRAMENET corpus provides such
information in form of the uses relation.
However, additional scripts may be necessary to cover a wider range of con-
struction possibilities. The current implementation of the MEESU system contains
a knowledge base of manually created scripts. They were derived by inspection of
the annotations available in the AMI corpus: for every sentence in a meeting sum-
mary, the corpus provides reference links to utterances in the meeting transcript
that support the content of that summary sentence. For instance, when the sum-
mary sentence refers to a certain discussion during the meeting, the references link
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to the portion of the meeting in which the discussion took place (see also Section
4.4).
This structure can be leveraged to construct script information. In future work,
machine learning could be a promising approach to construct such information au-
tomatically. At the moment, the scripts have been constructed by judging the Frame
content of the summary sentence and the linked utterances. For instance, “giving a
presentation”, an activity which can be found frequently in the AMI summaries, is
often manifested in a longer sequence of TELLING frames in the analysis of a tran-
script. Therefore, a script has been formalized that constructs a CAUSE_TO_PERCEIVE
frame with present.v as the target when a sufficient number of TELLING Frames with
the same speaker are found in sequence in a meeting representation.
Information-retaining Transformations
In addition to the macro-rules described above, we also consider two further trans-
formations that do not themselves reduce content, but transform information from
one form of representation into an equivalent, or reversible, second form. Although
such operations keep the information content constant, they can nevertheless be
useful for summarization, because the representation as produced by the outcome
of the application of such a rule may enable one of the three macro-rules, while the
original representation does not. In that way, they indirectly contribute to content
reduction.
Change of Perspective
FRAMENET encodes different perspectives on an event through the perspective_on
relation. Section 4.4 illustrates this with the Frame COMMERCE_GOODS-TRANSFER
which can be seen from the perspective of the buyer (COMMERCE_BUY) or from
that of the seller (COMMERCE_SELL). Both perspectives encode the same situation
though.
Commerce_goods-transfer
Commerce_sellCommerce_buy
Therefore a change of perspective does not add or lose any information, it may
however simplify the integration of the encoded information into a compact repre-
sentation. By change of perspective we mean that given a Frame, e.g. COMMERCE_BUY,
it is possible to replace it with the non-perspectivalized Frame COMMERCE_GOODS-
TRANSFER or even with the opposite perspective COMMERCE_SELL, as both are logi-
cally entailed.
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An example, why a change of perspective can be useful, is given by the following
sentence:
Alice bought a bike from Bob last year, and this year he sold her his
car, too.
The first part of the sentence evokes COMMERCE_BUY while the second part evokes
COMMERCE_SELL. By changing perspective on the first Frame, we can represent
both events with the same Frame, COMMERCE_SELL, which allows us to simplify the
sentence structure as follows.
Bob sold his bike and car to Alice.
Using the abstraction macro-rule twice, we have dropped the temporal informa-
tion, and aggregated the goods to yield a short summary sentence conveying essen-
tially the same information. Similarly, a script-like description consisting of mul-
tiple scenes may preferable use the neutral COMMERCE_GOODS-TRANSFER in one
of the sub-scenes, as the perspective is of secondary order. Thus being able to in-
fer the non-perspectivalized Frame from its perspective can enable the construction
macro-rule that would otherwise not be triggered.
Grouping of Entities
This transformation is concerned with the representation of real-world entities, and
in particular the relation between groups and the members of groups. As far as our
representation is concerned, a group is a reification of the members it contains, i.e.,
it allows to refer to the set of member elements as a whole with a single referent.
This is indeed an important concept that is closely related to aggregation in NLG,
except that it refers not to linguistic surface forms, but to the Semantic representa-
tion.
The basic idea is two-fold. For one, we would sometimes like to be able to fill a
Frame Element with multiple entities when that is opportune, because it allows us
to make a statement involving multiple entities with a single proposition, naturally
compacting the resulting summary text. In turn, if a proposition involves a group
of entities, but only one of them is considered relevant for summarization, it is de-
sirable to have mechanism to “break up” the group representation and extract the
single entity. Again, this will result in a compacter summary because we can discard
unnecessary information.
For meetings, a straight-forward example of this is the distinction between the
meeting participants as a team or group versus the representation of each partici-
pant as an individual. Consider for example, a representation of the following three
propositions:
• The marketing expert gave a presentation.
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• The user interface designer gave a presentation.
• The industrial designer gave a presentation.
Aggregation of surface forms would allow a generate to collapse these separate propo-
sitions into a single sentence like this:
The marketing expert, the user interface designer, and the industrial
designer gave presentations.
This is a bit clunky. What is more, it is in so far ambiguous as we have lost the
information that every one of the involved people gave a presentation of their own.
The above sentence also allows a reading in which the three people as a group gave
multiple presentations together. This ambiguity could at least be fixed by simple
variations of the sentence:
The marketing expert, the user interface designer, and the industrial
designer each gave a presentation.
The marketing expert, the user interface designer, and the industrial
designer gave presentations to each other.
However, aggregating that way has it its limitations. Imagine the meeting group
did not consist of three or four people, but of ten, and each of them gave a little
presentation in a meeting. Certainly, we would want to avoid the generation of a
sentence in the above manner, where every single participant is mentioned explic-
itly. By reifying the participants as a single group, an automatic summarizer could
instead produce a more natural sounding sentence such as:
The group gave presentations to each other.
Note that this kind of aggregation cannot simply happen on a surface form level,
because it presupposes a conceptual understanding about when it is appropriate to
replace a set of individuals with a reification thereof. For an automatic treatment
of entity grouping/ungrouping, the first question that arises is thus under which
conditions it is valid to perform a reification. Valid here means first and foremost
that a reader of the resulting text can be expected to be able to reliably identify the
reified entities. For instance, using a definite reference such as the group in the
above example implies every participant in the meeting; if a proposition is true for
only three out of four people, it would be misleading to refer to them as the group.
On the other hand, it is fine to use a reference to the whole group even though
only three of the four people are meant in a sentence such as:
The project manager introduced the upcoming project to the team.
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The project manager is part of the team, yet it is hard to conceive that he first learns
about the project through his own introduction. Here, the team refers to everybody
in the team except for the project manager himself. Such fine-grained distinctions
present a challenge for a generation system.
A second question is whether a proposition using a reified group entity is to be
understood as referring to the group as a whole or to the members of the group in-
dividually. The problem arises from the fact that a reified entity is itself an entity,
and at the same time is a place holder for other entities. Thus the proposition con-
taining such an entity could refer to the reifying entity, or to the reified entities. The
following two sentences illustrate the distinction.
1. The participants introduced themselves to each other.
2. The participants decided to meet again later that day.
In the first sentence, every single participants performed an introduction, thus
assuming the standard group size of four participants, four distinct introduction
events occurred. But in the second sentence, not everybody of the group made their
own decision to meet again later - rather, this sentence should be read expressing
that the decision was made collaboratively, i.e., only one decision event occurred.
Having a way to represents groups even allows a summarizer to use quasi-mathematical
set operations, e.g. set difference, to generate a sentence such as:
Everybody except the project manager gave a presentation.
5.6 Text Generation
Introduction
The work laid out in the previous chapters creates a representation of the most rel-
evant parts of a meeting and could thus be considered a summary of a meeting.
However, the form of representation is not very accessible for people and in fact it
is fair to expect a summary to be presented as a coherent piece of text.
The process of producing a textual serialization of symbolic representation struc-
tures is referred to as Natural Language Generation (NLG). We refer to a component
that produces English text from a summary representation as an NGL system, or
short, a generator. An NLG system takes as input a content representation and gen-
erates text that verbalizes the information of its input.
Traditionally, the problem of generating natural language texts can be seen from
two complementary points of view, namely what to say and how to say it, i.e. content
determination and content verbalization. In Reiter and Dale [2000]’s reference ar-
chitecture for NLG systems, shown in Figure 5.9, the “what to say” is realized by the
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Communicative Goal
Document Plan
Text Specification
Surface Text
Document Planner
Microplanner
Surface Realizer
Figure 5.9: Reiter and Dale’s standard architecture of a generator pipeline [Reiter
and Dale, 2000, p60].
Document Planner component, while the “how to say” is determined by the Docu-
ment Planner and two additional components, Microplanner and Surface Realizer.
Reiter and Dale enumerate six different tasks that the three components accom-
plish.
Content Determination The task of the Document Planner is to decide which in-
formation from the given input should be included in the generated text. In
our case, this is mostly determined by the Transformation component of the
summarizer (see. Chapter 5.5), but in the general case, the generator may
have to select the content from a database of information (e.g., meteorologic
data used for an automatic weather report system [Goldberg et al., 1994]).
Document Structuring This is also a task of the Document Planner. The goal is to
create a plan of the full text to generate, i.e., composing the information con-
tent into concrete logical units. These units are related to each other through
rhetorical relations. As the name of the task suggests, the result of this task is
a structural view of the document.
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Lexicalization This task is responsible for selecting the suitable linguistic material
with which to verbalize the content.
Referring Expression Generation This task is closely related to lexicalization, and
both task belong to the Microplanner component. It is concerned with the
mapping of real-world entities to linguistic expressions, i.e., find words that
uniquely identify each entity in question.
Aggregation In the aggregation phase, the Microplanner determines the concrete
linguistic structures,e.g., paragraphs and sentence, for the units planned by
the Document Planner. Within the given limits, the aggregation phase may
also decide on structural aspect such as the order in which information in a
logical unit should be expressed.
Linguistic Realization Building upon the result of the previous task, linguistic re-
alization puts everything together to produce the actual, continuous text.
Structure Realization The last task addresses technical issues of text markup or file
formats. It makes sure that structural information determined before, such as,
paragraph information, is kept intact in the output format.
In this chapter we first give an overview of the principles of NLG and then in-
troduce a novel approach that is tailored toward a Frame-based representation. We
demonstrate how the rich annotation found in the FRAMENET corpus can be lever-
aged to create partial syntactic trees which we use to generate English sentences.
Related Work
The literature on the generation part of abstractive summarization is rather scarce.
The reason for that is that most authors concentrate on the interpretation and trans-
formation phase in their work. Natural language generation is perhaps seen as an
orthogonal field of research because it has many applications outside summariza-
tion. However, we argue that the final text generation is an important step that can-
not be left out, because the whole purpose of a summarizer is to produce a written
summary. In particular, it is difficult to make any qualitative or quantitative state-
ments about summarizer as a whole, if there is no final summary that can be evalu-
ated.
In particular, research on text generation particularly for summarization is rare.
A notable exception though is McKeown et al. [1995] who describe two systems that
generate summaries of basketball games and planning activities respectively. For
the use of more general NLG systems in abstractive summarization, we refer the
reader to our detailed descriptions in chapter 3.
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Text generation approaches leveraging the FRAMENET database are equally rare,
even outside the field of abstractive summarization. De Bleecker [2005] proposes an
approach for a generator that uses FRAMENET to determine lexical choices within
a dialog system. However, her proposal does not contain any details how to pro-
ceed with the generation of a Frame, once the lexicalization has been determined.
Besides, she does not have seem to actually have implemented her approach in an
actual system.
Thus to the best of our knowledge, the approach described in the following sec-
tions is the first implementation of a generator that is able to generate English sen-
tences from a Framal input representation.
Approach
As in previous chapters, we understand the summary and its representation to real-
ize different abstract situations, e.g., discussions, presentations, etc. For every sen-
tence of the summary, the generator receives as input a description of the situation
(or even multiple situations at once) in some sort of representation formalism. In
general, this could be raw data, logical forms, ontologies, or others.
We propose here to use Semantic Frames to describe the different situations that
are to be verbalized by the system. This is a straight-forward idea, since Frames are
especially conceived to represent situations. However, they have mainly been used
for analyzing text in the past, not for generating text.
According to the theory of Frame Semantics, Frames are evoked by certain lexi-
cal units. In turn, that means that in order to communicate the situation described
by a certain Frame, the generated sentence should contain one of the lexical units
that evoke that Frame.
The output of the previous summarization phases not contain Frames alone,
but pairing of Frames and lexical units. This is because a Frame alone does not con-
tain information how the situation represented by it can be verbalized as a correct
sentence. For instance, passing an EXPERIENCER_FOCUS Frame to the generator
without a lexical unit does not contain sufficient information how to verbalize that
Frame as both of the verbs love.v and hate.v evoke EXPERIENCER_FOCUS, as do a
number of other lexical units.
The first choice a generator has to make thus involves selecting the desired Frame-
evoking LU. Since the generator input consists of pairings of Frames and LU’s, a first
choice for the target LU is readily available. However, if that first choice is incom-
patible with the subsequent steps, the sentence generation may only succeed when
using an alternative target lexical unit (see Figure 5.10).
Given a Frame and an evoking lexical unit, there are potentially many differ-
ent variations of how the Frame can be realized syntactically. This depends mainly
on the valences of the lexical unit and which Frame Elements are actually present.
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But also stylistic considerations may influence the choice. Consider the following
example sentences, for a hypothetical CAUSE_TO_PERCEIVE Frame. In the first two
sentences, a single Frame Element AGENT is realized as “the project manager” while
it is absent in the third variation.
1. The designer gave a presentation.
2. A presentation was given by the designer.
3. A presentation was given.
4. *Gave a presentation the designer.
In the first three sentences the noun presentation together with its support verb give
is the lexical unit that evokes CAUSE_TO_PERCEIVE. The first two sentences are syn-
onymous to each other, but perhaps the active voice of the first variation is preferred
in terms of writing style. The third alternative, however, could not be written syn-
onymously in the active voice, because it would require an AGENT Frame Element
to be in subject position which is not available. In any case, the syntactic variations
among which a generator could choose are of course constrained by the English
grammar, thus the fourth example has to be dismissed as invalid.
The second choice a generator has to make is therefore how to map the available
Frame Elements to syntactic structures of a sentence. For this choice it has to have
information which options are possible for such a mapping given a specific Frame
with the available Frame Elements and a lexical unit that evokes the Frame.
The three examples above are very simple sentences, each of which evokes only
one or two Frames. More complex sentences, however, typically contain a larger
number of Frames. Being able to combine multiple Frames into a single sentence is
especially useful in the context of summarization where the key task is to condense
information. The ability to verbalize multiple Frames in one sentence is therefore
desirable for our NLG system. This implies a third choice for a generator, namely
which Frames to combine and in which way.
Combine multiple Frames
Map Frame Elements 
to Phrase TypesChoose Target LU
if fails if fails
Figure 5.10: Three choice points for the Frame-based generator
The above analysis sets up the primary requirements for a sentence generation
component that takes as input the specification of summary contents as Frames. It
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implies a sequence of three choice points. Whenever a choice made in a previous
step conflicts with the options in a subsequent step, the generator may backtrack
and choose a different value. The sentence generation is successful if the genera-
tor progresses through all three steps, and fails if no more backtracking option is
available.
In the following section we introduce a corpus-based approach to address these
requirements.
Target LU Determination
The target for a Frame instance that is to be generated does not necessarily have
to be determined in all cases. Often times, it is already present in the input struc-
tures and can be readily used by the generator. However, when one of the down-
stream components in the above pipeline fails, backtracking to the first box in order
to change the provided lexical unit could be a possibility to find a generator solution
for the input, which otherwise would have to be rejected.
The following algorithm makes use of the WORDNET database to generate al-
ternative lexical units, provided an initial one. It works by iteratively trying out all
WORDNET synsets the given LU participates in. A synset contains other words with
the same meaning, but because the given LU may potentially have multiple mean-
ing, the algorithm sees whether some of the contained words are already known to
evoke the same Frame. This information is available in FRAMENET. The synset con-
taining the greatest percentage of words that evoke the same Frame is returned. The
words from that synset can be used as alternatives to the given LU.
function find_alternative_lus(frame, lu, wordnet)
synsets := get_synsets(lu, wordnet)
best_synset := null
best_ratio := 0
for each synset in synsets
count := 0
for each word in synset
if evokes(word, frame)
count := count + 1
ratio := count / size(synset)
if (ratio > best_ratio)
best_ratio := ratio
best_synset := synset
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Frame
SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE
Definition
An Agent has attempted to achieve a Goal, and the actual out-
come of the Agent’s action has been resolved, so that it either
specifically matches the Agent’s intent (e.g. success) or does not
match it (e.g. failure).
Frame Elements
Agent (Sentient): The Agent makes an attempt to achieve a Goal.
Goal (Goal): The Goal is what the Agent attempts to achieve.
Role (Goal): A participant function in a particular event or in
events of a particular kind.
Lexical Units
failing.n, failure.n, fail.v, manage.v, miss.v, pull off.v, succeed.v,
successful.a, success.n, unsuccessful.a
Figure 5.11: The SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE Frame as defined in the FRAMENET corpus.
return best_synset
A similar method is proposed by De Bleecker [2005], but the advantage of our
algorithm is that it is able to determine lexical units that have not yet been added to
FRAMENET.
Partial Syntax Trees
FRAMENET defines a concrete set of Frames based on the Frame Semantics formal-
ism. In addition to that, it also collects for each Frame a list of lexical units that
evoke that Frame. For instance, the Frame SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE describes the sit-
uation where an agent has attempted to achieve a goal, and the actual outcome
of the agent’s action has been resolved (see Figure 5.11). It defines the Frame Ele-
ments AGENT, GOAL, and ROLE, and lists the following lexical units to be evoking
that Frame: failing.n, failure.n, fail.v, manage.v, miss.v, pull off.v, succeed.v, success-
ful.a, success.n, unsuccessful.a5. A third source of information FRAMENET provides
and which we have not made used of so far is a rich set of sample annotations. In
5Note that FRAMENET does not claim this list to be comprehensive for English.
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the following we will show how the information from the FRAMENET corpus can be
leveraged for text generation.
As we have discussed above, knowing the Frame and the Frame Elements which
participate in a specific situation is not sufficient to generate a sentence because the
choice which lexical unit is used as the frame evoking one cannot be automated in
the general case. We can easily see this with the SUCCESS_OF_FAILURE Frame. Both
fail.v and succeed.v evoke SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE, yet the two verbs describe rather
opposing circumstances. Consequently, a choice of the candidate lexical units has
to specified a priori to the generator.
Given a preselected lexical unit we can use it to express a situation which de-
scribes a success or a failure, but how do we verbalize the Frame Elements so that
we end up with a correct and meaningful English sentence? It is easy to see that
different circumstances will require different grammatical constructions, e.g.:
• Active vs. passive verb forms call for different syntactic realizations
• Different lexical units have different valences
• The POS of the lexical unit, e.g., noun vs. verb has implications on its use
• etc.
Ideally, a flexible generator should have a way to generate different variations of
the same content. We aim at providing a library of generation constructs that the
generator can access and from which it can choose alternatives. Building such a li-
brary by hand is tedious, costly and error-prone; a method to create it automatically
or semi-automatically is thus preferred. But first, we define what exactly we mean
by “generation constructs”.
For the purpose of illustration, let us revisit the SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE Frame.
The sentence “John managed a feeble smile” features “managed” as the TARGET,
“John” as the AGENT, and “a feeble smile” as the GOAL. Syntactically, we can ana-
lyze that sentence as shown in Figure 5.12. The leaves of a syntax tree are the tokens
(words and punctuation etc.) of a sentence, their parent nodes denote their parts-
of-speech (POS), and all other nodes describe the phrase type of their children. We
notice that for each Frame Element there is at least one inner node in the syntax tree
that spans the FE, and the same is true for the Target. We call a node which spans
the Target of a Frame Target node and a node which spans a Frame Element Frame
Element node. In case there are multiple nodes spanning the same Frame Element
or the Target, only the one with the smallest depth is called Frame Element node or
Target node respectively.
When we look at the sentence “John managed a feeble smile.” we realize that the
actual content of the Frame Elements are not crucial for the fact that this sentence
belongs to the SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE Frame. In fact, if we replaced, e.g., the AGENT
“John” with “Mary” or “The designer”, we would still yield a meaningful sentence in
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S
.
.
VP
NP
NN
smile
JJ
feeble
DT
a
VBD
MANAGED
NP
NNP
John
Figure 5.12: A syntax tree for the sentence “John managed a feeble smile.”
which SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE was evoked. In principle, we could use an existing sen-
tence as a blueprint for novel sentences. But simply replacing words or sequences
of words in a given sentence will not always yield plausible or acceptable results, as
the following list illustrates:
1. Mary managed a feeble smile.
2. The designer managed a feeble smile.
3. *By the designer managed a feeble smile
4. *Playing soccer managed a feeble smile.
The third sentence replaces “John” with “By the designer”. The result is syn-
tactically incorrect, since we expect a noun phrase (NP) in subject position for this
particular sentence, not a propositional phrase (PP). From this error we can see that
we have to pay respect to certain syntactic constraints when generating a sentence.
The fourth sentence puts the NP “Playing soccer” in subject position, thus is syn-
tactically correct, but nevertheless nonsensical. The SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE Frame
lists the type of the Frame Element AGENT as Sentient, and “playing soccer” is an
activity, not a sentient. We conclude that a generator also has to respect certain
semantic constraints. The fillers for the Frame Elements are outside the control of
the generator, as they are part of its input data. If a certain Frame is to verbalized
we thus expect that the provided Frame Elements align with their definitions and
semantic types.
The fact that variations of our original sentence require the AGENT FE to be re-
alized as a noun phrase in order to be syntactically correct becomes evident when
we take another look at Figure 5.12, where we see that “John” is spanned by an NP. If
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S
.VP
NP/GoalVBD/Target
NP/Agent
Figure 5.13: A partial syntax tree for the Frame SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE and the Target
lexical unit manage.v.
we keep the syntax tree identical (except for the leaves), we can be certain that vari-
ations of the original sentence will be syntactically correct. This is what we observe
in sentences 1 in the above list which is analyzed syntactically in analogy to Figure
5.12. However, at the same time we note that some changes are possible that keep
the basic spirit of the syntactic analysis intact but allow for minor variations in the
syntax tree. For instance, in the above sentence 2, we use a definite noun phrase for
AGENT instead of a proper name. Thus the derivation looks like this:
NP
N
designer
DT
The
Likewise, if the sentence ended in an exclamation point or a question mark in-
stead of a period, we would still judge it correct and it would still evoke the SUC-
CESS_OR_FAILURE Frame. All in all, we can claim a syntactic realization of that
Frame to be valid, if the upper part of the syntax tree looks like the one in Figure
5.13. Here, we have cut the syntax tree of “John managed a feeble smile.” to a cer-
tain subtree and annotated the Target node and the Frame Element nodes with their
respective roles. We call the resulting tree a partial syntax tree.
A partial syntax tree represents the essential valences of a frame evoking lexical
unit. It encodes one way of realizing a Frame, given a Target LU and a set of Frame
Elements. A generator can use these tree elements – a partial syntax tree, a frame
evoking lexical unit, and a set of Frame Elements to generate a full sentence if the
following conditions hold:
1. The partial syntax tree has S as its root node.
2. There is a mechanism that can generate each Frame Element as the phrase
type or POS specified by the partial syntax tree.
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Creating an English sentence with this setup can be realized by starting with a
partial syntax tree which the generator then expands by iterating over all leaf nodes.
If the leaf node is of the form X/Y with X being a part of speech or a phrase type
and Y being “Target” or one of the Frame’s Frame Elements, the above mechanism
for generation the correct phrase type is invoked. At the end, all leaves from the
original partial syntax tree have been extended, and the partial syntax tree is now
a full syntax tree. The sequence of leaf nodes is the surface form of the generated
sentence.
For instance, consider the following input specification:
Input Specification
Frame SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE
Target LU fail.v
Frame Elements • A political group (AGENT)
• Getting a certain bill passed (GOAL)
• Miserable (DEGREE)
and the following excerpt from an assumed library of partial syntax trees which the
generator has access to:
Generator Library
Partial Syntax Tree S
.VP
PP-at/GoalADVP/DegreeVBD/Target
NP/Agent
The above input structure contains three Frame Elements, AGENT, GOAL, and
DEGREE, the latter being a non-core Frame Element, since the degree of the failure
is not essential to the concept of failure.
The generator can make use of the partial syntax tree to generate a complete
sentence for the given input specification. The partial syntax tree contains five leaf
nodes which have to be extended:
• NP/Agent
• VBD/Target
• ADVP/Degree
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• PP-at/Goal
• .
If one of these leaves cannot be extended, the generation of the sentence fails. For
instance, if the Target LU were the noun failure.n, it would not be possible to extends
the VBD/Target node since VBD is the POS tag for “verb, past tense” (see Appendix
B). In that case, the generator would have to find another partial syntax tree in its
library and attempt generating a sentence from there.
In this concrete example, however, it is possible to extend the Target and the
Frame Elements:
AGENT TARGET DEGREE GOAL .
NP
PRP
We
VBD
failed
ADVP
RB
miserably
PP
VP
VP
VBN
passed
NP
NN
bill
DT
the
VBG
getting
IN
at
.
.
The concrete realization of a Frame Elements depends on the domain and the dis-
course context. The Frame Element AGENT is verbalized here by the pronoun we
which we assume could be understood in a specific context as referring to the polit-
ical group in question. We make a similar argument for the use of the definite article
“the” with bill, assuming that the reader of the generated sentence would under-
stand from context which bill is referred to. Such domain-dependent decisions are
out of the scope of the core generator. We thus argue for a generation architecture
that relies on a domain-specific component to generate the Frame Elements.
Let us define a generator that works as described more formally.
Definition A Frame Generator is a tuple (L,T, f , ...) where L is an alphabet of lexical
units, T is a set of partial syntax trees, f is a function that maps lexical units
to partial syntax trees.
Note that the tree does not only contain leaves that belong to the Frame struc-
ture, i.e. Target node and FE nodes, but that the sentence ending punctuation is
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kept as well. However, the concrete leaf – in this case a period – is in fact cut out,
and only the POS maintained which can be extended to either a period, an exclama-
tion point, or a question mark. Questions in English often feature a different syntax
than statements (word order, use of modal verbs), and should thus be handled with
care, both when creating a partial syntax tree from a concrete example question and
when using a partial syntax tree in generating a question.
Which nodes from a full syntax tree are kept and which ones are dismissed in
the general case is defined by a construction algorithm below.
Leveraging the FRAMENET Corpus
The example above assume the existence of a library of partial syntax trees for gen-
eration. Such a library can be generated automatically from annotations such as the
ones provided in the FRAMENET corpus.
Let F be a Frame and s a sentence in which the F is evoked. If S is a syntax tree
of s then we derive the partial syntax tree T = (VT ,ET ) as a subtree of S by defining
VT as follows. A node n is in VT if and only if:
1. n is the Target node or a Frame Element node or
2. n’s sibling is in VT
3. n has a descendant d1 that is in VT and
a) n has an ancestor that is in VT or
b) n has a descendant d2 that is in VT and d1 6= d2
Let’s illustrate this algorithm with a variation of the above example sentence:
The day John managed a feeble smile was Sunday.
Here, the SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE Frame is embedded into a more complex syntactic
structure, which we can analyze as follows6:
6We enumerate the inner nodes solely for the purpose of referencing them.
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1:S
19:.
.
7:VP
9:SBAR
10:S
15:VP
17:NP
18:NNP
Sunday
16:VBD
was
11:NP
14:NN
smile
13:JJ
feeble
12:DT
a
8:VBD
managed
5:NP
6:NNP
John
2:NP
4:NN
day
3:DT
The
Such an analysis can be produced automatically using a syntactic parse, such as,
e.g. [Klein and Manning, 2003]. The recursive definition of the partial syntax tree
first includes the target and Frame Element nodes per rule 1. These are: 5, 8, 11.
Because of rule 3b, nodes 1 and 7 also belong to the partial syntax tree. Rule 3a
includes nodes 9 and 10. Finally, because of rule 2, nodes 2, 15, and 19 complete this
particular partial syntax tree for the SUCCESS_OR_FAILURE Frame, which discards
the nodes with gray labels.
Constructing partial syntax trees in this fashion means that some of the leaf
nodes of the result will be Frame Elements while others sometimes will not. For
instance, in our example nodes 5 and 11 are Frame Element nodes, node 8 is a tar-
get node, and the remaining leaf nodes neither Frame Element nor target nodes. We
call the leaves that are not Frame Element or target nodes free nodes and define: a
partial syntax tree is saturated if it does not contain any free nodes.
In order to generate a sentence from a partial syntax tree, it has to be satu-
rated. The FRAMENET corpus contains 484 distinct Frames, but for only 379 of them
(78.3%) we find at least one partial syntax tree in the corpus that is saturated. Of
these, 111 have an S node (sentence node) as the root type. That means that for
373 Frames, we don’t have a partial syntax tree to generate a sentence from. The
reason for this is that the annotations of the FRAMENET corpus are based on mate-
rial from the British National Corpus (BNC) which consists mainly of sophisticated
publications with complex sentence structures. Consequently, the annotated sen-
tences typically contain information from multiple Frames at once. If we extract a
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partial syntax tree for one of the Frames, it is likely to span only a certain part of
the sentence and the partial syntax tree extraction algorithm will cut it down to the
smallest spanning phrase. Thus the root of the partial syntax tree will have a phrase
type different from S.
One way to fix this is to manually add saturated partial syntax trees for the 373
Frames for which we can’t derive such partial syntax trees automatically. A second
remedy would be to add simple phrase structure rules of the kind S →NP VP which
the generator could use to derive complete syntax trees. In practice however, this
problem arises less often because most sentences are made up of more than one
Frame.
Multi-Frame Sentences
The previous section introduced partial syntax trees, and how they can be used as
templates to generate English text. The result of the generation is a phrase, which
may be a full sentence (if the root node of the used partial syntax tree is S) or any
other phrase type. The generation process consist of enriching the free nodes of a
partial syntax tree with the information found in the framal input specification for
the sentence.
However, as we know from chapter 5.4, a sentence usually encoded more than
just one Frame. A realistic generator thus must provide means to integrate multi-
ple Frames unless the application scenario only calls for very simple, one-Frame
sentences.
The way we represented the propositional content of sentences in previous chap-
ters is that of a Frame dependency tree. In this section, we extend the partial syntax
tree approach to handle such trees and show how to generate complex English sen-
tences from them.
For the sake of illustration, consider an input specification consisting of two de-
pendent Frames:
TELLING
MESSAGE
AGE
ENTITY
project
TARGET
new.a
SPEAKER
B
TARGET
introduce.v
The input also contains the following entity mapping:
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B → entity1
the project manager → entity1
the project → entity2
In the generator’s library, we find the following two partial syntax trees:
Telling/introduce.v S
VP
NP/MessageVBD/Target
NP/Speaker
Age/new.a NP
NN/EntityJJ/TargetDT
With this, the generator can create an English sentence with the following pro-
cedure:
1. Find a partial syntax tree for the root Frame with S at the root.
2. For every Frame Element containing an entity reference, fill them into the par-
tial syntax tree as before.
3. For every child Frame of the current Frame, find a partial syntax tree. Let pt
be the phrase type at the root of that tree.
4. Find all occurrences of child’s pt in the current partial syntax tree.
5. Try to find a downward mapping of all of child’s nodes to the current occur-
rence of pt in the parent tree.
6. Make child the current Frame and recursively generate it starting from step 2.
We call this process patching because it overlays two partial syntax trees so that
a new partial syntax tree emerges. The crucial point in this algorithm is step 5. We
now define what we mean by downward mapping by giving a construction proce-
dure for it. The basic idea is that two partial syntax trees can be patched together
when their inner node structure lines up.
1. Let n1 and n2 be nodes in two partial syntax trees. A downward mapping f is
constructed as follows.
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2. If n1 and n2 are the same phrase type add n1 → n2 to the mapping, otherwise
the procedure aborts.
3. If n1 or n2 is a leaf node, the current mapping is returned.
4. Otherwise, recursively extends the mapping by processing the i -th child of n1
with the i -th child of n2.
5. If the number of child nodes differs for n1,n2, the procedure aborts.
In addition to the purely syntactic mapping, we also require two semantic con-
straints:
• If the downward mapping maps two Frame Element nodes together, they must
refer to the same entity.
• Let fe be the Frame Element of the parent Frame under which the dependent
child Frame is listed. Then the downward mapping is only valid if the child’s
target node is mapped as a descendant of fe.
Let us illustrate this procedure with the example structures introduced before.
The procedure begins with the TELLING Frame because it is at the root of the depen-
dency tree. The library of partial syntax trees is consulted and the one given above
is retrieved. Note that it has an S node at the root.
The target and the Frame Element SPEAKER can be filled in as in the case of single
Frame sentences in the previous section.
S
VP
NP/MessageVBD
introduce
NP/Speaker
B
The Frame Element MESSAGE does not reference an entity, but a dependent
Frame, namely AGE. The partial syntax tree library contains a partial syntax tree
with NP at the root (see above). There are two occurrences of NP nodes in our in-
termediate representation, thus we have two candidates for a downward mapping:
NP/Speaker and NP/Message.
For NP/Speaker, the downward mapping fails because the child nodes of that
node and the root of the AGE’s partial syntax tree do not match: the former’s child is
THE PROJECT MANAGER while the latter’s first child is DT.
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The candidate NP/Message, however, matches and it also complies with both of
the semantic constraints, because AGE’s target node is mapped as a child of NP/Mes-
sage. Thus we can combine the two partial syntax trees in the one using the down-
ward mapping and yield or result tree:
S
VP
NP/Message
NN/Entity
project
JJ/Target
new
DT
the
VBD/Target
introduce
NP/Speaker
B
Surface realization
For the SPEAKER FE, the input structure contains the reference B. By consulting the
entity mapping we see that reference B identifies entity1, which also has a second
reference available, the project manager.
Strategies for choosing among multiple references should consider, among other
things:
Descriptiveness When an entity is first mentioned, a more descriptive realization
might be desirable. In subsequent mentions, however, less verbose realiza-
tions could be preferred.
Repetition If an entity appears multiple times in the text, using the same reference
again and again can become repetitive and unpleasant to read. One way to
address this problem even for entities that only come with a single reference,
is the introduction of pronouns.
Phrase type matching The partial syntax tree requires a Frame Element to be real-
ized as a specific phrase type. Only those references that match can be used
for realization (e.g. compare walk versus walking).
Writing style The realizer should only choose references that are appropriate and
match the writing style of the rest of the sentence.
Since the references in our system emerge as the result of the interpretation of
the transcript and the transformation of this interpretation, they are not always in
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lemma form. In contrast, the partial syntax library always stores the targets as lem-
mas. It can therefore become necessary to adjust the morphology of the different
references. This is a complex topic in itself. In the present approach, we merely
address subject-verb agreement by inflecting verbs according to the number of the
governing subject.
In our example, We opt for project manager because it is more descriptive, but
depending on the context, simply using B might be an equally good or better option.
After addressing the inflexion of introduce, the final generated sentence is:
The project manager introduces the new project.
5.7 Example of a System Run
We now give a detailed example of the processing steps of MEESU, as outlined above.
In particular, we show the inputs to each of the three main processing stages, and
how the summarizer transforms them into the output which are then passed to the
next stage.
Interpretation of the Transcript
For that we consider an excerpt of meeting ES2008a from the AMI corpus, which
belongs to the so-called scenario meetings of the corpus (see Section 4.4). In this
meeting, a new team meets for the first time to work together on the new project of
creating a remote control together. The four participants are the project manager
(A), an industrial designer (B), a user interface designer (C), and a marketing expert
(D).
This information about the participants as well as the fact that they are a team
and that they are participating in a meeting is reflected in the initial state of MEESU’s
entity mapping before processing begins (Table 5.3). Here, we have an entity for ev-
ery participant, one for the group, and one for the meeting. Although the speakers
do not refer to each other by the ID letters, these references are inserted in the au-
tomatic mapping of dialog acts to Frame instances, as we will see below. The entity
representing the participants as a group, contains three different synonyms. This is
to allow some variation in the text generation component later on. Also, we assume
by default that when the meeting participants use the word “we”, they refer to the
meeting group.
The following is a transcript of the beginning of the meeting. It is a manual tran-
script in which some speech disfluencies have automatically been corrected with
the GRODI tool.
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Table 5.3: Initial state of MEESU’s entity mapping. The internal speaker ID’s are
mapped to different entities–shown as boxes–which contain verbal descriptions of
the participant’s roles. There are also entities representing the members as a group
and the meeting itself.
Reference Referent
A → the project manager
B → the industrial designer
C → the user-interface designer
D → the marketing expert
we → the team, the group, the meeting participants
ES2008a → the meeting
1 D: Hmm.
2 A: Okay.
3 A: Good morning everybody.
4 A: Um I’m glad you could all come.
5 A: I’m really excited to start this team .
6 A: Um I’m just gonna have a little PowerPoint presentation for us, for
our kick-off meeting.
7 A: My name is Rose Lindgren.
8 A: I’ll be the Project Manager.
9 A: Um our agenda today is we are gonna do a little opening
10 A: and then I’m gonna talk a little bit about the project,
11 A: then we’ll move into acquaintance such as getting to know each
other a little bit, including a tool training exercise.
12 A: And then we’ll move into the project plan,
13 A: do a little discussion
14 A: and close,
15 A: since we only have twenty five minutes.
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16 A: First of all our project aim.
17 A: Um we are creating a new remote control which we have three goals
about,
18 A: it needs to be original , trendy and user-friendly.
19 A: I’m hoping that we can all work together to achieve all three of those.
This is the input to MEESU’s interpretation component. The first steps of inter-
pretation is labeling each utterance with a dialog act and analyzing the Framal con-
tent of each utterance. For the former task, we use the gold-standard annotation
available in the AMI corpus while the latter task is performed with the SEMAFOR
parser. The result is shown in Figure 5.14. The dialog act labels are printed in green
in the middle column, the recognized Frames in the rightmost column.
Besides the name of the each Frame, SEMAFOR also outputs which word in an
utterance evokes the Frame, i.e. the Frame’s target, and any recognized Frame Ele-
ments. For instance, the full annotation of utterance 4 is given in Figure 5.15, that
for utterance 7 in Figure 5.16. Note that while SEMAFOR’s analysis of utterance 4
is quite accurate, it sometimes misinterprets contents, as e.g. in the case of utter-
ance 7. Here, the name Rose is mistaken as a past tense form of the verb rise, which
evokes the CHANGE_POSTURE Frame. This is an example for an incorrect analysis
of a target LU. Also, the Frame Element analysis of the other Frame, BEING_NAMED,
is not quite correct. The Frame Element NAME should have been analyzed as Rose
Lindgren. Here, however, the target LU name was recognized correctly as evoking
BEING_NAMED. A third type of mistake in the analysis is failing to recognize certain
Frame Elements. For Being_named, the word my for instance, should have been
analyzed as the Frame Element ENTITY, to encode that the speaker talks about her
own name.
Next, the dialog acts are mapped into a Framal representation as well, as spec-
ified in table 5.2. Each of the resulting Frames has two Frame Elements, encoding
the speaker of the utterance and the full content. According to that table, if the di-
alog act label is one of bck, be.pos, or be.neg, no Frame mapping is defined and the
utterance is thus not further interpreted. This is the case e.g. for utterance 4.
The target and Frame Element spans of each of the Frames in these analyses
define the dependency relation described in Section 5.4 which induces a graph rep-
resentation. For every utterance in the transcript, the Frame derived from the dialog
act label becomes the root node of a tree of Frames. A Frame becomes a descendant
of another Frame when the target span of the former lies inside one of the Frame
Element spans of the latter. The final representation of utterance 7 is thus as shown
in Figure 5.17. The output of the interpretation phase is a Frame tree for every ut-
terance of the transcript.
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1 oth -
2 stl DESIRABILITY
3 be.pos CALENDRIC_UNIT, DESIRABILITY
4 be.pos EMOTION_BY_STIMULUS, CAPABILITY, ARRIVING
5 be.pos EMOTION_DIRECTED, AGGREGATE, ACTIVITY_START
6 off POSSESSION, QUANTITY, DISCUSSION
7 inf BEING_NAMED, CHANGE_POSTURE
8 inf PEOPLE_BY_VOCATION, PROJECT
9 inf OPENNESS, TEMPORAL_COLLOCATION, INTENTIONALLY_ACT
10 inf QUANTITY, STATEMENT, TEMPORAL_COLLOCATION, PROJECT
11 inf AWARENESS, REQUIRED_EVENT, GIZMO, INCLUSION, EDUCA-
TION_TEACHING, MOTION , PRACTICE, INCREMENT, TEMPO-
RAL_COLLOCATION, QUANTITY
12 inf PROJECT, TEMPORAL_COLLOCATION, PROJECT, MOTION
13 inf QUANTITY, INTENTIONALLY_ACT, DISCUSSION
14 inf SOCIAL_CONNECTION
15 inf CARDINAL_NUMBERS, CARDINAL_NUMBERS, POSSESSION, CALEN-
DRIC_UNIT, SOLE_INSTANCE
16 inf PURPOSE, QUANTITY, PROJECT, ORDINAL_NUMBERS
17 inf RELATIONAL_QUANTITY, CREATING BE_IN_CONTROL, PURPOSE CAR-
DINAL_NUMBERS, FAMILIARITY, POSSESSION
18 inf REQUIRED_EVENT, TRENDINESS
19 be.pos ACCOMPLISHMENT POSSIBILITY BEING_EMPLOYED DESIRING QUAN-
TITY COLLABORATION
Figure 5.14: List of Frames as output by the SEMAFOR parser for each utterance in
the transcription excerpt.
Transformation into summary contents
The next step in the processing is the application of macro-rules to transform the list
of Frame trees which are output by the interpretation phase into a representation of
summary contents. The transformation phase proceeds by iterating over that list
and applying construction, abstraction, and deletion rules in turn.
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Frame EMOTION_BY_STIMULUS
Target LU glad
Frame Elements • I (EXPERIENCER)
• glad you could all come (EVENT)
Frame CAPABILITY
Target LU could
Frame Elements • you (ENTITY)
• come (EVENT)
Frame ARRIVING
Target LU come
Frame Elements • you (THEME)
Figure 5.15: Output of SEMAFOR for utterance 4: “Um I’m glad you could all come.”
Construction
Construction rules make use of a scripts knowledge base. The first time one of these
scripts is triggered in the course of our example is in utterance 7. MEESU’s script
base contains, among others, the script shown in Figure 5.18.
In the context of a kick-off meeting, informing the meeting participants about
one’s name is transformed into an act of introducing oneself. If the Frame structure
listed as scene in the script is detected in the interpretation, it triggers the generation
of a new TELLING Frame that encodes that the speaker introduced him- or herself
to the meeting group. Ideally, we would require that BEING_NAMED has a Frame
Element ENTITY that must refer to the same entity as SPEAKER in TELLING. However,
as we have seen, we cannot rely on SEMAFOR to always produce a perfect analysis.
Thus we suggest a more lenient variant of the script in which such a constraint is
not imposed.
In the transcript excerpt considered here, utterance 7 matches the scene of the
IntroduceSelf script. Because this script contains only a single scene, a match thereof
is sufficient for the construction of the script’s TELLING Frame with Target intro-
duce.v. The result is shown in (Figure 5.19).
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Frame BEING_NAMED
Target LU name
Frame Elements My name (NAME)
Frame CHANGE_POSTURE
Target LU Rose
Frame Elements -
Figure 5.16: Output of SEMAFOR for utterance 7: “My name is Rose Lindgren.”
TELLING
TOPIC
My name is Rose Lindgren
CHANGE_POSTURE
TARGET
Rose
BEING_NAMED
NAME
My name
TARGET
name
SPEAKER
A
TARGET
inform.v
Figure 5.17: Final interpretation of utterance 7: “My name is Rose Lindgren.”
SEMAFOR also detects three other instances of BEING_NAMED in the transcript,
in lines 51, 56, and 88:
51 B: My name is Alima Bucciantini.
56 A: How do you spell your name?
88 C: my name is Iain
For lines 51 and 88, the IntroduceSelf script produces instances of TELLING the
same way as for line 7 before. Line 56, however, does not trigger the script. The
reason for that is that the interpretation phase outputs the Frame shown in Figure
5.20.7 The root node of this interpretation is REQUEST rather than TELLING, there-
7SEMAFOR also wrongly labels the word “do” in line 56 as evoking INTENTIONALLY_ACT, which
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name: IntroduceSelf
roles:
Speaker s
Meeting group g
representation:
TELLING
ADDRESSEE
g
TOPIC
s
SPEAKER
s
TARGET
introduce.v
scene:
TELLING
TOPIC
BEING_NAMED
SPEAKER
s
Figure 5.18: The IntroduceSelf script. It encodes that introducing oneself consists
of saying one’s name.
TELLING
ADDRESSEE
teamthe
TOPIC
A
SPEAKER
A
TARGET
introduce.v
Figure 5.19: The result of applying the IntroduceSelf script to the Frame tree of Fig-
ure 5.17
fore IntroduceSelf does not match.
The construction component of MEESU is passed one Frame tree at a time. It
then checks all scripts in the knowledge base for structural matches of the encoded
scene trees with the input tree. In general, a script can require more than one scene,
thus partial matches of sub-scenes are stored and subsequent Frames may substan-
tiate previous partial matches until a complete match has been reached. To do so,
the construction component checks every Frame input tree against every contained
has been omitted from this tree for brevity.
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REQUEST
SPEAKER
How do you spell your name ?
BEING_NAMED
NAME
your name
TARGET
name
SPELLING_AND_PRONOUNCING
SPEAKER
you
TARGET
spell
SPEAKER
A
TARGET
ask.v
Figure 5.20: Part of the final interpretation of utterance 56: “How do you spell your
name?”
scene description in all of the scripts, and stores all successful partial matches. Only
when a match has been found for each of the contained scenes will the construc-
tor create a new instance of the script Frame. An example for this is shown in Figure
5.21. The AnnouncedMonolog script describes the effect that a speaker in a meeting
will sometimes introduce a longer contribution by giving a short description before-
hand. It consists of seven sub-scenes. First, the COMMUNICATION Frame is found
in a transcript when a stall dialog act occurs. This is usually a contribution without
any real content, but we find that it often marks a topic change. The second or the
third scene is the actual announcement of a topic, that is, the speaker says what
he or she is going to talk about. The reason for allowing an optional second scene
is that changes of topic are sometimes begun with a meta remark about changing
the topic. The announcement then has to be substantiated in further scenes. We re-
quire at least four subsequent TELLING instances after scene 2. This is to distinguish
announced monologs from e.g. stating the agenda at the beginning of a meeting. In
other words, it is not sufficient that a speaker announces a monolog, the monolog
then actually has to happen right away after the announcement.
For a script to be triggered, further constraints may apply besides the matching
of the Framal structure of scenes. For instance, a script may require that certain
Frame Element refers to the same (or not to the same) entity as some other Frame
Element. As we have mentioned before, enforcing such constraints too strictly may
harm the performance when the output of the interpretation phase is slightly im-
perfect. Other constraints are requiring a certain temporal gap between script scenes,
or requiring the input Frames that match the scenes follow directly one after an-
other in the meeting interpretation, without interruption by other Frames. This is
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name: AnnouncedMonolog
roles:
Speaker s
representation:
SPEAK_ON_TOPIC
TOPIC
t
SPEAKER
s
TARGET
discuss.v
scene 1: scene 2: (optional)
COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATOR
s
TELLING
SPEAKER
s
scene 3: scenes 4–7:
TELLING
TOPIC
STATEMENT
TOPIC
t
SPEAKER
s
TELLING
SPEAKER
s
constraints:
The matching scenes occur directly after each other in the meeting.
Figure 5.21: The AnnouncedMonolog script.
the case in the AnnouncedMonolog script, in order to assert that what follows the
announcement scene 2 is indeed a monolog.
The AnnouncedMonolog script is not matched in the excerpt given above, how-
ever, it appears a little later in the same meeting:
168 A: Okay,
169 A: moving on to slightly more serious stuff.
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170 A: We’re gonna talk about project finances.
171 A: Um we have a couple
172 A: we’d to sell it for about twenty five Euro with the profit aim of fifteen
million Euro from our sales
173 A: and because this is such this is for television it’s a we have a market
range of Internet, it’s an international market range,
174 A: we don’t have to worry about specifics.
The Frame instance that results from the AnnounceTopic script is shown in Fig-
ure 5.22.
SPEAK_ON_TOPIC
TOPIC
project finances
SPEAKER
A
TARGET
discuss.v
Figure 5.22: The Frame instance created by the application of the AnnounceTopic
script on lines 168–174 of the transcript of meeting ES2008a.
All Frame instances created by the application of a script are collected in a list
and returned by the construction component. Likewise, the Frames that triggered a
script application by matching its scenes are collected in a second list which is later
on passed to the deletion operation. The rationale here is that if a certain Frame
tree has contributed in the construction of another Frame instance, we consider the
latter to already contain the information of the former to a certain degree. Thus we
avoid generating redundant information by putting the scene Frames into a delete
list.
Abstraction
After the construction component has finished processing a given utterance analy-
sis, the same analysis is passed to the abstraction component. In addition, all Frame
trees generated by the construction step are also passed to the abstraction compo-
nent in sequence.
As described above, the abstraction component derives new Frame instances
that are logically entailed by others. One way it achieves this is by making use of the
information-retaining transformations. Reconsider for instance the BEING_NAMED
Frames of utterances 7, 51, and 88 from the transcript which the construction com-
ponent transformed into three TELLING Frames via the IntroduceSelf script.
The abstraction component detects the parallel structure of the TELLING Frames.
This is the case when the Frame target are the same and when each contained
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Frame Element either refers to the same entity across all instances, or refers to the
speaker of Frame in question. In such case, the abstraction component first creates
a new group entity and then a new instance of the TELLING Frame. The new Frame
instance contains the same target and the same Frame Elements as the original
TELLING Frames, however, references to the speaker in one of the original TELLING
Frame Elements is replaced by a reference to the new group entity. In our example,
this leads to the new Frame depicted in Figure 5.23.
TELLING
TOPIC
A+B+C
SPEAKER
A+B+C
TARGET
introduce.v
Figure 5.23: The Frame instance created by the abstraction component from three
different instances of TELLING, licensed by the operation grouping of entities.
Our example shows how the output of one transformation component can result
in further processing in another one. The Frames created in the abstraction com-
ponent are returned as a list, and analog to the construction component, the source
Frames for the entailment are moved into a delete list. In this particular instance,
the construction component produces no further script application and processing
continues in line 89 of the transcript.
Deletion
Deletion in MEESU is performed as an operation consisting of two parts. One part of
the operation already happens during the interpretation phase, where three types
of dialog acts are filtered out from subsequent processing. However, the main part
of the operation is implemented in the deletion component.
The deletion component is run after the construction and abstraction compo-
nents have finished processing the meeting process. If successful, these compo-
nents have produced new Frame instances in addition to the ones resulting from
the interpretation phase. The deletion component acts as a filter on the set of all of
these results. In the case of our example, the set of all Frames consists of the Frames
listed in Figure 5.14, Figure 5.19 (plus the discussed variations thereof for speakers
B and C respectively), and Figure 5.23. Additionally, the construction component
creates a Frame from line 16 of the transcript which encodes the project manager’s
monolog about the project’s goal.
Of these Frames, MEESU deletes all but the one produced by the abstractor, and
two of the constructor Frames. The Frames that were originally produced by the
constructor but then re-used in the abstractor get deleted, too. The deletion com-
ponent uses two kinds of information for the deletion decisions. First, the delete list
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which the constructor and abstractor components produce is consulted. If a Frame
is contained in that list, even if it was created by one of the other components, it gets
deleted. The rationale here is that the constructor and abstractor only put Frames
in the delete list, for which they can offer an alternative. This way, the redundant
inclusion of similar contents in the abstract is reduced.
A second aspect marks every utterance in the transcript as relevant or not, sim-
ilar to extractive summarization. In this particular case, MEESU uses the existing
relevance annotation in the AMI corpus, but also provides a mode for a Murray’s
integer linear programming method (see Section 3.6). To make use of the findings
from such approaches, the MEESU system only allows Frames that stem from an ut-
terance marked as relevant, or that were produced by using at least one such Frame.
The final output of the transformation phase for the excerpt thus is the one
shown in Figure 5.24.
TELLING
ADDRESSEE
the team
TOPIC
the project
SPEAKER
A
TARGET
introduce.v
TELLING
TOPIC
A+B+C
SPEAKER
A+B+C
TARGET
introduce.v
SPEAK_ON_TOPIC
TOPIC
project finances
SPEAKER
A
TARGET
discuss.v
Figure 5.24: The final output of the transformation phase.
Generation of the Summary Text
The final step in MEESU’s pipeline is the generation of a summary document. For
the parts of the meeting transcript discussed in the previous section, the result of
the transformation phase consists of two instance of the TELLING Frame and one of
the SPEAK_ON_TOPIC Frame.
These Frames have already a target LU associated with them. However, in the
case of TELLING, where both instances have the verb introduce.v as their target, a
generator could opt to change the LU to reach a more varied summary text. MEESU
does not currently implement that feature.
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In the next step, the generator component consults the database of partial syn-
tax trees for these two Frames. For TELLING, this database contains 253 different
partial syntax trees, for SPEAK_ON_TOPIC 105. However, not all of them match the
target LU’s and the generator can also only use trees with a sentence node at the
root, since we want to generate a syntactically correct, complete sentence. Even
with the number of partial syntax trees reduced, the generator may end up with
multiple options. It will then select a partial syntax tree that best matches the pro-
vided Frame Elements, has the least number of unsaturated leaf nodes (ideally none)
and otherwise produces the shortest sentence. In our example, the generator even-
tually selects the partial syntax trees shown in Figure 5.25.
The Target and Frame Element nodes in these partial syntax trees have to be sat-
urated with actual surface forms. For that, the generator looks up entity references
in the entity mapping (cf. Table 5.3). If an entry is found, one of the variations of that
entity’s lexicalization is chosen, otherwise the reference itself is as a lexicalization.
For instance, the Frame Element SPEAKER in the first TELLING instance is associ-
ated with the reference “A”. The entity mapping maps this to a specific entity which
contains the lexicalization “the project manager”. Since the phrase type matches
(SPEAKER is attached to an NP node in the partial syntax tree), the verbalization
succeeds and the Frame Element is realized as “the project manager”. Without such
an entry in the mapping, the Frame Element would simply be realized as “A”. The
phrase type match is already considered during the selection of the partial syntax
tree. That way, the generator can pick a partial syntax tree that best accommodates
the available lexicalization options.
Figure 5.26 exemplifies the final syntax tree of the first TELLING Frame. The
syntax trees for both of the other Frames are saturated similarly, but the second
TELLING Frame requires additional treatment. Here, the SPEAKER FE and the TOPIC
FE both refer to the same compound reference A+B+C. The abstractor has inserted
a group entity into the entity mapping that lexicalizes the components through a
coordinated conjunction. However, since the same entity appears twice in that sen-
tence, it is nicer to realize one of them as a pronoun. The generator tests for such
cases; here, it realizes the Frame Element TOPIC with a pronoun as long as there is
no reason to believe that the pronoun could refer to some other entity.
Lastly, the generator applies some basic morphological rules to assert case, num-
ber, person and gender agreement between dependent items. For instance, the pro-
noun chosen to realize the second TELLING’s TOPIC Frame Element is “themselves”
because the FE refers reflexively to a plural entity. Detection of the relevant mor-
phological features is done with a small number of heuristics rules.
With all Target and Frame Element nodes thus realized, the final step is to output
the surface forms at the leaves of the trees. For our excerpt example, the finally
produced summary text is:
The project manager introduces the project to the team. The project
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TELLING / introduce.v
S
VP
PP
NP/AddresseeTO
to
NP/TopicVBZ/Target
NP/Speaker
TELLING / introduce.v
S
VP
NP/TopicVBZ/Target
NP/Speaker
SPEAK_ON_TOPIC / discuss.v
S
VP
NP/TopicVBZ/Target
NP/Speaker
Figure 5.25: The selected partial syntax trees for the three Frame instances.
manager, the industrial designer and the user-interface designer intro-
duce themselves to the team. The project manager discusses project fi-
nances.
5.8 Chapter Summary and Discussion
This chapter describes the overall architecture of an abstractive meeting summa-
rizer, and describes in detail the steps involved to represent a meeting, interpret a
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TELLING / introduce.v
S
VP
PP
NP/Addressee
NN
team
DT
the
TO
to
NP/Topic
NN
project
DT
the
VBZ/Target
introduces
NP/Speaker
NN
manager
NN
project
DT
the
Figure 5.26: A saturated syntax tree after a lexicalization for each Frame Element
has been chosen and added to the partial tree.
meeting to yield a concrete representation of its contents, transform its represen-
tation into a summary representation, and generate an English summary text from
the latter.
This chapter discusses the representation of meeting contents for subsequent
summarization, and introduces a general method how to arrive at such a represen-
tation given a recorded meeting.
For interpreting meetings, we acknowledge the usefulness of processing dif-
ferent modalities in addition to the conversational discourse, especially head and
hand gestures. However, we argue that the overwhelming amount of information
can be found in what the meeting participants discuss during a meeting. Therefore
this chapter concentrates on methods for processing the spoken discourse. Start-
ing from raw audio signals, this chapter discusses the involved sub-tasks for cre-
ating an automatic transcript of a meeting. This is in itself a difficult challenge,
and not subject of this thesis. To avoid degradation by the influence of erroneous
ASR transcripts, we use the manual meeting transcripts of the AMI corpus for all
of our experiments. This is a voluntary restriction and not a flaw of the proposed
approach. Rather, this design decision should be seen as an attempt to keep the ex-
perimental environment as controlled as possible, to avoid amplifying the mistakes
of pre-processing steps that we can not influence. Once the theory of this thesis has
matured, it would be an interesting experiment for future work to measure perfor-
mance degradation when using automatic instead of manual transcripts.
The approach taken in this chapter to transform a meeting representation into
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a summary representation is motivated by evidence from cognitive science on hu-
man summarization strategies, expressed in the three macro-rules deletion, abstrac-
tion, and construction.
The macro-rules outlined in this chapter implement basic reasoning over propo-
sitions encoded as Semantic Frames. The objective is to reduce content. This means
that some of the information contained in the source representation has to be deleted.
The macro-rules accomplish that by either deleting propositions completely or in
part.
For the first possibility, deleting a proposition entirely, we need a decision pro-
cess that provides for every proposition whether or not it should be deleted or not,
based on an idea of relevance with respect to the meeting summary. Relevance as-
sessment has been widely studied for document summarization and also for speech-
based scenarios. This chapter has presented the state-of-the-art findings in that
area, which are typically based on statistical classification.
The approach proposed in this thesis draws on the results of [Murray, 2008] for
the detection of deletable propositions. Since that work uses the textual represen-
tation of a meeting transcript directly, a procedure is discussed in this chapter that
is able to adapt Murray’s work to our own content representation with Semantic
Frames.
For the second way to reduce information, namely by deleting only some parts
of a proposition while keeping other parts, two strategies have been discussed. The
first strategy abstracts away information either by dropping less relevant Frame Ele-
ments or by moving up to a more abstract Frame in the Frame hierarchy. The second
strategy replaces sets of propositions with a .. Under the assumption that the new
Frame describes a well-known and conventionalized situation, the consumer of a
summary is expected to re-infer the original Frames using script knowledge.
In addition to content-reducing strategies, two further transformations were in-
troduced that change the perspective on a given representation, either by changing
a perspectivized Frame, or by changing the way entities are grouped.
Finally, this chapter also introduces a novel approach for generating English text
from a framal content representation. A sentence is represented as a dependency
tree of Frames, where the Frame Elements either refer to dependent Frames or to
real-world entities.
The basic notion for generating Frame content is that of the partial syntax tree, a
kind of template that maps the target and the Frame Elements of a certain Frame to
syntactic phrase structures. Generating becomes the process of finding a suitable
partial syntax tree from a library, and extending the free nodes until a full syntax tree
is created.
For complex sentence structures, i.e., sentences that encode more than one Frame,
an procedure to combine multiple partial syntax trees has been introduced.
A library of partial syntax trees can be generated automatically from annotated
Frame data, as they exists in the FRAMENET corpus. This means, that syntactic-
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semantic rules do not have to be written by hand, but can be learned automatically.
To illustrate the approach, we also demonstrate the concrete operation of MEESU
on parts of the transcript of the AMI meeting ES2008a.

Chapter 6
Evaluation
6.1 Introduction
This chapter concerns itself with the task of assessing the quality of a summary. We
begin with a general outline of the difficulties inherent in that task, and introduce
some common terminology (Section 6.2). Broadly speaking, evaluation is difficult
because there is no absolute notion what makes a “good” summary. We discuss two
general approaches to evaluation, intrinsic and extrinsic methods. The following
three sections present the most widely used intrinsic metrics for assessing the qual-
ity of a generated meeting summary: ROUGE (Section 6.2), the Pyramid Method
( 6.2), and Basic Elements (Section 6.2). Finally, Section 6.3 introduces our own
contribution to the task of summary evaluation, a specially designed experiment
for extrinsic evaluation.
This Decision Audit experiment provides a framework with which different ver-
sions of summaries can be compared to each other or to reference summaries. The
subjects in the experiments are asked to answer a certain complex information re-
quest using a set of recorded meetings with videos, transcripts, and summaries. Dif-
ferent subjects are provided with different summaries, allowing to assess the perfor-
mance of the subjects across different variations of summaries.
We argue that our Decision Audit experiment is a valuable addition to the canon
of existing evaluation methods because it measures the actual usefulness of a sum-
mary in a real-life task. In addition, the result of this extrinsic evaluation allows for a
more fine-grained understanding of the quality of a summary because it compares
various aspects of summaries, rather then expressing the quality of a summary with
a single number.
6.2 Related Work
Summary evaluation is generally accepted to be a difficult task. It begins with hav-
ing a clear understanding about what exactly it is that we are trying to evaluate here.
Intuitive descriptions of an evaluation task such as “testing how well a summary
performs with respect to the problem it addresses” fail because there are potentially
many different problems for which a meeting summary could be beneficial. It is not
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at all obvious that one particular summary is suitable for all situations, it might very
much depend on the practical needs of the summary user in a particular situation.
Also, it is not only the situation that might have an influence on what an ideal
summary would look like; it is also depends on the person who wants to access the
summary and what kind of prior knowledge he or she has. Among other aspects,
this includes domain-dependent knowledge, i.e., what an (automatic) summarizer
can savely assume to be generally known by its consumers about the domain of
discourse. It also includes task-specific knowledge and general knowledge about
how to use and work with summaries.
Independent from the user and his or her specific information need, we can also
ask questions about the inherent quality of a summary per se, and here in particular
about what Mani [2001] calls “informativeness” and “coherence” which, as he ar-
gues, are somewhat orthogonal dimensions. Informativeness measures how much
of the information of the source, i.e. of a meeting, transpires in the summary. Co-
herence is a metric for the readability of a summary.
In the literature, these two general types of criteria are known as “extrinsic” and
“intrinsic”. We call methods extrinsic that test the usefulness of a summary for a
specific task and methods which look only at qualities inherent in a generated sum-
mary intrinsic. Most of the intrinsic metrics widely used (see below) ignore qualities
such as “coherence” and instead focus exclusively on criteria to measure “informa-
tiveness”.
A standard approach in many NLP fields is to evaluate a system by comparing its
overall performance with some kind of “gold standard”, i.e., a reference that is con-
sidered to be (near-) optimal. Often times, such gold-standards are created man-
ually specifically for evaluation purposes, but in some cases, such as, for instance,
supervised machine-learning experiments, the gold-standard can be derived from
other data, e.g., as a dedicated part of an annotated corpus.
Even manually produced gold-standard data is not necessarily error-free, which
introduces a general problem for this kind of evaluation. If an automatic system
produces a result that differs from the gold-standard it is usually assumed to be
wrong. It is possible, though, that in fact the gold-standard is wrong in that particu-
lar case, falsely penalizing the system under evaluation. This raises the question of
how to arrive at a good quality gold-standard that minimizes such errors.
One way to deal with this problem is to have not only one but multiple gold-
standard references whenever the application domain is subject to opinion. This is
a typical approach for summarization, where a gold-standard may consist of multi-
ple hand-written summaries. It can be observed that summaries of the same docu-
ment from different people can differ quite drastically. In one of the earliest studies
of its kind, Rath et al. [1961] examine the reliability of human subjects in judging
what a document is about. Six subjects are asked to select 20 sentences from each
of ten scientific articles, so that these 20 sentences together form, in the subject’s
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opinion, the most representative account of the article. It was observed that on av-
erage only 2.7 sentences per article were co-selected by all six candidates.
This might be taken as evidence that in general people differ in their assessment
of what an article is about and thus which subset of an article’s sentences should
be chosen to represent the articles main contents. Interestingly though, the same
subjects were asked to perform the same sentence selection task again two months
after the original experiment. In this second round, each participant selected the
same sentence as in their own first run in only 55 percent of the time on average.
While it is possible that the participant’s understanding what the articles were about
had changed by the time of the second experiment, an alternative interpretation is
that there is no single set of representative sentences for an article.
Rath et al.’s experiment allows for two observations. The fact that only 2.7 of
sentences were co-selected by the six candidates can be explained either by the
fact that different readers assess different parts of an article as important, or that
the same extract-worthy information may occur in more than one sentence so that
an extractor can freely choose between a number of more or less redundant sets
of sentences. The former hypothesis is supported by the variety of opinions com-
monly found among different people, the latter one by the results of the second
experiment two months after the first. However, it seems likely that the observed
variation in the extractions result from a combination of both effects.
For gold-standard summaries in which the human summarizers basically an-
notate each sentence from the original document with a binary value (whether to
include it in the summary or not), the inter-annotator agreement can be measured
using Cohen’s kappa. Although this measure has been criticized before [Banerjee
et al., 1999], it is still widely used. For any annotation task in which a number of
judges classify some units into mutually exclusive categories, Cohen defines the
kappa measure as follows:
κ= p0−pc
1−pc
where p0 is the proportion of units in which the judges agree and pc is the propor-
tion of units for which agreement is expected by chance [Cohen, 1960]. The idea
here is to correct the cases where annotations match by the probability that such an
agreement occurred purely by chance. For extractive summarization experiments
like Rath’s, these units would typically be the sentences of the document, and p0
and pc could be estimated from relative frequencies.
Given a set of gold-standard summaries, the question is how these references
can be used to measure the quality of an automatically produced summary. We are
looking for a way to compare a candidate summary that was produced by an au-
tomatic system to the reference summaries in the gold standard. In the case of ex-
tractive summaries, it would of course be possible to use a metric like kappa to not
only compute the agreement between gold-standard summaries, but in particular
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to compute the agreement between manual and automatically generated extracts.
Alternatively, one could interpret finding the best sentences to extract as an infor-
mation retrieval task and adapt traditional measures such as precision, recall and
(weighted) f-score between a generated summary S and a gold-standard summary
GS:
Precision= #Sentences in both S and GS
#Sentences in S
Recall= #Sentences in both S and GS
#Sentences in GS
F-Score= (1+β2) Precision ·Recall
(β2 ·Precision)+Recall
However, for any document it can always be the case the relevant information that
appears in a certain sentence may redundantly be expressed in another sentence. If
GS only contains the first sentence while S only contains the second one, all of the
above measures would unfairly penalize S.
The theory presented in this thesis is integrative in that it combines research
results from various different areas into one coherent approach to meeting summa-
rization. Therefore, it can be viewed–and potentially critized–from many different
angles: the suitability of the used representation formalism, of the interpretation
techniques, relevance assessments and the generation method must all withstand
scientific and pragmatic demands as must the particular way in which we have in-
tegrated all these parts.
The full system and the components it consists of can and should be evaluated
to get a clear understanding about what they can and what they cannot deliver. In a
complex system such as the one presented here, it is worthwhile to not only evaluate
the overall system performance by judging the generated summaries, but also to
have a closer look at each of the involved components separately. This is, of course,
quite a complex endeavor since each component requires a particular evaluation
tailored explicitly to the role of the component in the overall system. We address
this issue below.
However, the ultimate question to ask with respect to the integrated theory as
a whole is that about the quality of the meeting summaries it generates. Therefore
in this chapter, we are especially interested in an evaluation of the quality of the
final system summaries. Not only does such an evaluation help us make reliable
statements rather then guesses about the actual quality of our approach, it will also
help us identify possible issues to improve in future work.
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ROUGE
The variability among human judges poses an apparent problem for quality assess-
ment, making it difficult to reliably judge the quality of a summary. Lin and Hovy
take this as an argument to introduce a fully automated evaluation method. Such
an approach makes evaluation less costly, more objective and repeatable. However,
the authors also postulate that an automated metric should correlate positively with
human judgment.
Inspired by previous work in machine translation, they modified a statistical
metric by Papineni et al. [2002] for a summary evaluation method based on n-gram
co-occurrence comparison with a set of gold-standard summaries. First conceived
for the DUC document understanding conference, their method was further de-
veloped to a framework called “ROUGE” [Lin, 2004] which comes in five different
variations:
ROUGE-N An n-gram is an n-tuple of words. If we understand a document S (ar-
ticle, meeting transcript, summary, etc.) as a sequence of k words, we obtain
the set of n-grams contained in the document as all combinations of n words
that appear in sequence in that document.
More formally, let S = (w0, . . . , wk−1). The set of n-grams contained in S is
defined as Gn(S)=
{
(w j , . . . , w j+n−1) | 0≤ j ≤ k−n
}
.
For example, consider this sentence taken from AMI Meeting IS1009b: “Is it
yellow and black or is it yellow and blue?” For n = 3 we obtain the following
seven 3-grams (also called trigrams) from that sentence:
2× (is, it, yellow) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
2× (it, yellow, and) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
1× (yellow, and, black) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
1× (and, black, or) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
1× (black, or, is) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
1× (or, is, it) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
1× (yellow, and, blue) is it yellow and black or is it yellow and blue
ROUGE-N is a recall-oriented measure that uses n-grams as the basic unit of
comparison. Given a set of gold-standard summaries GS, we count how many
times each n-gram, that occurs in the summary S to evaluate, also appears in
each of the gold-standard summaries. This number is divided by the number
of occurrences of the different n-grams in the gold-standard summaries, to
yield a value between 0 and 1.
Let Count(n-gram,X) be the number of times n-gram appears in a summary
X. Then we define:
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ROUGE-N(S)=
∑
R∈GS
∑
g∈GN (R)
Count(g ,S)∑
R∈GS
∑
g∈GN (R)
Count(g ,R)
ROUGE-L ROUGE-N requires a fixed N to be defined prior to the evaluation, and
it is not clear what is a good value for this N. The ROUGE-L variation relaxes
this requirement somewhat. Instead of n-grams, ROUGE-L is based on the
idea of a Longest Common Subsequence (LCS). A common subsequence of two
sequences is a sequence that is a subsequence of both of the sequences. It is
called a longest common subsequence if no other subsequence of the two
sequences is longer.
Again we view a summary as a sequence of words, allowing us to compute in a
first step the LCS for a pair of summary sentences between a candidate sum-
mary to evaluate and a reference summary. Thus a sentence in the reference
summary becomes a sequence R = r1, ...,rm and a sentence in the candidate
summary become a sequence C = c1, ...,cn . Then we define LC S(R,C ) as the
length of the longest common subsequence of C and R, and sentence-level
ROUGE-L as a weighted f-score:
Plcs(R,C ) =
LC S(R,C )
m
Rlcs(R,C ) =
LC S(R,C )
n
Flcs(R,C ) =
(1+β2)Rlcs(R,C )Plcs(R,C )
Rlcs(R,C )+β2Pl cs(R,C )
With these definitions, Lin defines summary-level ROUGE-L as the union of
sentence-level ROUGE-L between a candidate summary C and a reference
summary R. Let us assume that C is a sequence of words c1, ...,cn and R con-
sists of K sentences R1, ...RK with a total number of m words. Then we get:
Plcs(R,C ) =
∑K
1 LC S(RK ,C )
n
Rlcs(R,C ) =
∑K
1 LC S(RK ,C )
m
Flcs(R,C ) =
(1+β2)Rlcs(R,C )Plcs(R,C )
Rlcs(R,C )+β2Pl cs(R,C )
ROUGE-L again is defined as the weighted f-score for a non-negative β.
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ROUGE-W ROUGE-L computes the same value for any subsequence with maxi-
mal length, ignoring the distribution of the words in the sequence. In some
situations it might be desired to give those subsequences a higher score that
contain longer consecutive matches. Therefore ROUGE-W, defined through
a dynamic program given in [Lin, 2004], rewards those subsequences higher
than subsequences in which the words are more spread out.
ROUGE-S A skip bigram is a pair of words from a sentence in their sentence order.
For a sentence with k words, we thus get C (k)= k(k−1)2 different skip bigrams1.
We can then define recall and precision in terms of skip bigram matches be-
tween two summaries as follows. Let SKIP2(R,C) be the number of skip bigram
matches between candidate summary C and reference summary R, and β> 0.
Pski p2(R,C ) =
SK I P2(R,C )
m
Rski p2(R,C ) =
SK I P2(R,C )
n
Fski p2(R,C ) =
(1+β2)Rski p2(R,C )Pski p2(R,C )
Rski p2(R,C )+β2Pski p2(R,C )
Again, we define the actual ROUGE metric as the weighted f-score of recall
and precision.
As a variation, ROUGE-S allows to define a maximal skip distance dski p be-
tween the two words of a skip bigram, i.e., only those skip bigrams are consid-
ered where the distance between the components if at most dski p words. This
variation is then called ROUGE-Sdski p , e.g. for dski p = 4 we get ROUGE-S4.
ROUGE-SU Even though two summaries share a decent amount of words, their
ROUGE-S scores may turn out low if the order in which the common words
appear in the sentences are different enough not to produce many common
skip bigrams. Therefore, ROUGE-SU is a variation of ROUGE-S that also counts
unigram matches between candidate and reference.
Lin [2004] also estimates the correlation between the different ROUGE metrics and
human judgments on the basis of data from the DUC 2001, 2002, and 2003 confer-
ences.
1This is the number of skip bigrams with respect to the word positions in the sentence. Some
of these skip bigrams may consist of the same words as others, though, when the sentence contains
some words multiple times.
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The Pyramid Method
Methods based on comparing the surface form of summaries with that of gold stan-
dard summaries have a naturally favor extractive summarization methods. Since
extractive summaries consist of material taken verbatim from the original source
document, the sentences in the summary will be identical to some of the sentences
from the document and the same holds for the sentences of the reference sum-
maries. In the unexpected case, in which the system to evaluate extracts completely
irrelevant sentences, in the sense that they do not contain summary-worthy con-
tent, those sentences will have no or only a very small overlap with the sentences
in the gold standard summaries. If, however, the automatic summaries does extract
informative material, the generated summaries will with a high probability contain
the exact same sentences and/or phrases as the reference summaries since both
extract from the same source. The final score becomes a matter of weighting and
summing up the matching parts.
For abstractive summaries however, which are generated from scratch, it is not
even clear whether they will display any textual overlap in the surface form at all,
even when they contain highly relevant content. In a generated abstract, the choice
of wordings is taken by the generator component and typically independent of the
wordings in the source document. For instance, the use of synonyms, a different
voice, different grammatical person, less colloquial wordings, etc. will all have a
big effect on the surface realization. Measuring how many, say, n-grams appear
both in the generated summary and a reference can therefore not be considered a
fair metric, it is very likely to yield low results for newly generated yet high quality
content.
Nenkova and Passonneau [2004] take the problems of matching mere surface
forms as an argument for their “Pyramid Method” which is related to a similar idea
by van Halteren and Teufel [2003]. What both approaches have in common is the
use of a more content-oriented representation of summaries. They collect atomic
meaning units in summary sentences, called “summary content units” (SCU’s) by
Nenkova and Passoneau and “factoids” by van Halteren and Teufel. While the fac-
toids approach is used to study consensus between multiple human summaries in
order to estimate the degree of variation among a set of summaries and whether
they are generally suited for instrinsic evaluation, the Pyramid Method extends this
principal idea and proposes a specific evaluation method for summaries based on
it.
Starting point for the Pyramid Method is a set of gold-standard summaries. SCU’s
are derived through an annotation procedure in which sentences of similar content
are identified in the summaries. In these sentences, the basic facts shared by the
different sentences are identified as distinct SCU’s. In a similar practice, also those
SCU’s that only appear in a single summary are recorded. In the resulting set of
SCU’s, each entry consists of:
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• a unique index
• a weight
• a natural language content description
• a list of contributors
The weight of an SCU is simply the number of gold-standard summaries it appears
in. The list of contributors links summaries and SCU’s together: for each summary
that contains a particular SCU those words are identified in the summary that to-
gether evoke the meaning of the SCU’s. These words are called the “contributor”.
Each word in a summary has to be part in exactly one contributor which in turn has
to contribute to exactly one SCU.
The method then proceeds to sort the SCU’s into vertical tiers, with ascending
weight from bottom to top. Since they assume that the number of SCU’s shared
by most or all of the summaries will be quite low while the number of SCU’s only
found in single summaries will be rather high, a visualization of these tears would
then resemble the pyramid that gives the method its name (see. Figure 6.1).
W=4
W=3
W=2
W=1
Figure 6.1: A pyramid of six SCU’s, two of which are shared by four summaries and
four of which are shared by three summaries each (taken from [Nenkova and Pas-
sonneau, 2004]).
The pyramid allows to derive a “consensus” summary, i.e. a summary that rep-
resents a mean of all given summaries, by successively including SCU’s from the
highest tier downward until the desired summary length is reached. Nenkova and
Passonneau consider all SCU’s in one tier to be equally important and thus do not
specify a selection method within a tier. Therefore, multiple consensus summaries
with equal weight are possible if the lowest tier that contributes to the summary
contains more than one SCU.
With the Pyramid Method, it is now possible to compute a score for each sum-
mary. First, the total weight of a summary is computed as the sum of all the SCU’s it
contains. Then the weight of a consensus summary with the same number of SCU’s
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is computed analogously. The final score is the ratio between the two numbers,
ranging from 0 to 1.
Van Halteren and Teufel did various experiments based on such a consensus
summary over a set of 50 gold-standard summaries of a BBC report. It is interesting
to note that in their experiments, only one factoid (roughly equivalent to a SCU)
was shared by all of the summaries. The content of this factoid could be verbalized
in a simple sentence of only three words2. In order to create a consensus summary
of 100 words–with 100 being the target length of the original set of gold standard
summaries–the authors had to move quite low in the pyramid: the last tier used for
the summaries contained factoids that occurred in at least 30% of the summaries.
Basic Elements
One of the disadvantages of the Pyramid Method over a method like ROUGE is that
it cannot be run fully automatically because the identification of the SCU’s in the
reference summaries as well as in the summary to be evaluated requires manual
interaction. To overcome this issue, Hovy et al. [2006] pick up the basic ideas of
the Pyramid Method and introduce a framework which takes a general, abstracted
view on methods based on content units, but which at the same time can be imple-
mented through automatic processes. Their method consists of three preparatory
steps and three scoring steps:
1. Extract from the gold-standard summaries a set of content units, called basic
elements (BE’s).
2. Identify similar BE’s and match them together.
3. Score and rank the list of reference BE’s.
4. Identify occurrences of BE’s in the summary to be evaluated.
5. Match the extracted BE’s against the reference list of BE’s
6. Integrate the scores of the matched BE’s into a final score.
Functionally, the method requires four distinct modules, a BE-Breaker to extract
BE’s from a summary, a BE-Matcher to identify identical BE’s, a BE-Scorer to assign
an individual score to each BE, and a BE-Score Integrator to compute the final score
of a summary from the scores of the BE’s it contains.
In a first implementation of this approach which the authors use to evaluate
data from the document understanding conference DUC-2005 [Hovy et al., 2005],
2The original article which the gold standard summaries were based on, was about the back-
grounds of the murder of the Dutch politician Pim Furtuyn. The single factoid shared among all
summaries stated “Fortuyn was murdered”.
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the following definition for basic elements was used: a BE is either the head of a
major syntactic constituent (noun, verb, adjective or adverbial phrases) or a triple
(head | modifier | relation) where head is again the head of a syntactic con-
stituent and modifier is a single dependent. The relation may be empty or express
the specific semantic relationship between the head and the modifier.
For instance, one incarnation of Hovy et al.’s method produces the following BE’s
for the sentence “Two Libyans were indicted for the Lockerbie bombing in 1991”:
<Libyans | two | CARDINAL>
<indicted | Libyans | ACCUSED>
<indicted | bombing | CRIME>
<indicted | 1991 | TIME>
To arrive at such BE representations, syntactic parse trees have to be generated
automatically. Four different parsers were used together with specialized “cutting
rules” to extract BE’s from the resulting parse tree. Every BE from the candidate
summary is matched against all BE’s from the gold-standard summaries. It receives
one point for every gold-standard summary it matches. The authors outline a num-
ber of different strategies how to compute a match between two BE’s, two of which
are available in their implementation: lexical identity and lemma identity. Lexical
identity matches two BE’s together if the first two components of the BE’s are exactly
the same; lemma identity matches two BE’s when the canonical word form (lemma)
of their components are the same. The user can further choose whether or not the
relation component has to match, too (condition HMR) or whether it will be omit-
ted (condition HM). The overall score for a candidate summary is computed as the
sum of the scores of all of its BE’s.
The authors compared their system output with the average scaled responsive
score for each summarizer as computed by NIST, in order to assess the correlation
between the BE metric and human judgment. The BE results correlated quite well
with these values, with a Spearman coefficient of about 0.928 and a Pearson coeffi-
cient of about 0.976. In addition, they provided correlation values with ROUGE and
Pyramid scores, shown in Figure 6.2.
A second implementation called “BEwT-E” uses a slightly different notion of a
basic element [Tratz and Hovy, 2008]. Here, a basic element is a list of one to three
words together with their part-of-speech tag. The system utilizes a number of state-
of-the-art NLP tools as external modules, among them a named-entity recognizer
(NER). For entities recognized with that tool, the part-of-speech tag may be replaced
with the type of the named entity.
The BE’s consisting of only one word are all the nouns, verbs and adjectives
found in the summary. For the two-word BE’s, a number of typical syntactical con-
structions are allowed, such as, (subject, verb) or (adjective, noun) etc. The
components of such pairs are taken from the single-word BE’s. Triple word BE’s
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Responsiveness
BE ROUGE
Pyramid
HM/ROUGE-SU4
S = 0.915
P = 0.898
Resp./processed
S = 0.785
P = 0.818
Resp./HMR
S = 0.905
P = 0.902
ROUGE-2/processed
S = 0.885
P = 0.880
ROUGE-2/Resp.
S = 0.900
P = 0.926
HMR/processed
S = 0.807
P = 0.815
Figure 6.2: Correlation between different intrinsic evaluation metrics (reproduced
from Hovy et al. [2005])
consists of two single-word BE’s connected via a preposition or a functional rela-
tion, such as, “because”, “where”, etc. The following list exemplifies the different
variations:
• Unigram BE: (milk:NN)
• Bigram BE: (green:JJ, plant:NN)
• Trigram BE: (rejection:NN, of:IN, John:NNP)
• NE instead of POS tag: (rejection:NN, of:IN, John:Person)
In order to arrive at these basic elements, the authors combine a syntax parser
[Charniak and Johnson, 2005], the LingPipe NE recognizer3 and regular expressions
over parse trees [Levy and Andrew, 2006]. Each BE is scored either according to the
numbers of reference summaries it appears in, the square root of that value or a
constant weight of 1.
The systems biggest difference to the original version is, however, the complex
matching mechanism between two BE’s. Instead of pure lexical matching between
the components, a list of variations is created automatically from each BE by apply-
ing certain transformation operations. These are:
(De-)lemmatization Instead of the original word form, the word’s lemma is used.
Synonymy The word is replaced with another word with equivalent meaning. Strict
synonym replacement relies on a word’s most frequent WordNet [Fellbaum,
3http://alias-i.com/lingpipe/
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1998] sense, but variations are the use of abbreviations, exchange of simi-
lar prepositions [Litkowski and Hargraves, 2005, cf.], and length variations of
proper names.
Generalization Nouns standing for specific instances of a class can be replaced
with a nound representing the class. Named entities may likewise be repressed
by the nouns expressing the named-entity type.
Complex noun constructions complex nominal construction might alternatively
be expressed as verb-noun or adjective-noun constructions or vice versa. Noun
pairs may be reversed or expressed with a possessive of pronoun.
Pronouns Pronouns may match names and third person plural pronouns are al-
lowed to match companies.
For the scoring part, BE’s from the reference summaries are extracted and col-
lected in a reference pool. Depending on the setup, duplicates may optionally be
removed from this pool automatically. The summary to be evaluated is parsed and
BE’s are extracted. Each original BE is then matched against the pool together will
all possible transformations from the above list. Because a BE and its transforma-
tion may result in several positive matches, and since the BE’s in the pool may have
different weights, the computation of the final match score is treated as a weighted
assignment problem. For multiple reference summaries, a jackknifing procedure is
implemented to allow a fair ranking in case the gold-standard summaries are in-
cluded in the rank themselves.
The authors noted higher scores in an evaluation performed a machine transla-
tion scenario when the above transformations were used. Also, Pearson and Spear-
man coefficients with manual adequacy judgments were significantly higher with
transformations. Unfortunately, no results for a summarization task are given.
While the BEwT-E method contains an impressive list of transformations which
significantly boost recognition of similar BE’s and correlation scores, this method
is highly dependent on external software modules. Most of these modules do not
achieve 100% accuracy which may affect results for different summaries. For in-
stance, a correct summary may be penalized only because the used syntax parser
misparses the contained sentences. Also, it is unclear how this implementation will
handle updated versions of the external modules as future versions of the used syn-
tax parser or the actively developed WordNet will likely result in different scores for
an otherwise identical experiment. This makes comparability and repeatability dif-
ficult.
Other than that and the fact that the authors are still experimenting with a final
parameter setup, the method is a promising approach that brings together results
from different NLP areas to an integrated application.
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6.3 Extrinsic evaluations
To assess the quality of different kinds of meeting summaries extrinsically, a dedi-
cated evaluation framework called “Decision Audit Task” has been designed as part
of this thesis, in collaboration with Gabriel Murray (University of Edinburgh) and
co-workers from DFKI [Murray et al., 2009]. The original experiment compares
three different meetings summaries with a baseline and topline (gold-standard)
condition. 50 subjects took part in the experiment with 10 subjects per condition.
The task in each condition was identical and only the condition setup was changed
to reflect the five variations.
For the experiment, the subjects are presented with a special meeting browser
that displays a set of four meetings from the AMI corpus. We chose a set in which
the meeting participant take the design of a new remote control serious and collab-
orated well. They show a careful and deliberate decision making process in every
meeting and across the series as a whole. Particular attention was paid to these
points because of the main task in the “decision audit” experiment: here, the sub-
jects are asked to write a short paragraph summarizing the decision making process
in the four meetings about the separation of often and rarely used function of the
remote control.
Figure 6.3 shows a screenshot of the meeting browser for one of the five con-
ditions, the topline condition. It consists of four major “tabs”, one for each of the
four meetings plus one for the subjects’ written answer. Every tab shows a close-up
video of each of the four participants from the particular meeting. The videos were
synchronized with each other and with a down-mix of the audio recodings of the
meeting. The subject can freely control the playback of the audio/video through
the start, pause, stop-controls under the video. Each condition displays a transcript
of the meeting in the lower left half of the meeting browser. Clicking on a partic-
ular point in the transcript will take the audio/video streams to that point in the
meeting. The difference in the setup of the five tested conditions lies in what was
displayed in the lower right corner of the meeting browser. The baseline condition
is a simple keyword-based condition. Here, the subjects are given a hyperlinked in-
dex of the 20 keywords with the highest SU.IDF values [Murray and Renals, 2007], a
variant of TF.IDF. Clicking on a keyword opens a small list with one entry for each
point in the meeting transcript where the keyword occurs. These entries are hy-
perlinked and clicking on them will take the user to their point of reference in the
transcript. In addition to displaying this entry list, clicking on a keyword will make
the transcript automatically jump to the point of the first entry in the list.
The other four conditions, including the topline, are all summary conditions.
They differ in the method through which they were created and in the data that
was used in their respective creation process. All summaries are all based on tran-
scripts of the meeting they summarize, where one of the conditions, Extractive2,
uses an ASR transcript while all the others used a manual transcript. Two of the
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Figure 6.3: A screenshot of the meeting browser used in one condition of the Deci-
sion Audit Task
conditions use extractive summarization techniques [Murray, 2008]. One uses a
semi-automatic abstractive approach [Kleinbauer et al., 2007b], a predecessor to
the approach presented in this thesis. Although the core summarization algorithm
is fully automatic, the particular instance in the experiment uses manually anno-
tated dialog act and topic segments. The topline condition is a manual abstract
based on manual transcript. Table 6.1 gives an overview of the conditions.
The experiment is time-constrained. After an intial familiarization phase with
the browser using an unrelated set of meetings, a subject has only 45 minutes to
finish the complete task, including writing the answer summary. The four meetings
used in the actual experiment last circa 17, 37, 35, and 44 minutes respectively and
in that light, it is a challenging task. In particular, it means that the subjects do
not have enough time to simply play back the four meetings and then write the
answer. This was a deliberate design decision for the experiment, in order to “force”
the subjects to use the browsing facilities provided by their condition.
After the experiment is over, a post-task questionnaires has to be filled out by
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Table 6.1: The different conditions of the Decision Audit Task experiment.
Condition Description
Baseline Top 20 keywords from transcript
Extractive1 Extractive summary on manual transcripts
Extractive2 Extractive summary on automatic transcripts
Abstractive Abstractive summary on manual transcripts
Topline Hand-written abstracts
each subject. Here, they are presented ten statements and they indicate their own
level of agreement or disagreement with each statement on a 5-point Likert scale.
The average scores assigned to the statements by the 50 subjects are shown in Figure
6.4. As the results indicate, the subjects found the experiment challenging.
In addition to the questionnaires, the usage of the meeting browser by a subject
is analyzed through low-level events logged from the graphical user interface. In
this log, key- and mouse events were recorded with the exact timings of their occur-
rence. This allows to analyze the browsing behaviour of a participant and one goal
of the study was to find out whether there are significant differences across the five
conditions.
As a third evaluation track, the quality of the answers of the subjects is assessed
in two different ways, a somewhat more subjective measure and a more objective
measure.
For the subjective evaluation, two independent judges first read through all 50
answers to get a first impression of the variety of answers. They then rate six differ-
ent criteria on 8-point Likert scales. These criteria are: overall quality, conciseness,
completeness, task comprehension, and participant effort. Table 6.2 shows the re-
sults of this part of the evaluation. It is apparent that the manually written sum-
maries that served as the gold-standard condition outperformed all of the other
conditions. However, in most of the criteria, the generated abstracts were runner-
ups to the topline. For criterion “writing style”, they even scored slightly higher. The
extractive conditions, especially on manual transcripts, didn’t result in a huge gap
with respect to their usefulness, they clearly outperformed the baseline condition.
The objective measure is based on the idea of deriving a “consensus answer”
based on all 50 answers. A “gold-standard” list consisting of 25 items that an ideal
answer should contain was created by three judges. Two of these judges then pro-
ceed to independently check all 50 subject answers against the item list. Then they
meet again to compare the individual checking results. In 12 out of the 50 cases,
the ratings of the two judges diverged by more than two items. For these cases, the
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Q1 I found the meeting browser intuitive and easy to
use
3.8 4.0 3.0 3.7 4.3
Q2 I was able to find all of the information I needed 2.9 3.8 2.9 3.0 4.1
Q3 I was able to efficiently find the relevant informa-
tion
2.8 3.4 2.5 2.7 4.0
Q4 I feel that I completed the task in its entirety 2.3 3.1 2.3 2.9 3.2
Q5 I understood the overall content of the meeting
discussion
3.8 4.5 3.9 3.9 4.1
Q6 The task required a great deal of effort 3.0 2.6 3.9 3.2 3.1
Q7 I had to work under pressure 3.3 2.6 3.3 3.1 2.7
Q8 I had the tools necessary to complete the task effi-
ciently
3.1 4.3 3.0 3.5 4.1
Q9 I would have liked additional information about
the meetings
3.0 2.0 2.4 2.7 2.6
Q10 It was difficult to understand the content of the
meetings using this browser
2.1 1.5 2.7 2.3 2.0
Figure 6.4: Post-task questionnaire with average results
judges consult the underlying answers again and reach an agreement so that a final
objective score can be computed. Of a theoretical maximum of 25 correctly identi-
fied items, the average results for the objective evaluation turned out quite low:
Baseline Extractive1 Extractive2 Abstractive Topline
4.25 7.2 5.05 7.4 9.45
Nevertheless, the abstractive condition scored second-best again, after the topline.
A final evaluation step analyzes the browsing behavior of the subjects in greater
detail by means of the low-level GUI events recorded in the log file. A number of
measurements were taken from these logged events, as depicted in table 6.3. One
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Table 6.2: The results of the subjective evaluation
Criterion B
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Overall quality 3.0 4.2 3.1 4.3 4.7
Conciseness 2.85 4.3 3.1 4.5 4.9
Completeness 2.55 3.6 2.6 3.9 4.5
Task comprehension 3.25 5.2 3.7 4.7 5.3
Participant effort 4.4 5.2 3.7 4.9 5.3
Writing style 4.75 5.7 4.1 5.8 5.7
Table 6.3: Results of the log file evaluation
Measurement B
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Task duration 45.4 43.1 45.4 43.2 45.42
Beginning of first typing 16.25 13.9 17.14 10.22 8.61
Average tab switches per minute 0.98 0.81 0.72 1.13 1.4
Average summary clicks per minute 0.39 0.11 0.08 0.18 0.08
Average clicks per minute 1.33 2.24 1.47 0.83 1.99
Clicks on media controls 15.4 14.4 40.4 20.6 16.6
Correlation between clicks and writing 0.03 0.01 0.01 0.01 0.01
Length of unedited answer 1400 1602 1397 1650 2043
Length of edited answer 1251 1384 1161 1430 1760
Number of meetings viewed 3.9 4.0 3.9 4.0 4.0
Average writing timestamp 0.68 0.73 0.76 0.65 0.65
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observation to make from this analysis is that extractive summaries on ASR tran-
script result in users using the recorded media much more often. Another finding is
that in all conditions the users needed the full 45 minutes to finish the task, under-
lining the challenging nature of the experiment.
The original experiment used a previous version of our work that relied in parts
on a manual analysis of the content structures of a meeting. We thus reran the Deci-
sion Audit task for the MEESU system with five subjects, three male and two female.
Only the subjective and the objective evaluations and the questionnaires were con-
sidered for evaluation, the log file evaluation was not. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 6.5.
One should note that compared with the original experiment two different judges
performed the subjective and the objective evaluation. The results that MEESU
achieves often come close even to the manual topline, especially in the subjective
evaluation. However, especially for it is unclear in how far the absolute scores are
really comparable to those of the original experiment–after all, they are subjective
and depend on the actual judges.
In comparison, the objective score that MEESU achieves is rather low. A possi-
ble explanation for this is that of the five subjects of this experiment, one person
displayed a low motivation to work on the task thoroughly. While most other sub-
jects pointed out the restrictive time limit of the task, that person was the only one
who finished after only 30 minutes. The provided answer scored well below that of
the other subjects and had a strong negative influence on the computed averages,
especially in some of the questions in the post-questionnaire.
6.4 Chapter Summary and Discussion
This chapter gives an overview over standard evaluation metrics used in the field of
summarization. However, we argue that such intrinsic measures fail to capture the
usefulness of summaries in a concrete application. To address this issue we intro-
duce a novel extrinsic evaluation framework, the Decision Audit Task. Subjects in
this evaluation are presented a meeting browser that gives them access to recorded
meetings, including a transcript and the summary condition to evaluate. The task
is deliberately designed to have a very strict time limitation to encourage the sub-
jects to make use of the summary functionality. The question involves a complex
information need and cannot be answered in a single sentence.
The Decision Audit Task represents the largest extrinsic evaluation of meeting
summarization to date. One of the conclusions that can be drawn from this study is
that the participants considered automatically generated summaries to be coherent
and useful. They generally outperforming a baseline of hyperlinked keywords in the
subjective and objective evaluation criteria.
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Question Baseline MEESU Topline
Q1 I found the meeting browser intuitive and easy to
use
3.8 3.8 4.3
Q2 I was able to find all of the information I needed 2.9 3.8 4.1
Q3 I was able to efficiently find the relevant informa-
tion
2.8 3.0 4.0
Q4 I feel that I completed the task in its entirety 2.3 2.2 3.2
Q5 I understood the overall content of the meeting
discussion
3.8 4.2 4.1
Q6 The task required a great deal of effort 3.0 3.4 3.1
Q7 I had to work under pressure 3.3 3.6 2.7
Q8 I had the tools necessary to complete the task effi-
ciently
3.1 3.6 4.1
Q9 I would have liked additional information about
the meetings
3.0 3.2 2.6
Q10 It was difficult to understand the content of the
meetings using this browser
2.1 1.8 2.0
Criterion Baseline MEESU Topline
Overall quality 3.0 4.7 4.7
Conciseness 2.85 4.8 4.9
Completeness 2.55 4.4 4.5
Task comprehension 3.25 5.1 5.3
Participant effort 4.4 4.7 5.3
Writing style 4.75 5.3 5.7
Objective score 4.25 6.6 9.45
Figure 6.5: The results of the Decision Audit evaluation for MEESU
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While extractive summaries might be quite different in appearance from the way
people write summaries, the Decision Audit Task shows that they can indeed be
useful tools in the context of a meeting browser. However, the comparison with the
hand-written gold-standard summaries shows a substantial gap in the performance
of the participants. This is encouraging for future research on abstractive meeting
summarization.
In the gold-standard as well as in the semi-automatic abstractive condition, the
participants began writing their answers earlier and authoring more comprehensive
answers. This suggests that abstractive summaries help participants to better and
more quickly understand the gist of a meeting.

Chapter 7
Summary and Conclusions
This thesis describes a novel approach to abstractive meeting summarization. We
have shown that this is a challenging task which has not received much attention in
previous research, despite its doubtless usefulness in everyday application. In the
introduction chapter, we identified a number of concrete research questions which
we have addressed in this work. In the following, we summarize our main results
with respect to these questions.
What is a viable design for an abstractive meeting summarization system?
We presented the MEESU system in Chapter 5 which implements a pipeline ar-
chitecture to generate an abstractive textual summary from a previously recorded
meeting. First, a transcript of the meeting is generated either automatically or man-
ually(see Section 5.3). The transcript allows the contents of the discourse to be
transferred into a lexicalized meeting representation 5.4 which is transformed into
a lexicalized representation of the summary. The final step of the MEESU system is
the generation of a textual abstract from the summary representation.
Can such a design be implemented using readily available knowledge sources for
language processing?
A key question for abstractive approaches is how to represent both source and sum-
mary contents. Previous approaches have usually opted for specially crafted do-
main models. We have presented an approach that uses Frame Semantics at the
heart of its representation formalism (see Sections 5.4). The main rationale for this
choice is to use an existing formalism that is not tailored to a specific domain but
designed for generality. At the same time the chosen formalism must lend itself to
the task. A pragmatic demonstration that this lexicalized representation is suitable
for the task of automatic meeting summarization is the design and the implemen-
tation of a working prototype.
How can a meeting transcript be transferred into such a representation?
A second advantage that arises from the usage of Frame Semantics is its natural
proximity to the natural language input the system faces in form of meeting tran-
scripts. Being a theory of lexical semantics, Frame Semantics is intrinsically de-
signed to model natural language. That means that for the interpretation of a recorded
meeting, we can rely on existing Frame parsers that have been trained on corpora
such as the FRAMENET corpus. More specifically, our implementation uses the SE-
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MAFOR parser which has been trained on the Wall Street Journal corpus, demon-
strating the relative domain independence of the chosen approach. A shortcoming
is, however, the limited coverage of FRAMENET, and thus implicitly of the parser.
Although FRAMENET defines over a thousand unique Frames, the parser cannot al-
ways produce the correct Frame analyses for a given utterance. However, as FRAMENET
is an ongoing research effort, existing gaps in coverage are expected to decrease.
Can insights from cognitive science be leveraged as constraints for deriving the
contents of the meeting abstract?
A third new aspect is the adoption of insights of cognitive science into an actual
computational implementation. Manually produced summaries are still unmatched
by automatic procedures today, thus it is reasonable to study the ways in which
human summarizers reduce source contents to meeting contents, and apply these
findings in automated systems as well. The thesis at hand does that by implement-
ing the macro-rules described by van Dijk and Kintsch [1983] in Section 5.5. But
we also introduce two additional information retaining rules–Change of Perspective
and Grouping of Entities–which are not themselves intended for content reduction,
but for enabling macro-rules. They achieve this by transforming parts of the repre-
sentations into semantically comparable representations that–unlike the original–
fit the preconditions of the macro-rules. Without this contribution, the transfor-
mation phase from meeting to summary representation could not unfold its full
potential, since the invocation of macro-rules would not be possible in some cases.
How can a content representation based on Frame Semantics be verbalized as
text?
Abstractive approaches to summarization are rare in general, and the existing ones
often times concentrate on content representation and/or source interpretation.
The generation of an actual textual summary is not pursued in such cases. The
approach at hand embraces text generation. Section 5.6 proposes a novel way to
verbalize what is represented by a Semantic Frame: to the best of our knowledge,
this is the first general purpose natural language generator for Frame Semantics.
Given a set of specific Frames, target lexical unit and Frame Elements, the ques-
tion for text generation is how to map this semantic representation to syntactic and
finally surface forms. In our approach this is done using partial syntax trees which
are derived automatically from corpus annotation in a pre-processing step. This
has to be done only once and is then used as a knowledge base within the genera-
tor. Again, the versatility of the Frame Semantic approach is underlined because no
additional annotation is required. The existing annotation in the FRAMENET corpus
can be re-used.
How can the usefulness of a meeting summary be measured?
Finally, we present a new methodology to evaluate the generated meeting sum-
maries (Section 6). While the evaluation of automatic summarization is generally
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acknowledged to be a difficult task, a certain set of metrics, such as ROUGE, have
become quasi-standards in recent years. Such intrinsic metrics try to measure an
inherent quality of a given summary by comparing it with a set of gold-standard
summaries. Ultimately, however, what decides about the utility of a summary is
how well it supports its user in performing a certain task.
We therefore propose a new framework for a specific extrinsic task, a “decision
audit”. In this framework, users are presented a meeting browser that allows them
to access a set of recorded meetings in the form of audio and video recordings, tran-
script and a summary for each meeting. Their task is to audit the decision mak-
ing process of the meeting participants over the course of all meetings. Their per-
formance is measured in a number of different categories and compared to other
summary systems or to a baseline system.
7.1 Future Work
A thesis on a previously rather neglected sub-field of summarization almost cer-
tainly means that there is room left for improvement. In future work, we plan to
extend the so far purely language centered approach to include multimodal infor-
mation. A number of research projects with different foci have demonstrated how
a automatic system can benefit from combining multiple modalities. For meetings,
it is straight-forward to see that such information as nodding or shaking one’s head,
which are often used modes of conversation, is something that escapes a treatment
of meeting contents based exclusively on the transcript.
But even for the modalities and information layers that were used, moving from
the controlled, high-quality manual versions to automatically produced versions, is
a future task. This includes the use of ASR transcripts, or automatically recognized
dialog acts. Such a change is likely to reduce the quality of downstream processing,
for instance, the recognition of Semantic Frames in the transcript.
On the other hand, tools such as SEMAFOR which is used for the automatic Frame
prediction in this thesis typically treat their input utterances in isolation from the
context they appear in. We suspect that especially for the interpretation of conver-
sational discourse, a context model could have a beneficial effect on Frame parsing.
This point is directly related to the fact the FRAMENET despite continually growing
in size has still room for improvement in terms of coverage.
On the generation side, intelligent methods to backtrack from generation fail-
ure could be added. Such strategies would allow an intelligent replanning of the
document structure if the generation of a certain sub-part fails. More partial syn-
tax trees in the generator’s data base would help preventing such fails in the first
place. In addition to that, the quality of the generated summary discourse could be
improved. At the moment, the generated summaries consist of a series of indepen-
dently generated statements. Adding support for inter-sentence relations, such as
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e.g. suggested by Rhetorical Structure Theory, should allow for an even more natural
presentation.
Semantic Frames are being developed for more and more languages. While they
are language specific, it would be interesting to study how the content represen-
tation of a summary could be mapped onto the Frames of another language. This
would be a first step toward cross-lingual summaries. It is not clear though if the
generation algorithm could be re-used for a such a task without further modifica-
tion. Naturally, the set of partial syntax trees would have to be created for any new
language, but the combination rules for tree might not be reusable in a one-to-one
fashion. This would certainly be an interesting extension of our approach.
The summaries generated in the system described in this thesis are general pur-
pose summaries. A useful extension could thus be to allow the user of a summary
to specify a particular topic of interest, so that an abstractive summary tailored es-
pecially to the user’s information need could be generated automatically.
Appendix A
Example of an automatic transcript
The following is an example of an automatically generated transcript of meeting
ES2002a from the AMI Corpus. It was generated using the 2007 AMI(DA) system
for meeting transcription [Hain et al., 2007a] and cleaned from some of the speech
disfluencies with the GRODI tool [Germesin, 2008].
[00:00-00:01] B: Mm
[00:05-00:08] D: It’s to see how he treats could use the powerpoint presentation
[00:07-00:09] B: Uh i think it’s already on actually
[00:09-00:09] D: Uh-huh
[00:12-00:13] B: Yeah
[00:15-00:16] B: Well i don’t know the same
[00:19-00:20] A: Maybe
[00:21-00:21] B: Uh
[00:24-00:24] A: Uh-huh
[00:31-00:31] B: Uh
[00:33-00:34] B: Applies and that
[00:38-00:38] A: Yeah
[00:40-00:41] B: Okay right
[00:41-00:42] B: And l.
[00:46-00:46] A: Do you think
[00:48-00:49] A: Yes
[00:48-00:49] B: Yeah
[00:50-00:51] B: Okay
[00:54-00:54] B: Right
[00:56-00:59] B: Um well as the kick-off meeting for our project
[01:02-01:03] B: And
[01:04-01:07] B: This is what we’re gonna be doing as an extra five minutes
[01:08-01:11] B: Um so of course we’ll just a kind of
[01:11-01:15] B: Make sure that we all know each other i’m ryan and the project
manager
[01:15-01:15] D: Okay
[01:16-01:17] B: Two and to introduce yourself to get
[01:17-01:21] A: Hi i’m david and i’m supposed to be industrial designer
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[01:21-01:21] B: Okay
[01:22-01:24] D: And i’m andrew and i’m the marketing
[01:26-01:26] C: Hmm
[01:26-01:27] D: Experts
[01:27-01:29] C: And create an easy interface
[01:29-01:31] B: Great okay
[01:31-01:32] B: I know
[01:32-01:34] B: And sir designing a new remote control
[01:35-01:36] B: And
[01:36-01:38] B: I’ll have to record easier actually
[01:39-01:39] B: So that’s
[01:40-01:42] B: Do that and encourages know
[01:45-01:46] B: And you all right on time
[01:49-01:56] B: Um yes it is a design a new remote control as you can see this be
original trendy and user-friendly
[01:57-01:57] B: Um
[01:58-02:00] B: So that’s kind of or brief
[02:01-02:01] B: So why
[02:02-02:03] B: Um
[02:03-02:06] B: And there are three different stages to the design
[02:06-02:09] B: And i’m laurie sure what would you guys have already received
[02:09-02:10] B: Um
[02:11-02:12] B: In your emails what did you get
[02:13-02:18] A: Um i just got the project announcement designing a remote
control
[02:15-02:16] B: Uh-huh
[02:19-02:20] A: And it’s
[02:19-02:20] D: Yeah that’s
[02:20-02:22] B: Is that what everybody calls okay
[02:21-02:22] A: You think
[02:23-02:23] B: Um
[02:24-02:27] B: So we’re gonna have individual work and then a meeting about
it
[02:28-02:28] B: And
[02:29-02:31] B: Repeat that process three times
[02:32-02:33] B: Um
[02:34-02:37] B: And at this point we get try out the whiteboard over there
[02:38-02:39] B: I have
[02:40-02:41] B: So that
[02:41-02:43] B: You get to draw your favourite animal and
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[02:44-02:46] B: Sum up your favourite characteristics of that
[02:46-02:47] B: So if you’d to go first
[02:47-02:48] D: I want to huh
[02:48-02:49] B: Very good i
[02:54-02:55] D: Alright
[02:56-02:57] D: So
[03:01-03:02] D: This one here right
[03:03-03:04] B: Uh-huh
[03:04-03:04] D: Okay
[03:05-03:06] D: Yeah nice
[03:06-03:08] D: Alright my favourite animal
[03:10-03:11] D: Is why
[03:23-03:24] D: A big l.
[03:32-03:33] D: Uh
[03:33-03:35] D: Okay it’s very characteristics that i
[03:36-03:36] B: Yeah
[03:36-03:37] D: Um right well
[03:38-03:39] D: Basically yeah
[03:40-03:42] D: High priority for any animal for me is that they
[03:43-03:44] D: Be willing to take a lot of
[03:45-03:46] D: Physical affection
[03:47-03:49] D: From The family
[03:49-03:50] D: And
[03:51-03:54] D: Yeah it a lot of personality and
[03:56-03:59] D: He says and then robust good health this is blue
[03:60-04:00] D: The bigger
[04:01-04:02] D: I send it to you
[04:03-04:04] B: Right
[04:05-04:05] B: Okay
[04:05-04:05] D: Yeah
[04:08-04:08] C: Mm
[04:15-04:17] C: Oh right on would be a monkey
[04:26-04:26] B: I
[04:28-04:34] C: And the small keys already had a one party it’s got a real not a
one that but with them
[04:35-04:35] D: Uh-huh
[04:36-04:36] A: Cool
[04:36-04:36] B: Right
[04:41-04:42] A: It’s too much here
[04:46-04:49] B: You take as long over this is a light because we have not
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[04:49-04:51] B: An awful lot to discuss a call it a day
[04:52-04:53] B: To fill out your interest anyway
[04:53-04:54] A: Okay
[04:56-04:58] D: That’s it for the whole lot more about the school
[04:58-05:00] B: A kid what i might have to get yep again then
[04:59-04:59] D: Okay
[05:01-05:03] B: I don’t know minus and i think on the spot yeah
[05:07-05:08] D: Impressionist
[05:09-05:10] A: Oh cool
[05:12-05:13] B: Is that away on
[05:13-05:14] A: Yeah yeah
[05:14-05:15] B: I
[05:19-05:19] A: Um
[05:20-05:20] A: Well
[05:22-05:31] A: I don’t know it’s just first i might need off the top of my head it’s
bigger even this "’cause" i’m allergic to most animals but you
channel four issues inaccurate right
[05:28-05:28] B: Oh
[05:32-05:35] A: Oh oh yeah and i kinda wheels becoming know i
[05:36-05:38] A: You’d everything in sight i
[05:38-05:41] A: They’re quite harmless and my role than interesting
[05:38-05:39] D: Right
[05:42-05:42] D: Hmm
[05:42-05:43] B: Okay
[05:44-05:45] B: I saw the note of interaction that
[05:46-05:47] B: Um
[05:49-05:49] A: Mm
[05:50-05:51] D: Superb stage kind of
[05:52-05:53] A: I
[05:54-05:55] A: Tales bit bigger
[05:55-05:57] B: I actually is a dog as well
[05:58-05:60] B: But I just a different kind of dog
[05:60-05:60] D: Yeah
[06:00-06:03] B: On my favourite animal is my own though look at home
[06:04-06:04] A: Mm
[06:04-06:05] B: Um
[06:07-06:09] B: That doesn’t really look actually
[06:09-06:09] A: I
[06:12-06:12] A: Oh
[06:13-06:15] B: Yeah it’s more a pig actually
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[06:15-06:15] A: Uh-huh
[06:16-06:16] B: Well
[06:17-06:17] A: Yeah
[06:18-06:19] D: I see a dog in there
[06:20-06:21] B: There are the three good idea
[06:23-06:24] D: No seriously
[06:24-06:25] C: I
[06:28-06:29] B: Ah
[06:33-06:34] D: What kind is it
[06:35-06:38] B: I give the next year old various things
[06:39-06:39] B: Um it
[06:40-06:42] B: And what they about that
[06:43-06:45] B: That’s this to suggest that his tail wags
[06:46-06:50] B: And it’s very friendly interior and orestes to see
[06:50-06:52] B: Right kind of affectionate and
[06:52-06:53] B: Um
[06:55-06:56] B: Uh
[06:57-07:01] B: And it’s quite we as well you can doesn’t take up too much space
[07:01-07:02] B: Um
[07:06-07:07] B: And
[07:07-07:07] A: Oh
[07:08-07:09] B: Eh does of anything which is the tail
[07:10-07:10] A: Yeah
[07:10-07:12] B: As well this is quite music say
[07:11-07:13] D: Is you where the this is on to it really see thing
[07:12-07:12] A: Mm
[07:14-07:14] A: Mm
[07:14-07:16] B: I couldn’t see it as i she’s had a standard
[07:17-07:20] B: And it just all this and this get up and start chasing its tail
[07:18-07:18] A: Oh
[07:20-07:21] A: I
[07:21-07:22] B: It’s round living room
[07:22-07:23] A: And after that
[07:24-07:25] B: Yeah so
[07:24-07:27] D: Probably when use little he got lots of attention for doing it in
[07:27-07:28] B: Yeah maybe
[07:27-07:29] D: Has forever been conditioned
[07:29-07:30] B: Maybe i
[07:31-07:33] B: And where she found this just an here
[07:35-07:36] B: Okay
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[07:39-07:40] B: Yeah
[07:40-07:41] B: Meeting next
[07:42-07:43] B: Um
[07:45-07:46] A: Uh-huh
[07:45-07:49] B: Okay and i need to discuss the project finance
[07:48-07:48] A: Uh-huh
[07:50-07:51] B: Um
[07:52-07:57] B: So current a brief we’re gonna be selling this remote control for
twenty five euro
[07:57-07:58] B: Um i’m where
[07:59-07:60] B: Aiming to make
[08:00-08:02] B: Fifty million euro
[08:03-08:07] B: Um so we’re gonna be selling this an international scale
[08:07-08:12] B: And we do want it to cost any more than twelve fifty euros saying
[08:13-08:15] B: Fifty percent of the selling price
[08:16-08:18] D: And we discover that again
[08:18-08:18] B: Sure
[08:19-08:21] D: Um so this
[08:22-08:23] D: Ah right yeah
[08:25-08:26] D: So cost
[08:27-08:28] D: Production cost is
[08:28-08:29] B: All see the other
[08:29-08:32] D: Twelve fifty the selling price is a wholesaler reach yeah
[08:33-08:34] D: Like on the shelf
[08:35-08:35] B: I i
[08:36-08:37] B: But i mighta
[08:38-08:39] B: That’s good question
[08:38-08:40] D: Our sale our selling or
[08:40-08:43] B: I imagine it probably is are sell actually because it’s probably up
to
[08:42-08:43] D: Okay
[08:44-08:45] B: The
[08:46-08:48] B: The retailer to yeah some of whatever price they want
[08:49-08:50] B: Um
[08:52-08:56] B: But i don’t know i mean do you think the fact that it’s going to be
sold internationally will have a bearing on
[08:57-08:58] B: Hi redesign it at all
[08:59-08:59] D: Yes
[08:59-08:60] B: Okay well
[09:01-09:02] B: Um
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[09:05-09:06] B: Mm
[09:08-09:14] D: All right away i’m wondering if there is and the d. v. d. players if
they are zones
[09:14-09:16] B: Oh yeah regions and stuff yeah
[09:14-09:15] D: Um
[09:16-09:16] D: Frequencies or something
[09:17-09:17] B: Yeah
[09:18-09:18] B: Okay
[09:17-09:20] D: Hmm As well as
[09:20-09:23] D: Characters different
[09:23-09:25] D: Keypad styles and simple
[09:25-09:28] B: Yeah well for a remote control think that would be
[09:26-09:27] D: Uh mm
[09:28-09:31] B: I suppose depends on how complicated a remote control is
[09:29-09:29] D: You know
[09:32-09:33] A: It does make sense mm
[09:34-09:35] A: It is i think it’s
[09:36-09:36] A: Yeah
[09:37-09:40] A: More complicated for your can languages and you need buttons
[09:40-09:41] B: Yeah
[09:41-09:41] D: Yeah
[09:41-09:42] B: Yeah
[09:43-09:44] B: Okay
[09:43-09:47] D: And then at it and then all of the other thing international is on
top of the price
[09:48-09:49] D: I’m thinking
[09:51-09:52] D: The price might
[09:52-09:57] D: Might appeal to a certain market in one region where is in an-
other it would be different
[09:58-10:01] B: Or just in terms of the wealth of the country
[09:58-10:00] D: Just a characteristic huh
[10:01-10:03] B: How much money people have to spend on things that
[10:01-10:01] D: Just
[10:03-10:03] D: Or just
[10:04-10:06] D: Basic product that is positioning
[10:06-10:11] D: Twenty five euro remote control might be a big hit in london
[10:11-10:14] D: Might not be such a big hit in and
[10:15-10:16] D: Grease and
[10:16-10:17] B: Yeah it’s them yeah
[10:16-10:17] D: Something that
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[10:17-10:17] A: Uh-huh
[10:19-10:23] B: Marketing Get more control over it should be writing on this
time
[10:23-10:24] B: Um
[10:55-10:58] D: Right away and making some kind of assumptions about what
[10:59-11:00] D: What information we’re getting here
[11:01-11:01] B: Mm
[11:01-11:01] D: Thinking
[11:02-11:04] D: "’kay" trendy probably means something
[11:04-11:05] D: Other than just basic
[11:05-11:06] B: Yeah
[11:06-11:07] D: Something other than just
[11:07-11:08] D: Standard
[11:09-11:09] D: And
[11:10-11:11] D: So
[11:11-11:16] D: Wondering right away is selling twenty five years is that is gonna
be the premium product
[11:17-11:20] B: Yeah yeah how much does remote control cost
[11:17-11:18] D: Okay
[11:22-11:24] B: Well twenty five euro mean that
[11:25-11:26] B: That’s quite
[11:26-11:29] B: Eighteen pounds or something isn’t are know as much as well
[11:30-11:31] B: Sixteen seventeen eighteen times
[11:30-11:32] D: Yeah Yeah it’s yeah
[11:32-11:33] B: Um
[11:34-11:36] B: As in i’ve never bought a remote controls are you
[11:37-11:39] B: Hi how good a remote control that we’ve got you
[11:36-11:37] D: No
[11:39-11:40] B: Um
[11:41-11:42] D: I am
[11:42-11:45] B: But yes is it has to look kind of cool and gimmicky
[11:44-11:44] D: Uh-huh
[11:47-11:48] B: Um
[11:49-11:49] B: Right
[11:50-11:50] B: Okay
[11:52-11:53] B: We just go on ahead here
[11:54-11:54] B: Okay
[11:55-11:58] B: Uh well that does anybody have anything to add to
[11:58-11:59] B: Uhuh
[11:60-12:02] B: To the finance issue at all
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[12:03-12:07] D: Do we have any other background information on how that
compares to other
[12:08-12:11] B: No actually that would be useful though it may if you knew
[12:08-12:09] D: Other mm
[12:11-12:12] B: What your money look at you
[12:11-12:11] D: Yeah
[12:13-12:13] B: Nine
[12:15-12:16] B: Mm
[12:34-12:37] D: Here interesting thing about discussing the
[12:37-12:39] D: Production remote control for me is that
[12:39-12:43] D: But as you point out as don’t think remote controls being sum-
moned something people
[12:44-12:45] D: Consciously
[12:45-12:47] D: Assess in the purchasing habits
[12:48-12:48] B: Yeah yes
[12:48-12:49] D: It’s just
[12:50-12:53] D: Getting shoelaces issues or something this comes from
[12:53-12:56] B: Five minutes and the meeting oh okay river behind
[12:56-12:57] D: Tony
[12:58-12:58] A: Yeah
[12:57-12:58] C: Yeah
[12:58-13:01] D: Is it is or how do you i mean one one way look at a be well
[13:02-13:03] D: The people producing
[13:03-13:05] D: Television set maybe they have to buy
[13:05-13:06] D: Remote control
[13:07-13:11] D: Another way is maybe people had t. v. set a really set up with
their remote control
[13:11-13:12] D: And they really want
[13:13-13:13] C: And
[13:13-13:14] D: A better one or something
[13:14-13:21] C: Okay in time but i’m more controls because the fed up of having
four five different calls for each thing starts
[13:20-13:21] D: Right Right
[13:21-13:24] C: So and then was just it’s how many choices control
[13:22-13:22] D: Okay
[13:24-13:27] D: Right so in function wanna priorities might be
[13:26-13:27] B: Yeah
[13:27-13:28] D: Two
[13:29-13:29] D: Combine as many
[13:30-13:30] D: Uses
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[13:31-13:35] B: That’s a design that should be a main design a name of a remote
control do
[13:35-13:36] D: I think yeah
[13:36-13:37] B: Your your satellite ten year
[13:37-13:37] D: Yeah
[13:38-13:40] B: Regular tally in your v. c. r. and everything
[13:40-13:41] D: Like to
[13:41-13:45] D: Maybe what we could use as a sort example of a successful
[13:45-13:46] D: At least technology is
[13:47-13:48] D: Palm palm pilots
[13:48-13:54] D: They’re drawn from being just little scribble boards to the cam-
eras m. p. three players cell phones
[13:53-13:53] B: Hmm
[13:55-13:59] D: Everything agenda i wonder if we might add something you do
that
[13:59-14:03] D: To the remote control market such as the lighting in your hair
are
[14:00-14:01] B: Yeah
[14:03-14:04] D: Um
[14:04-14:06] B: Or even a in a it’s a ball it’s
[14:06-14:11] B: Um what you wanna watch slightly my pen they’re all i want one
sentence estimate and that’s a good idea
[14:09-14:10] D: Yeah yeah
[14:12-14:13] B: So a extra functionalities
[14:11-14:11] D: And
[14:13-14:22] D: Yeah but personally for me at home i’ve combined be the audio
video might television set in my d. v. d. player m. s. c. d. player
[14:23-14:26] D: So they will work actually function together but i differ remote
controls for each yeah
[14:27-14:27] B: Uh-huh is
[14:27-14:30] D: So is sort of ironic that then they’re in there
[14:32-14:33] D: Um
[14:34-14:36] D: You know the sound everything is just one system
[14:37-14:37] B: Hmm
[14:36-14:38] D: But each one’s got it on the know
[14:39-14:39] D: Right
[14:43-14:44] B: Um
[14:45-14:49] B: Okay at all gonna have to wrap up pretty quickly a nice couple
of minutes
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[14:50-14:51] B: And i’ll just write nothing else
[14:52-14:53] B: Okay
[14:54-14:59] B: So anything else anybody wants at it but what they don’t about
remote controls and use what they do
[14:59-15:00] B: Would really to be
[15:01-15:03] B: Part of this new one at all
[15:03-15:04] A: And you using them
[15:05-15:06] B: You keep using them at a
[15:06-15:08] A: Find some here okay uh-huh
[15:07-15:08] D: Mm
[15:09-15:11] A: I mean that’s really quite small or when you why
[15:09-15:09] D: Hmm
[15:11-15:12] D: Uh-huh
[15:12-15:13] A: Yeah i think
[15:14-15:14] A: And you
[15:13-15:14] B: Yeah
[15:13-15:14] D: Yeah
[15:15-15:19] B: You get a response we can if you whistle or make really high
pitched noisy beep
[15:15-15:15] D: Yeah
[15:16-15:17] D: This is really yeah
[15:19-15:20] D: Yeah
[15:20-15:23] B: But i mean is that something we don’t include you think
[15:24-15:25] D: Huh
[15:25-15:26] B: Hmm
[15:26-15:26] D: Sure
[15:27-15:27] B: Okay maybe
[15:27-15:30] D: And i remember when the first remote control might
[15:30-15:34] D: My family had was on a cable actually cable between get the t. v.
in big
[15:34-15:35] D: Buttons as sort of
[15:36-15:37] D: Like on a blind or something
[15:37-15:38] B: My goodness
[15:37-15:40] D: And anything about what they are now
[15:40-15:42] D: Better but actually it’s still kind of
[15:43-15:44] D: I don’t know
[15:44-15:46] D: And massive junkie thing on the table
[15:46-15:48] B: Stuff is quite primitive
[15:46-15:48] D: Maybe we could think about how
[15:49-15:51] D: Could be more streamline
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[15:51-15:53] B: Maybe like a touch screen or something
[15:53-15:56] D: Something that yeah or whatever be technologically reasonable
[15:54-15:55] B: Okay
[15:56-15:59] B: Uh-huh okay well i guess that’s up to our industrial designer
[15:57-16:03] D: "’cause" it could be that if it could be the functionally that
doesn’t make any better but that just t. p. all of
[16:02-16:03] B: Yeah that’s better
[16:03-16:05] D: I’ve not having these days is a rip
[16:06-16:08] D: Using that he was phones are becoming more and more
[16:08-16:09] D: Sheik
[16:09-16:09] B: Yeah
[16:10-16:12] D: Um nicer material than
[16:12-16:12] B: Okay
[16:12-16:13] D: Might be
[16:15-16:16] B: Okay
[16:16-16:17] D: Be worth exploring yeah
[16:17-16:25] B: Right well and just to wrap up the next meeting’s gonna be in
thirty minutes that’s point about ten to twelve by my watch
[16:25-16:27] B: And
[16:27-16:28] B: In between nine and
[16:29-16:30] B: Um
[16:30-16:33] B: As the industrial designer you’re gonna be working on
[16:33-16:36] B: You know that’s a working design of that you doing there
[16:37-16:38] B: Um
[16:38-16:39] B: For our user interface
[16:40-16:44] B: Technical functions i guess that’s what we’ve been talking about
what i’ll actually day
[16:45-16:46] B: And and
[16:47-16:49] B: Uh marketing executive
[16:50-16:50] B: You’ll be
[16:51-16:54] B: Thinking about what it actually what requirements it has to
[16:55-16:56] B: Has to fulfil
[16:56-16:59] B: And you will get instructions email t. i guess
[16:60-17:00] D: Okay
[17:01-17:02] B: Um
[17:06-17:07] B: Okay
[17:08-17:12] B: Yes it’s at the functional design stages next i guess
[17:14-17:15] B: And
[17:16-17:18] B: And that’s the end of the meeting
[17:19-17:23] B: So i got that little message a lock same as my thought i would say
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[17:20-17:20] D: Um
[17:27-17:30] D: Before we wrap up just to make your own same page yeah
[17:30-17:30] B: Uh-huh
[17:30-17:31] D: Um
[17:31-17:32] D: Do we
[17:33-17:37] D: We’re given sort of an example of a coffee machine or something
right
[17:36-17:37] B: Nine yeah
[17:37-17:37] D: Well
[17:39-17:39] D: Um
[17:41-17:47] D: Are we i mean right now nice function a television remote con-
trol may have features which could be on the television
[17:48-17:50] D: Or are we keeping sort of
[17:50-17:52] D: And design commitment to
[17:52-17:53] D: Television feature
[17:54-18:02] B: Okay well just very quickly "’cause" we’re supposed to finish my
and i guess that’s not to us i mean you probably want some kind
of unique selling point of that
[17:54-17:55] D: I don’t know
[18:02-18:04] B: So
[18:02-18:02] D: Okay
[18:04-18:07] A: I don’t want that it would be production cost
[18:04-18:05] B: You know
[18:07-18:08] D: Okay yeah
[18:08-18:10] A: Because there’s a cat there
[18:08-18:08] B: Yeah
[18:10-18:10] D: Okay
[18:11-18:13] A: Depends on how much you can cram into that price
[18:14-18:14] B: Uh-huh
[18:14-18:14] D: Okay
[18:16-18:18] A: I think that’s the main
[18:16-18:16] B: Yeah
[18:18-18:19] B: Okay
[18:18-18:19] D: Okay
[18:19-18:22] B: Right okay well that’s the end of the meeting them
[18:22-18:23] B: Um
[18:25-18:27] B: Uh Thank you all for coming
[18:25-18:26] D: I am
[18:28-18:28] A: Yeah
[18:29-18:29] B: I
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[18:31-18:34] B: Okay that was what they want us to listen
[18:35-18:36] B: Um
[18:38-18:39] B: Right
[18:40-18:40] D: Great
[18:41-18:42] B: How is it as well
[18:47-18:47] B: So
[18:48-18:48] B: Function and
[18:50-18:50] B: Okay okay
[18:53-18:54] D: Mm
[18:54-18:56] B: I mean if you can just leave it on maybe in them
[18:57-18:57] A: No
[18:57-18:57] B: Um
[18:58-18:58] A: Right well
[18:59-19:01] B: Oh call this time to sell four
[19:02-19:02] C: If
[19:04-19:04] A: Right right okay
[19:04-19:04] C: Mm
[19:05-19:08] A: Function mm e. f. eight
[19:09-19:09] B: Uh-huh
[19:10-19:10] C: Mm
[19:12-19:14] A: Yeah it’s just something that
[19:12-19:12] B: Oh yeah that’s
[19:14-19:14] C: Okay
[19:14-19:16] B: Oh thank goodness okay
[19:17-19:17] B: Right
[19:30-19:31] B: Mm
[19:38-19:38] B: I
[20:19-20:19] B: Oh
[20:29-20:29] B: Oh
[20:31-20:32] B: Mm Oh
[20:34-20:34] B: Mm
[20:40-20:40] B: Oh
[20:43-20:43] B: I
[20:54-20:54] B: Mm
[21:11-21:11] B: Mm
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( opening parenthesis PRP pronoun, personal
) closing parenthesis PRP$ pronoun, possessive
, comma RB adverb
– dash RBR adverb, comparative
. sentence terminator RBS adverb, superlative
: colon or ellipsis RP particle
CC conjunction, coordinating SYM symbol
CD numeral, cardinal TO "to" as preposition or infini-
tive marker
DT determiner UH interjection
EX existential there VB verb, base form
FW foreign word VBD verb, past tense
IN preposition or conjunction,
subordinating
VBG verb, present participle or
gerund
JJ adjective or numeral, ordi-
nal
VBN verb, past participle
JJR adjective, comparative VBP verb, present tense, not 3rd
person singular
JJS adjective, superlative VBZ verb, present tense, 3rd per-
son singular
LS list item marker WDT WH-determiner
MD modal auxiliary WP WH-pronoun
NN noun, common, singular or
mass
WP$ WH-pronoun, possessive
NNP noun, proper, singular WRB Wh-adverb
NNPS noun, proper, plural
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